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Foreword
From Plan to Action encourages the small island nation of
Tuvalu to embark on a sustainable development path.
It illustrates the economic challenges experienced by a
resource-poor and public sector-dominated economy with
limited development opportunities. After the golden years of
windfall investment revenues of the Tuvalu Trust Fund
in 2000–2002, the fiscal condition began to deteriorate.
Consequently, growth has been slow and poverty has been
seeping through parts of the society, including the Outer
Islands.
The solutions are provided in the national strategy
of Te Kakeega II that harnesses the key objectives of improving
livelihoods through private sector development and making
better use of public sector resources—a primary responsibility
of the Government of Tuvalu. The task is to take action and
move from plan to implementation, a process that calls for
commitment of the Government and that of Tuvalu’s
development partners.

From Plan to Action assesses development constraints
and opportunities for the guidance of the Government, as well
as development partners, in preparing more effective
development strategies. The report identifies realistic
macroeconomic management and fiscal targets for mediumterm macroeconomic management, assesses opportunities for
expansion of the private sector and the growth of private sectordriven employment, and reviews pro-poor service delivery. The
objective of the report is to help the Government and the
Tuvaluan civil society in reaching critical decisions on policies
aimed at attaining a more equitable and sustainable growth.
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As a publication under the Pacific Islands Economic
Report series, the report is a result of joint work of Asian
Development Bank (ADB)–Australian Agency for
International Development (AusAID)-funded regional project.
It also consolidates a number of thematic analyses that
contribute to ADB’s assistance to the Government. The series
aims to assist the Island Governments in their policy
formulation by analyzing the socioeconomic situations, key
issues, and development prospects.
The report is an independent review by consultants.
Guidance and substantive contributions were made by Anqian
Huang, Sirpa Jarvenpaa, Thomas Gloerfelt-Tarp, and Fernando
Garcia. The report has also benefited from a harmonized
process that involved analytical reviews by development
partners of Tuvalu and valuable comments of ADB staff at the
Pacific Department.

Philip Erquiaga
Director General
Pacific Department
Asian Development Bank
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Executive Summary
Purpose
This update of economic and social development is part of a
broader effort by the Asian Development Bank (ADB), in
partnership with Pacific developing member countries
(PDMC), to focus on the endemic constraints to improving
public and private sector productivity in the region. This
broader effort is supporting the in-country participatory
formulation of policies and institutions that work in favor of
poverty reduction, and the local formulation of strategies that
can negotiate any lack of acceptance of reform.
The objectives of this report are to (i) provide an
underlying assessment of the development constraints and
opportunities for the guidance of the Government, as well as
for the preparation of ADB’s Country Partnership Strategy
scheduled for 2007; (ii) prepare macroeconomic management
and fiscal target indicators to guide medium-term
macroeconomic management; (iii) present a private sector
assessment, including a road map for establishing a competitive
and enabling environment for the private sector; (iv) present
a review of pro-poor service delivery; and (v) provide a basis
for policy consultations to facilitate the achievement of propoor policy outcomes and to help the people and Governments
reach critical decisions on the adoption and implementation
of appropriate policies.

The economy
grew by 7.3%
p.a. from 1996
to 2002

The Economic Setting
The Tuvalu economy grew at a real rate of 7.3% per annum
(p.a.) from 1996 to 2002, 6.1% in per head terms (2002 is the
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Growth
probably
eased over
2004 and 2005

A key
contributor
being falling
offshore
income

Inflation
is low at 3%

Bank lending
has been
at imprudent
levels
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last year of measurement). Almost all of the growth was
accounted for by an expansion in the public sector arising from
a larger civil service wage bill, major public construction
projects, and growth in the public enterprises. The public
sector now contributes approximately 70% of gross domestic
product (GDP) and employment. Agriculture and fishing
contracted over the 6 years to 2002 while manufacturing
activity was low throughout the period.
Economic activity is likely to have remained high over
2003 as the public sector continued to expand and as bank
lending increased. Over 2004, the last of a series of major public
construction projects were completed, fiscal pressure required
wage restraint in the civil service and action was taken to
correct what had become an imprudent level of lending by
the financial sector. These factors are likely to have seen
economic growth ease over 2004 and into 2005.
The expansion in the public sector had mainly been
funded by ‘windfall’ revenue from fish licenses, the marketing
of the tv domain name, and the Tuvalu Trust Fund. Income
from these sources was low over 2003 to 2005, averaging
Australian dollar (A$)9 million p.a. compared to the annual
average of A$35 million over the previous 3-year period. The
fall in offshore income, combined with a reduction in foreign
grants, required a large reduction in public expenditure.
Tuvalu’s inflation rate follows that of its major trading
partners given a high import dependency (the ratio of
merchandise imports to GDP has recently ranged between
60% and 100%). Reflecting low inflation in its trading partners
and the stable A$, inflation has been on the order of 3% p.a.
for some years.
Over the 1990s, deposits with the financial institutions
had exceeded domestic lending and the excess was invested
offshore. This situation was reversed by a relaxation of lending
practices for private lending and a weakening in the fiscal
position that saw the Government become a net borrower
locally. By the end of 2003, total lending by the National Bank
of Tuvalu exceeded deposits. This highly undesirable situation
has been corrected somewhat and the ratio of loans to deposits
was reduced to 93% by the end of 2005.
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The 2002 Census estimated a national unemployment
rate of 6.5%, and a slightly higher rate of 8.9% on the main
center of Funafuti. Unemployment is likely to have increased
since 2002 given the completion of major public projects.
Nonetheless, the large public sector, an ability to switch to
subsistence activities and continuing offshore employment
opportunities are likely to prevent the emergence of very high
unemployment rates.
The opportunity to work as seafarers on foreign marine
vessels is an important outlet for Tuvaluan men, particularly
those from the Outer Islands, where there are very few formal
sector jobs. As of early 2006, the equivalent of 15% of the adult
male population was on-ship. Total cash remittances generated
by this employment are estimated to be on the order of A$2
million–4 million per year. However, this source of employment
has been at risk for some time. A long-standing concern has
been the potential for Tuvalu seafarers to lose their international
accreditation, a risk that is being addressed through an upgrade
of the Tuvalu Maritime Training Institute. Opportunities are
now being lost to poor discipline and poor air link.
While the large public sector provides substantial
employment, it has adverse effects on employment by the
private sector and, hence, long-term growth prospects. In
particular, the large public sector has a direct crowding-out
effect on the private sector because it undertakes jobs that
could be undertaken by private business. And extensive public
sector employment establishes a benchmark for pay rates and
work effort that adversely affects what the private sector is
required to pay and how staff work. The evidence points to
substantial overemployment in the public sector and an
increase in pay to public servants far in excess of their value.
This rent-seeking behavior can have far-reaching, damaging
impacts on growth prospects.
The large public sector also has important effects on
income distribution. The share of the Funafuti adult population
formally employed is more than twice that on the Outer Islands,
a key factor being the concentration of the public sector on
Funafuti. Almost all the relatively lower-income activities of
fishing, agriculture, and handicraft manufacture take place on
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Formal
economic
activity is
concentrated
on Funafuti

the Outer Islands. This distribution of economic activity
underpins much higher cash incomes in Funafuti than in the
Outer Islands. A key outcome is that national income is
distributed in favor of the better educated and better connected
individuals who are able to secure public employment. At the
same time, the large public sector wage bill at the expense of
the provision of basic services, so indirectly has an adverse impact
on the quality of life of the disadvantaged.

Public Sector Management
The surge in
revenue was
spent quickly

And the budget
deficit has
been hard to
control

The Government spent most of the surge in offshore revenue
earned from 2000 to 2002. Much of the additional expenditure
was allocated to once-off items, such as the sealing of the road
network on Funafuti, an Outer-Island electrification project,
and grants to a Falekauple Trust Fund established to assist
Outer Island development.1 The ratio of expenditure and net
lending to GDP reached as high as 220% over these years,
compared with current levels of about 125%.
Some of the additional expenditure was on recurrent
items that have been difficult to reduce as revenue has fallen.
This has been a source of considerable fiscal pressure, and as
a ratio to GDP, the budget deficit rose to the order of 30% in
2003 and was on the order of 10% and 20% of GDP in 2004
and 2005, respectively.
The large deficits have quickly drawn down the
Government’s financial reserves. In net terms, these stood at
59% of GDP at the end of 2002, but they were effectively
exhausted during 2005 and there were few readily accessible
alternative sources of deficit financing.
Financial relief has been provided by a stronger Australian
capital market. This will allow a A$12 million distribution from
the Tuvalu Trust Fund in 2006, replenishing the Government’s
cash reserves and providing a budget surplus over the year.
However, continuing high levels of government expenditure
mean the financial reserves may only last until 2008.
1

Tuvalu Main Report Prelim.pmd

The Falekaupule is the traditional assembly in each island (or traditional
island decision-making body).
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The estimated gross value of public debt was A$24
million as of the end of 2005, which is approximately 90%
of GDP. In net present value terms, the debt–to–national
income ratio is likely to be on the order of 40%. This will
fall to the low level of about 15% over 2006 as the Tuvalu
Trust Fund distribution is made. Based on current budget
projections, debt levels will return to current levels over 2008.
The problem facing Tuvalu is that it has allowed the
trend level of expenditure and net lending to rise above the
trend level of revenue and grants. This gives rise to an
underlying budget deficit. If recent trends continue, in a
typical year, the budget will be in deficit by approximately
A$2.5 million, on the order of 10% of GDP. This is an
unsustainable fiscal position.
This is a trend projection, nevertheless, and not the
immediate position. Tuvalu will probably be free of fiscal
difficulties in favorable years, that is, when offshore revenue is
relatively high. But the trend will be for fiscal problems
to reemerge. Tuvalu needs to make substantial fiscal corrections
if it is to achieve a sustainable fiscal position over time.
On the expenditure side, attention is best focused on
staff, travel, and grants and transfers. A sensible fiscal target
would be to restrain these items to no more than current levels.
Expenditure on maintenance, capital, and other goods and
services have recently been cut and it is appropriate that
expenditure on these items receive priority when the fiscal
position allows.
On the revenue side, there is considerable potential to
improve the performance of the tax system and government
charges. More extensive reforms of the tax system are warranted—notably a move toward a broadly-based consumption
tax so as to reduce a reliance on import duties. And there are
grounds for raising government charges for electricity, telecommunications, and shipping. Cost-recovery initiatives could
also be justified for medical and education services, notably
for overseas scholarships (with support provided for the disadvantaged) to better spread the benefits of these services
through the community.
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The operating
environment
of government
businesses
could be
improved...

...as could
accountability
and
transparency

Revisions to the charges of government businesses would
be most helpful if accompanied by reforms to the management
regime, such as the establishment of service operating
agreements for public enterprises and revisions to their board
structures. Such proposals were recently prepared but are yet
to be implemented. Recent investment in infrastructure has
been substantial, but the potential gains are impaired by
operating inefficiencies, including shortfalls in funding
operating costs.
These changes would be assisted by actions to improve
accountability and transparency by making more information
available on government operations and providing mechanisms
for civil society to engage in government decision-making.

Assisting the Private Sector
Most Te
Kakeeaga II
strategies are
pro-private
sector

Long-term trends indicate a possible ‘insurance’ against
Tuvalu’s vulnerability; a vibrant private sector, however, is not
yet in place. In real terms, the contribution of the private sector
to GDP was unchanged between 1996 and 2002. Formal
businesses contribute approximately 15% of GDP, with the
private sector contribution totaling approximately 30%.
Tuvalu’s private sector is unlikely to reach the relative
size of that of its neighboring countries. A key constraint is
the need to compete for labor against offshore employment
opportunities and a very large public sector. But there is
considerable potential to help the private sector develop. This
is recognized in the national plan, Te Kakeega II
2005–2015. Private sector development strategies identified
in Te Kakeega II include

11 key actions
can be
identified

• Establishing a clear investment policy and regulatory
environment, and institutional frameworks;
• Actively supporting foreign direct investment, as well as
domestic investment in job creating private enterprise;
• Providing training for the private sector in running a
business, through the support for the education system

Tuvalu Main Report Prelim.pmd
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and a more open attitude toward learning from abroad (e.g.,
via foreign investment);
Increasing business advisory services and establishing
microcredit schemes;
Assisting with access to land and credit;
Assessing the viability of privatizing selected public
enterprises;
Increasing contracting out of government services;
Reviewing operations of Community Fishing Centres to
reduce subsidies through efficiency gains, privatization,
or closure;
Leasing out or privatizing management of the Vaiaku Lagi
Hotel;
Seeking out alternative providers of infrastructure and
utilities within the private sector to create competition;
and
Introducing regulations to protect consumers from sale of
substandard, or date expired products.

These strategies are generally sound and, if
implemented, have the potential to provide a more diversified,
stronger economy. The proposals that will shift activities out
of the public sector so as to reduce crowding out and that
provide training to the emerging business sector are probably
the priority. But the reform agenda is ambitious, and it is
unclear if it is backed up by the support needed for successful
implementation.
One of the main areas of potential improvement in is
the reduction of government crowding out the private sector
(e.g., by relatively high wages, the presence of too many public
enterprises). A gradual approach toward reducing crowding
out is a sensible way to help ensure the private sector is ready
to step in as opportunities arise. For example, privatizing small
government businesses is a good way to start the process of
reducing crowding out. Paying more attention to the foreign
investment environment is also an important precursor to the
private sector, which is ready to take a more active role in the
economy.
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The 2004–2005 Household Income and Expenditure Survey
(HIES) provides an up-to-date source of information on living
standards. Taking into account all forms of income, including
noncash items, such as subsistence food consumed by a
household, and cash and in-kind transfers between families,
there are noticeable income inequalities. While just more than
half of the population lives on the Outer Islands, this includes
three quarters (76%) of households in the bottom fifth of the
income scale. The other quarter of the poorest households live
on Funafuti. While there is little, if any, absolute poverty—or
complete destitution—in Tuvalu, some people, nevertheless,
are considerably worse off than others and live in very poor
conditions.
For low-income households, those on Funafuti are often
worse off. In contrast to low-income households in the Outer
Islands, those on Funafuti often have no access to land on
which to produce food; have less access to water, electricity,
sanitation, or waste disposal services; have insecure tenure;
and are more likely to live in substandard housing. That is,
they are more exposed to poor living standards.
Although cash incomes are considerably higher on
Funafuti, once the contribution of subsistence activities is
factored into household incomes, it appears that about one
third of the wealthiest (top quintile) households also live in
the Outer Islands. Overall, the distribution of income is more
even there than in Funafuti.
More generally, the dispersal of the population across
nine widely spaced atolls and the concentration of people,
economic opportunities, and high-level services on Funafuti
contribute to a pervasive poverty of opportunity. Simply put,
poverty of opportunity means a lack of opportunities to achieve
an acceptable quality of life because of insufficient access to
education, health, and other basic services, or economic
opportunities.
The poverty of opportunity generally experienced by
Outer Island communities is borne out in the depopulation of
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their islands and the movement of their people to Funafuti
and beyond; a small but emerging subculture of disaffected
youth; and the exasperation Outer Island people express about
the poor quality of services, the lack of opportunities for almost
anything, and bad and frustrating market conditions for local
agriculture and fishing.

Pro-poor Service Delivery
The Government has embarked on a decentralization program
that is central to improving living conditions in the Outer
Islands and the quality and relevance of basic services.
Customary and modern island governance is being blended
under the Falekaupule Act, where success depends on
changing attitudes and island power structures. The associated
Falekaupule Trust Fund is showing the potential to become a
cost-effective, sustainable way to fund Outer Island
development. The disadvantaged or vulnerable groups in this
process are those who are underrepresented in council
decisions—mainly women, youth, and non-indigenous island
residents.
Critical pro-poor strategies are to: continue with
community education and Kaupule training in order to ensure
the full participation of women and youth in island
development activities and improve Kaupule management;
and on Funafuti particularly, to develop an urban management
plan that addresses critical environmental problems, as well
as the current institutional divisions between Kaupule and
the Government that result in many migrants to Funafuti being
poorly serviced.
Paying more attention to the quality of education and
its relevance is important to addressing the poverty of
opportunity facing many. In regard to preschool, the children
who are currently most disadvantaged are those whose families
cannot afford to pay fees, live in remote places, or have
untrained teachers. It is important to identify and address
reasons why approximately 10% of children do not attend
preschool. In regard to primary school, the children who are
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most disadvantaged are pupils in underperforming and underresourced schools, disabled children who do not attend school,
other children with special needs, and those who fail the
recently established Class 8 examination. In regard to
secondary school, the people who are most disadvantaged are
students with poor English (below the competency required
to pass external examinations or enter training as seafarers),
students who fail the Fiji Junior Certificate or subsequent
examinations, and students with nonacademic skills.
The Education and Training Sector Master Plan sets out
a comprehensive program to address these needs. Critical propoor strategies are to develop a national policy and a uniform
curriculum to more fully incorporate preschools into the school
system; children with special needs warrant more attention
to improve system management, particularly the equitable
resourcing of schools, teacher training, and the distribution of
materials (for which a transparent monitoring system that
allows community scrutiny is a powerful tool); develop clear
guidelines on the admission of disabled children into school;
acting early to assist children with special needs; and ensure
that children, who fail academically, have access to vocational
and remedial learning programs that will enable them to have
a livelihood or to later rejoin the academic stream.
In regard to postsecondary education, the people who
are most disadvantaged are girls and women, for whom there
are particularly limited choices; young men who cannot enter
the Tuvalu Maritime Training Institute; people who do not
qualify for scholarships; and adults with little formal education.
Critical pro-poor strategies are to expand in-country
opportunities for vocational education and in-country training
of all kinds, improve the management and facilities of the
seafarers training; develop opportunities for adult education
and life-long learning; and establish cost-sharing or costrecovery arrangements for scholarships and traineeships so that
more people can benefit from the available funds.
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In the area of health care, the main challenge is to
maintain the present system of primary health care and not
allow it to be eroded by the rising cost of curative health
services. In regard to preventative care, the most disadvantaged
people are those who cannot afford an adequate diet
(particularly because they must rely on inferior, imported
foods) because this exposes them to nutrition-related illnesses;
people who are exposed to sexually transmitted diseases,
particularly youth, seafarers, and women; and people exposed
to waterborne illnesses, especially children. Critical pro-poor
strategies are to implement preventative programs; expand
facilities for counseling and youth-friendly health services;
implement the draft National Nutrition Policy; and implement
water and urban management plans and improve sanitation
and waste management, especially on Funafuti.
In regard to curative health care services, the most
disadvantaged people are those with chronic illnesses or in
emergency situations, especially in the Outer Islands. Critical
pro-poor strategies are to emphasize prevention and to increase
the range of staff skills and equipment in island clinics.
The basic infrastructure services that make up an
essential part of living standards mostly suffer from inadequate
policy and planning. They are generally haphazard, inefficient,
and underfunded, and do not pay special attention to the needs
of poor households.
In relation to electricity supply, there is a case for
reducing the overall subsidy and investigating ways to target
assistance to low-income households. Weak management of
water, sanitation, and waste is disadvantaging infants and
children prone to diarrhea and other waterborne diseases,
‘squatter’ residents and other non-Funafuti people on Funafuti
who live around the borrow pits, and those that cannot afford
healthy living conditions. Better policy frameworks, urban
planning, the adoption of housing codes, and the promotion
of composting toilets and recycling could do much to improve
conditions facing the disadvantaged.
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The strength of Te Kakeega II is its highly participatory
formulation. Finalization of the plan followed the largest public
consultation undertaken since Tuvalu’s separation from
Kiribati in 1975. Consultation by a team of government and
nongovernment officials with each of the nine island
community preceded a National Summit on Sustainable
Development held over 2 weeks in mid-2004. The Summit
was attended by more than 250 people, including members of
Parliament, island chiefs, island presidents, government
officials, business people, nongovernment organization (NGO)
representatives, religious leaders, and representatives of the
women’s community and youth.
A key weakness is its ambitious scope. Behind the
necessarily abbreviated text of Te Kakeega II lies a very large
agenda for change, some of it elaborated in specific policies,
strategies, or plans. Based on the slow rate of progress in
implementing past development plans and policy initiatives
more generally, even the intended decade-long implementation
is too brief. Suppose a family needed a new house and could
only afford one. If the family was too ambitious and started to
build two houses, neither would be built. Similarly, planning
for a nation has to be realistic to achieve its goals. Te Kakeega
II lacks the hard-headed realism required to make best use of
the very limited resources available for the community.
A second weakness is in relation to its pro-poor
orientation. The plan notes that most of the key policy
objectives for social development directly or indirectly address
issues of poverty and hardship. If a more equal society is the
goal, it is not enough to assume that the benefits of policies
and programs will somehow reach disadvantaged people. Most
types of disadvantage are more resistant than that. The critical
step in pro-poor planning is to identify people or groups with
a specific limitation or vulnerability, and ensure that their
disadvantage is directly addressed. This step receives little
attention in Te Kakeega II. Although Te Kakeega is a good
start, in order to make good progress in helping the most
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disadvantaged, an explicit response to the needs of the
disadvantaged is required. If this step is not undertaken, it is
likely that the current development path that favors the better
off at the expense of the disadvantaged will continue.
Successfully moving from plan to action will rest on the
prioritization of resource usage. The plan’s expenditure
priorities of basic education and health care and vocational
education receive a very low share of the budget, at only 15%.
Prioritization requires stopping or cutting back some activities
so more resources can be allocated to higher priorities. Many
sensible ways of spending funds have been identified, making
best use of the resources that are available will rest on how
well processes select which actions are funded first. The
integration of the plan into the budgeting process via corporate
planning would do much to help in this regard.
Funding agencies have an important role to play in
prioritization. This is because of the large share of expenditure
they fund and the signals they can send as to how to manage
public resources. Funding agencies can avoid requests to fund
low-priority initiatives by ensuring their decisions are based
on prioritized actions. It is important to avoid broad-ranging
requests for funding agency support as they can impose a
significant opportunity cost by diverting resources from the
most important initiatives to less important initiatives.
Moving from plan to action also requires a greater policy
orientation. At present, there appears to be a tendency to overly
rely on securing funding agency projects. The substantial
improvement in infrastructure facilities, mainly as a result of
large grants, and availability of grants for budget support has
failed to ensure a sustainable development path. The creation
of an enabling environment for the private sector, of pro-poor
policy, and a sustainable fiscal position all require policy change.
Addressing these needs is a Tuvaluan responsibility.
There is a risk that Te Kakeega II will be used to
legitimize requests for support from funding agencies while
failing to mobilize internal efforts to change. Funding
agencies have a role to play in ensuring their efforts are
accompanied by substantive government efforts. There is a
good case for funding agencies preparing a coordinated action
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plan that makes the release of funds dependent on the
implementation of agreed, high-priority actions put forward
in Te Kakeega II. The current ease with which Tuvalu is
able to secure funding agency support is probably one of the
contributing factors to its development shortcomings and it
is important that it be addressed.
Building a momentum for implementation of the national
plan will probably require changes to the institutional setting
so as to create healthy incentives. At present, the broader
community has few opportunities for involvement in national
decision-making and has little information on which it could
engineer a greater role. This is probably contributing to the
bias in the development path in favor of the better off. Options
for bringing these changes about include revising the
Constitution to improve political stability; providing civil
society a strengthened role in public programs; releasing more
useful information on government activities (e.g., the budget
and Grade 8 pass rates); linking policy reform to the contracts
of senior public servants and the provision of support from
funding agencies; and preparing communication strategies to
involve and inform stakeholders of change.

Key Recommendations
The key recommendations from this report are that action be
taken to:
Fiscal
correction
is required
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• Consolidate the fiscal position, by correcting both
expenditure and revenue. Expenditure on staff, travel, and
grants and transfers should amount to no more than current
levels. On the revenue side, a move toward a broadly based
consumption tax, there should be a move higher charges
for electricity, telecommunications, and shipping and costrecovery initiatives for medical and overseas scholarships
and education services (with support provided for the
disadvantaged);
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• Reduce the crowding out of the private sector by privatizing
or leasing out the National Bank of Tuvalu and the Vaiaku
Lagi Hotel and other small-scale government business
activities;
• Reform the regulatory environment facing business,
notably by establishing a clear framework for foreign
investment and simplifying and codifying the laws;
• Support the implementation of the Education and Training
Sector Master Plan, which sets out a comprehensive
program to address the needs of the disadvantaged;
• Adequately fund the rehabilitation of the Tuvalu Maritime
Training Institute, which underpins the country’s largest
source of private sector employment;
• Maintain the system of primary health care based on
preventative care and counseling, and avoiding an erosion
by the rising cost of curative care;
• Improve the management of the living environment on
Funafuti, notably through the development and funding
of an urban management plan addressing building codes,
the pattern of development, and waste management;
• Focus government resources (including funding agency
resources) on the prioritized actions of Te Kakeega II so
that the most important and most urgent actions are
funded first;
• Improve information flows to civil society on the activities
of the public sector and its performance; and
• Link funding agency support to the Government’s
performance.
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CHAPTER 11

Chapter 1 Introduction

Introduction

A

population of approximately 11,000 persons, a land
area of 26 square kilometers, and an annual gross
domestic product (GDP) of approximately US dollar
(US$)20 million make Tuvalu the second smallest developing
nation in the world. It is also one of the most vulnerable
nations. Tuvalu is rated as extremely vulnerable on the region’s
Environmental Vulnerability Index, and its low-lying atolls face
the prospect of marine inundation in the event of further global
warming and sea-level rise.1
Although GDP is low at approximately US$2,000 per head,
Tuvalu has been very successful at securing offshore income.
Large external investment funds have been accumulated, and
growth has been recorded regionally high levels since the mid1990s. Progress has been made in improving the quality and
coverage of infrastructure and social services; and key health
and education indicators have continued on the upward trend
evident since independence.
Tuvalu ranked close to average in the Asian Development
Bank’s (ADB)’s 2005 Country Performance Assessment, which
considers a developing member country’s policy and
institutional framework for promoting poverty reduction,
sustainable growth, and effective use of concessional
assistance. Each country’s performance is assessed based on
1

Tuvalu has
achieved both
growth and
development

Based on the vulnerability index for the natural environment developed
by the South Pacific Applied Geoscience Commission, the United Nations
Environment Programme and their partners.
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the (i) coherence of its macroeconomic and structural policies;
(ii) quality of its governance and public sector management;
(iii) degree to which its policies and institutions promote
equity and inclusion; and (iv) portfolio quality. Tuvalu’s score
of 11.6 is reasonably high compared with the average score of
12.4 for ADB’s developing member countries and the 12.1
average for the Pacific. Tuvalu ranked third in the region,
behind the Cook Islands and Samoa, while receiving a very
slightly higher score than Kiribati, Marshall Islands, Federated
States of Micronesia, and Tonga. This points to Tuvalu having
built a firm base for its future development.
Tuvalu’s development plan for 2005–2015, Te Kakeega
II, was approved by Parliament in November 2005. 2
Finalization of the plan followed the largest public consultation
undertaken since Tuvalu’s separation from Kiribati in 1975.
Consultation by a team of government and nongovernment
officials with each of the nine island communities preceded a
National Summit on Sustainable Development held over two
weeks in mid-2004. The Summit was attended by more than
250 people, including members of Parliament, island leaders,
government officials, business people, representatives of
NGOs, religious leaders, and representatives of the women’s
community and youth.
The vision of Te Kakeega II is “By 2015, guided by
strong spiritual values enshrined in its motto, ‘Tuvalu mo te
Atua; we will have achieved a healthy, educated, peaceful
and prosperous Tuvalu.”3 Eight strategic areas are identified
in Te Kakeega II: good governance; macroeconomic growth
and stability; social development (health, welfare, youth,
gender, housing, and poverty alleviation); Outer Island and
Falekauple development; employment and private sector
development; human resource development; natural
resources (agriculture, fisheries, tourism, and environmental
management); and infrastructure and support services.4 They
2
3
4
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Te Kakeega means the progressive development or completion of a task.
This is the second national plan with the title of Kakeega.
Tuvalu mo te Atua translates as “Tuvalu for God; God for Tuvalu.”
The Falekaupule is the traditional assembly in each island (or traditional
island decision-making body).
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expected results of implementation of the national plan more
employment opportunities, higher economic growth, better
health care, better education, better basic infrastructure, and
continued social stability.
The national plan is intended for implementation over a
10-year period. The fiscal position has been tight in recent
years and is expected to remain so for the foreseeable future.
The fiscal constraint, combined with the human resource
constraint arising from a small population, will present key
challenges to the implementation of Te Kakeega II. A
pragmatic prioritization and scheduling of the 161 strategies
of the national plan is required so that resources are focused
on the most important, the most urgent, and achievable
initiatives. A sound sequencing of implementation is required
to help build the competency and fiscal capacity required to
complete the plan over its 10-year horizon.
This report is oriented toward the implementation of
Te Kakeega II. The update is part of a broader effort by ADB,
in partnership with Pacific developing member countries, to
focus on the endemic constraints to improving public and
private sector productivity in the region. This broader effort
is supporting the in-country participatory formulation of
policies and institutions that work in favor of poverty
reduction, and the local formulation of strategies that can
negotiate any lack of acceptance of reform.
The objectives of the report are to (i) provide an
underlying assessment of the development constraints and
opportunities for the guidance of the Government, as well as
for preparation of ADB’s Country Partnership Strategy
scheduled for 2007; (ii) prepare macroeconomic management
and fiscal target indicators to guide medium-term
macroeconomic management; (iii) present a private sector
assessment, including a road map for establishing a competitive
enabling environment for the private sector; (iv) present a
review of pro-poor service delivery; and provide a basis for
policy consultations to facilitate the (v)achievement of propoor policy outcomes and to help the people and governments
reach critical decisions on the adoption and implementation
of appropriate policies.
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The next chapter examines recent economic
developments in Tuvalu. The subsequent three chapters
examine public sector management, private sector
development, and living standards. Each of these three
chapters discusses, in turn, recent developments, key policy
issues, and the priorities and strategies of Te Kakeega II. Issues
likely to be faced in implementing Te Kakeega II, in moving
from plan to action, are then discussed. Road maps to guide
the initial implementation of the national plan in the areas of
public sector management, private sector development, and
social service delivery are presented.
The final chapter presents the conclusions while the
appendixes provide background information.
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Chapter 2 The Economy

The Economy
2.1 Economic activity

T

he Tuvalu economy grew at a real rate of 7.3% per
annum (p.a.) from 1996 to 2002, and 6.1% per capita
(2002 is the latest year of measurement). More than
half of the growth was accounted for by an expansion in public
construction and public business activities (notably those
engaged in transport, communication, and finance), with most
of the remaining growth accounted for by an expansion in
government ministries (see Figure 2.1). By 2002, public
construction and business activities were contributing 39% of
GDP and ministries were contributing a further 30% of GDP.
Agriculture and fishing contracted over the six years
to 2002, with the sector’s share of GDP falling from 21%
to 12%, while manufacturing activity remained very low at 2%–
3% of GDP.5
Economic activity is likely to have remained high over
2003 but eased over 2004 and 2005. The Government’s wage
bill increased by 4.9% in 2003 in real terms, and aggregate
demand remained underpinned by the continuation of a series
of large public construction projects. This series of projects
included the sealing of most roads on the main island of
Funafuti, a new main hospital, a government office building
5

The economy
is likely to
have expanded
over 2003...

An overview of developments in the economy prior to 2002 is provided in
Government of Tuvalu (1995 and 1997) and ADB (1998 and 2002a).
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large enough to accommodate most ministries, and an Outer
Island electrification project. In addition, lending by the
financial institutions remained high over 2003, with lending
increasing by 22% in real terms to reach the order of 70% of
GDP.
Over 2004, the last of the series of major public
construction projects was completed. Fiscal pressure required
wage restraint in the public sector and action was taken to
correct what had become an imprudent level of lending by
the finance sector. These factors are likely to have seen the
economy slow over 2004 and into 2005. Imports of key
consumer durables fell over 2004 and indicators of capital
and labor income point to a fall in income over 2005 (see
Table B.2).
Tuvalu has secured a large level of offshore income, and
national income has been as much as twice of GDP. The major
sources of offshore income are fish license fees paid by foreign
fishing fleets, revenue from the marketing of the “.tv” domain
name, returns from trust funds invested in overseas capital
markets (mainly Australia), and income from Tuvaluans
working in the international shipping market.
Income from fish licenses had grown sharply over the
1990s and large windfall revenues were earned from “.tv” over
2000 and 2002. Income from these sources then fell
substantially, as did Tuvalu’s investment income because of a
downturn in Australian capital markets (see Figure 2.3). The
decline in income from these sources, combined with a
reduction in foreign grants, has required a large reduction in
public expenditure in recent years.
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Figure 2.1 GDP by Sector
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Figure 2.2 Tuvalu’s Recent Offshore Income
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2.2 Trade and the Balance of Payments
The economy
is highly
importdependent

The current
account
balance is
volatile

It has probably
been in deficit
recently

A narrow resource base and the absence of a supportive
environment for the private sector have led to a very high
import dependency. Local production of consumer goods is
mainly limited to handicrafts and traditional food items, such
as fish, bananas, and breadfruit. The ratio of merchandise
imports to GDP has recently ranged between 60% and 100%.
Australia is Tuvalu’s largest trading partner (33% of imports
in 2005), followed by Fiji Islands (20%), Singapore (18%), New
Zealand (10%), People’s Republic of China (5%), and Japan
(4%).
Merchandise exports are very low, and there is a high trade
deficit. There are some philatelic, copra, and handicraft exports
and also reexports (e.g., of petroleum products). The latest
estimates of merchandise exports are for 2003, when their
estimated total value was approximately A$0.5 million. Since
that time, copra exports have largely ceased.
The latest balance of payments is estimates prepared
for 2003 (see Table B.4) show the large trade deficit and deficit on the services account outweighing a net inflow offshore
income and official transfers. The estimated current account
deficit for the year is approximately 50% of GDP. This means
there was a net outflow of capital from Tuvalu during the year.6
In years of high offshore income, such as 2000 and 2002, the
opposite has occurred and large current account surpluses have
been achieved giving rise to a net inflow of capital.
It is likely that the low levels of offshore income in 2004
and 2005 have seen the current account remain in deficit over
these years. The National Bank of Tuvalu (NBT) estimated
that in 2004, total offshore receipts of A$22 million were
outweighed by total offshore payments of A$33 million.7 This
suggests a large current account deficit for the year.
6
7
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The net flow of capital refers to funds held by Tuvalu, some of which are
“physically” held offshore.
As most payments to and from Tuvalu are processed through NBT, its net
payment position provides an indicative estimate of the current account
balance.
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Large current account deficits erode the country’s
external reserves. At the end of 2003, these external reserves
mainly consisted of NBT’s offshore holdings of almost A$3
million and the Government’s cash holdings of A$5 million in
the Consolidated Investment Fund (CIF). These reserves
were largely consumed by mid-2005.
If Tuvalu operated its own currency, it probably would
have faced a currency crisis in 2004 and 2005. By using the
A$, Tuvalu could face liquidity problems when the country
as-a-whole seeks to spend more than it earns (without the
backing of sufficient offshore reserves). Such liquidity
problems are an indicator of imbalances in the economic
fundamentals. There were reports of liquidity problems in
2005 when difficulties were faced in securing some large
international transfers. The liquidity position has subsequently
improved, with NBT reporting overseas holdings of
approximately A$6 million in January 2006.

9

And liquidity
problems
resulted

2.3 Prices and the Monetary Sector
Tuvalu’s inflation rate closely follows that of its major trading
partners given the high import dependency. Reflecting low
inflation in its trading partner and the stable A$, inflation has
been low over the last 5 years at 3.2% p.a. on average. Inflation
was 3.2% over 2005, up slightly on the 2.8% of 2004.
As Tuvalu uses the Australian dollar, it does not operate
an independent monetary policy. Interest rates on lending tend
to be somewhat higher than in Australia, likely explanations
being higher risk and a lack of effective competition in the
financial system. As of February 2006, NBT was lending at
7.5% p.a. for housing loans, 10.5% p.a for personal loans, and
13.0% p.a. for business loans. Check accounts held with the
bank receive no interest with rates on other deposit accounts
ranging from 3.0% p.a. to 4.0% p.a. Account-keeping fees with
the bank are generally low. The Development Bank of Tuvalu
(DBT) provides business loans at 9.0% p.a., while the Tuvalu
National Provident Fund (TNPF) provides personal loans to
members at 8.75% p.a.
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NBT lending
has increased
substantially...

...with loans
exceeding
deposits by
2003

Other
institutions
have also
increased
lending

During the 1990s, deposits with the financial institutions
exceeded domestic lending and the excess was invested
offshore. The situation has changed this decade. A relaxation
of lending policies by NBT resulted in a large increase from
2000 in personal, housing, and business lending. Since 2002,
there has also been a large increase in lending to Government
as the fiscal position has weakened. In 2001, the Government
held A$6 million in deposits with NBT and had no loans. By
2003, government borrowing from NBT (via an overdraft)
exceeded its deposits and the Government remained a net
borrower in 2004 and 2005.
By the end of 2003, total lending by NBT exceeded total
deposits.8 This highly undesirable situation was in breach of
acceptable banking practice and exposed NBT to an
unreasonable risk of collapse. Lending policies were then
tightened with new lending mainly limited to the public sector
and existing private customers. By late 2005, the ratio of loans
to deposits had fallen to 93% from the end-2003 level of 123%,
but was still above the target of 75%.
As NBT began to reverse its total lending, both TNPF
and DBT moved in the opposite direction and increased
lending (see Figure 2.3). In mid-2003, TNPF commenced a
scheme that allows members to make personal loans by using
their contributions to the fund as security. After many years
of unprofitable operation, DBT is being recapitalized by loan
funds from the European Investment Bank (EIB) and grants
from Taipei,China. This has allowed the bank to reactivate its
lending.
The speed with which lending has increased in recent
years raises the possibility of a rising debt problem. The ratio
of lending by the main financial institutions to GDP was 16%
in 1996, had risen to 58% by 2002, and is probably close to
75% as of early 2006. Most of this debt (about 80%) is held by
businesses or by individuals.

8
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The excess of lending over deposits was funded by a drawdown NBT’s
offshore reserves.
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Domestic
lending has
more than
doubled since
2000

Figure 2.3 Lending by the Main Financial Institutions
A4 million (constant Sep 03 prices)
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Note: Annual GDP is approximately A$25 million (in constant September 2003
prices).
Sources: Annual Reports of NBT, TNPF, and DBT (various years); CSD (2004b); and
General Manager (personal communication).

It is unclear whether the financial institutions have put
adequate checks and balances in place to ensure a prudent
expansion in private sector debt. The main financial
institutions have secured loans against TNPF contributions.
This provides good security to the institutions, but may not
be in the best interests of borrowers who lack financial acumen
or face social pressure to borrow (e.g., for family occasions).
The ability to offer TNPF contributions as security has the
potential to undermine the safety net provided by the nation’s
superannuation scheme and ultimately may shift back to the
Government more of the responsibility for funding retirement.
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2.4 The Labor Market

The public
sector
dominates
employment

A large public
sector impedes
the private
sector

The 2002 Census estimated a 6.5% unemployment rate—4.9%
among males and 8.6% among females. The unemployment
rate is higher on Funafuti, where it was 8.9% compared with
the estimated 4.6% on the Outer Islands.9 Unemployment is
likely to have increased since 2002 given the completion of
large public construction projects.10 Nonetheless, switching
to subsistence activities and continuing offshore employment
opportunities are likely to prevent very high unemployment
rates from emerging (under normal circumstances).
The 2002 Census estimated that 39% of employees
were engaged by the Government, with a further 30%
engaged in semi-government employment.11 TNPF records
show that the public sector still accounted for 69% of
employees in 2005 (see Figure 2.4). The higher average pay
rates in the public sector account for a higher share (80%) of
gross salaries being paid by the public sector during the year.
The dominance of the public sector has a number of
potential adverse effects on the private sector, hence longterm growth prospects. Public sector employment has a direct
crowding-out effect on the private sector. Extensive public
sector employment establishes a benchmark for pay rates and
work effort that affects what private sector pays and how it
works. Distortions arise and the private sector will be smaller
than what it would otherwise be if the pay rate benchmark is
set too high or the work effort benchmark is set too low. Further,
the redistribution among communities of widely available

9
10

11
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SPC (2005a), pp. 31–32.
The 2004–2005 Household Income and Expenditure Survey (HIES)
reported 703 unemployed persons compared to the 226 of the 2002
Census. However, there are substantial differences between the two
sources in the number of persons engaged in nonemployment activities
(e.g., 351 students in the Census and 99 in the HIES, and 1,576 engaged
in home duties in the Census compared to 1,030 in the HIES) and the
HIES may have identified as unemployed people that the Census
identified as engaged in nonemployment activities. This means the true
extent of any increase in unemployment is difficult to determine.
SPC (2005a), p. 39.
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Private
employment
provided 20%
of salaries and
wages in 2005

Figure 2.4 Distribution of wages and salaries
in 2005 by sector

General
government
66%

State-owned
enterprises
14%
NGOs
3%

Private business
17%

Source: TNPF.

public sector incomes, although culturally appropriate, carries
the downside risk of inevitably impairing incentives to work
or operate a business.
Pay increases to the public sector were large during the
1990s, and the number of approved public servant positions
also rose substantially (see Figure 2.5). There has been
restraint in recent years, but this has only been achieved after
the public service numbers and wage bill have risen to high
levels. There are 90 public servants for every 1,000 residents,
and 1 in 3 economically active persons is a public servant. In
comparison, fewer than 30 public servants for every 1,000 Fijian
residents, and in the Solomon Islands there are 25 public
servant positions for every 1,000 residents. 12 These
comparators suggest a very low level of productivity in the
public service because of substantial overstaffing. It is
inevitable that private sector development is impaired by such
an unusually large public sector. 13 Local private sector

12

13

There has been
restraint in the
public sector
wage bill in
recent years

Derived from Government of Fiji (2005) p. 354 and Solomon Islands Public
Service Department.
Also see Mellor (2004) pp. 93–94 for a discussion of this issue.
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Figure 2.5 Public servant numbers and pay rates
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15% of adult
males are
usually on-ship

employment is also small because of the good offshore
employment opportunities secured by Tuvalu.
The opportunity to work as seafarers on foreign marine
vessels is an important outlet for Tuvaluan men, particularly
those from Outer Islands where there are very few formal sector
jobs. There were 430–440 seafarers on-ship—the equivalent
of 15% of the adult male population—as of January 2006.14
The number of Tuvaluan seafarers on-ship at any one time
fluctuates, but since 2000 has typically been in the range of
400 to 500 seafarers. In total, there were 870 active seafarers
as of January 2006, with a further 1,200 trained seafarers on
extended leave, sick, injured, suspended, or otherwise
inactive.15
Salaries for seafarers range from US$350 to US$1,000
per month and averages about US$600 per month. Total cash
remittances generated by this employment sector are
estimated to be on the order of A$2 million to A$4 million per
14

15
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Seafarers on-ship are not included in estimates of employment or the
labor force.
Tuvalu Overseas Seafarers Union, personal communication.
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year, with the actual level depending on exchange rates and
fluctuations in the number of seafarers on-ship.16 In addition
to these cash remittances, some income is returned through
the purchase of goods, notably household goods and building
materials. The future of this source of employment for
Tuvaluans has been at risk for some time and remains uncertain
(see Box 2.1).
Nauru and Kiribati have historically provided a further
source of offshore employment over a long period of time.
There were approximately 700 Tuvaluans in Nauru when the
economy was strong, but opportunities have largely, ceased,
Bo
x 2.1 Sustaining the Employment of T
uvalu Seafarers
Box
Tuvalu
Tuvalu seafarers are renowned for their strength, stamina, and friendly nature. Despite
these advantages, there have been long-standing concerns about Tuvalu’s ability to
sustain its seafarers industry. Doing so requires a listing on the “White-List” of the
International Maritime Organization, which requires Tuvalu to operate a training
institute that provides facilities and teaching of international standard.
Training for seafarers is provided by the Tuvalu Maritime Training Institute on
Amatuku Island (near the capital of Funafuti). Annual operating costs of the facility
are met by an annual Government grant on the order of A$0.5 million and grants
from overseas, most recently from Taipei,China and New Zealand.
TMTI facilities are run-down and in 2000 a loan was secured from ADB to
revitalize the institute. The loan facility stands at the equivalent of US$1.85 million,
with a supporting technical assistance grant of A$0.3 million. Facilities to be built
or upgraded include a wharf extension and safety-at-sea training equipment,
firefighting equipment, water catchments and storage facilities, new and renovated
staff housing and better trainee quarters, and specialist training and operational
equipment. Construction work has yet to commence owing to difficulties in keeping
the cost within the budget.
Even with financial support for TMTI secured, seafarer agents (who represent
ship operators) remain concerned about the future of Tuvalu’s seafarers. The two
key risk factors are poor discipline and inadequate international air links.
continued next page

16

Author’s estimates based on the Balance of Payments (Table B.4) and data
supplied by the Tuvalu Overseas and Seafarers Union and Alpha Pacific
Navigation Ltd.
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Discipline problems have mainly been associated with the misuse of alcohol,
and this problem is seen to be on the increase. Most recently, in early 2006, an
alcohol-related incident led to a shipowner ending the employment of Tuvaluan
crew on its three ships.
The monopoly airline link from Tuvalu is seen by the seafarer agents as high
costing and creating problems in the frequency and reliability that hinder crew
changes. Seafarer agents report that ships are resorting to more expensive ports
for crew changes. Seafarers to be relieved are losing trust in their agents.
Tuvaluan seafarers face strong competition from Asia and Europe, notably the
Philippines, Ukraine, Russian Federation, and Bulgaria. In the Ukraine, a teacher
who is fluent in English reportedly earns U$120 per month, substantially less than
what a new Tuvaluan seafarer earns. European seafarers tend to be cheaper to
transport to and from their ships owing to better competition among airlines and
a closer proximity to port. Most crew changes occur in the northern hemisphere.
Although the total number of seafarers working overseas has been reasonably
stable over time, one of the two seafarer agents on Tuvalu has substantially reduced
the number of Tuvaluans it engages. This agent saw a 27% reduction in the number
of seafarers engaged between 2001 and 2005, leading to a reduction in remittances
of a similar magnitude (in US$). Tuvaluan crew were working on 35 of the agent’s
associated ships at the start of 2001; this number, however, had fallen to 15 by
early 2006 even though the number of ships associated with the agent rose over
the period. The agent is now concerned that the falling number of seafarers will
eventually make it commercially unviable to operate from Tuvalu.
Other potential sources of demand for Tuvaluan seafarers are being pursued
by the Government, with shipping interests from Taipei,China having recently
explored the potential to employ Tuvaluan seafarers.
Sources: TMTI; Alpha Pacific Navigation Ltd.; and Tuvalu Marine Service, personal communication.

New Zealand is
an important
source of work
for Tuvaluan
workers
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and most of the Tuvaluans remaining in Nauru are to be
repatriated over 2006. The number of Tuvaluans in Kiribati is
not known but is understood to be significant. New Zealand
is probably now the main country of destination for overseas
Tuvaluans. New Zealand statistics report 1,975 Tuvaluans
living in New Zealand in 2001 (552 of whom were born in
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New Zealand), up from 879 in 1996 and 432 in 1991.17 At
present, up to 75 work visas are available to Tuvaluans p.a.,
but less than 30 of these are normally filled owing to difficulties
faced in meeting preconditions (e.g., required skills, secured
employment). Estimates of the remittances from this growing
population in New Zealand are not available. But a 1997 survey
concluded that in the prior year, 46% of the respondents had
remitted money to Tuvalu, 45% had sent goods, and a
combined total of 55% had sent either money or goods (New
Zealand dollar [NZ$]290 per person average across remitters
and nonremitters, versus NZ$140 for goods). Remittances
were found not to deteriorate over time. On this basis,
remittances from New Zealand could now be valued at more
than A$0.5 million p.a.18
Retail and wholesale activities provide the main source of
local, private sector employment, generating approximately 10%
of total formal employment and labor income. Most of this
employment is provided by the Tuvalu Cooperative Society, the
main importer and retailer in Tuvalu, which operates on all
islands. Other much smaller sources of formal private sector
employment include construction, hotels, restaurants and bars,
bingo, personal services, and the provision of computer services
(see Table B.5).
Although the labor market is subject to fairly typical (for
the region) albeit outdated labor market legislation, in practice
the market appears to operate as if lightly regulated. Tuvalu is
not a member of the International Labour Organization.

17

18

Retail and
wholesale
activity
provides the
main source of
local, private
jobs

Statistics New Zealand, 2001 Census of Population and Dwellings - Pacific
Peoples Tables, Snapshot 6, Table 2, and Table 2(a).
Simati and Gibson (2002), pp. 56, 62.
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2.5 The Changing Structure
of the Economy
Formal
employment
has grown
faster than the
population

Women appear
to be carrying
a growing
share of
economic
responsibility

Consistent with the substantial expansion in the public sector
over time, formal employment has grown at a faster rate than
the population. In 1991, 25% of the adult population was
engaged in formal employment (see Table 2.1). This share
had increased to 33% by 2002.
The reported share of the adult population mainly
engaged in fishing, agriculture, and handicrafts has also risen
slightly over time. This is somewhat surprising as an upward
trend in food imports suggests local food production may be
on a decline (see Figure 2.6).19
The rising share of persons engaged in formal
employment has been closely matched by a decline in the share
of the adult population mainly engaged in home duties, which is
estimated to have fallen from 47% to 26%. Most home duties in
Tuvalu are undertaken by women, and it is likely that their rising
engagement in formal employment is a responsibility borne in
addition to home duties.
Nonetheless, the movement of women into formal
employment has had the beneficial effect of increasing the
ratio of men to women earning wages and salaries from 1.9:1
in 1994 to 1.3:1 in 2004–2005. Current average formal sector
wage and salary earned by a man is estimated to be 10% higher
than that earned by a woman.20
There are important differences between economic
activities in the main island of Funafuti and those on the Outer
Islands. The share of the Funafuti adult population formally
employed is more than twice that on the Outer Islands. Almost
all fishing, agriculture, and handicraft manufacture take place
on the Outer Islands. This distribution of employment has
been fairly stable over time.

19

20
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A possible reconciliation is that there has been a shift toward higher quality
and, hence, higher-priced imported food items (as suggested by the
apparent increase in expenditure on alcoholic beverages and tobacco).
GoT (1998), Table 8, p. 10 and CSD (2005a), Table 6, p. 16.
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Table 2.1 Formal and Subsistence Employment in Tuvalu
Tuvalu
1991
2002

Usual/main activity

Funafuti
1991
2002

Outer Islands
1991
2002

Share of population 15 years and older (%)
Formally employed in Tuvalu

25

33

37

50

14

21

Fishing, agriculture and handicrafts
- for subsistence (est.)
- for sale (est.)
- total

15
2
17

19
2
21

4
1
6

3
3
6

24
3
27

31
1
33

Home duties
Unemployed

47
0

26
4

38
0

24
5

55
0

28
3

Subtotal
Other

89
11

85
15

81
19

85
15

96
4

84
16

100

100

100

100

100

100

Total

Sources: Author’s estimates derived from CSD (undated), Table 3, p. 62; South Pacific Community (SPC)
(2005a), Table 8, p. 31; and SPC (2004), Tables 31P–34P, p. 77.

Figure 2.6 Food and Beverage Imports
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Note: Data for 2000 and 2001 as they exclude imports for some quarters.
Sources: Author’s estimates derived from CSD (2005b) and Customs MoFEPI.
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Funafuti is
capturing a
larger share of
formal
economic
activity

Wages and
salaries have
grown much
faster than
other incomes

The distribution of activity underpins much higher cash
incomes in Funafuti than in the Outer Islands. The average
cash income of a wage and salary earner is at least twice the
average cash income of those in business; of those relying on
remittances; or those earning cash from the selling of fish,
agricultural produce, handicrafts, or other activities (Figure
2.7). The gap widened substantially between 1991 and 2002
in favor of wage and salary earners. Average incomes from other
activities rose slightly in real terms over this period, but the
average income of a wage and salary earner almost doubled
over the period.
Most of these wage and salary earners are within the
public sector, and the large and rising gap is an indication that
the pay of public servants has risen at a much higher rate than
the economy’s productivity.

Figure 2.7 Average Income by Source per Recipient
10,000

A$ (constant Sep 03 prices)
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and Salaries

Business

Overseas
Remittances

Others

Note: Others refers to agriculture, fishing, handicrafts, other small-scale activities,
and (in the 2004–2005 data) to a miscellaneous category.
Sources: Author’s estimates derived from Government of Tuvalu (GoT) (1998), Table
8, p.10 and CSD (2005a), Table 6, p.16, deflating by CPI.
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2.6 The Direction of Economic Policy
Economic management in Tuvalu is shaped by the country’s
shallow resource base, small population, and remoteness.
These characteristics lead to a volatile economic situation.
Commencement of even a single capital project can result in
a year of high economic and employment growth. And adverse
external conditions or poor management can result in the
country moving quickly from a position of economic comfort
to one of economic vulnerability.
For example, in recent years, the combination of low
offshore income, high government expenditure, and an
imprudent level of lending by the financial institutions largely
exhausted the country’s generous financial buffer. By 2004,
the economy had moved from the buoyant conditions of 2002
to being in a highly vulnerable position.
The current approach toward economic management
relies on the receipt of periodic windfalls from favorable
external conditions. From the late 1990s from 2002, such
windfalls did provide financial security and allowed the
Government to implement a large development program. But
the more recent experiences demonstrate the risks inherent
in such an approach to economic management. Even the very
large windfalls of 2000–2002 have failed to provide a
sustainable solution to Tuvalu’s vulnerability.
Avoiding ongoing economic vulnerability requires sound
economic management. Given the dominance of the economy
by the public sector, achieving this largely rests on the
achievement of sound public sector management.
Long-term trends suggest a possible “insurance” against
Tuvalu’s vulnerability—a vibrant private sector that is still not
in place. In real terms, the contribution of the private sector
to GDP was unchanged between 1996 and 2002. The
substantial economic growth that did occur over the period
was instead attributable to the expanding public sector. The
absence of the economic “insurance” offered by a vibrant
private sector leads to an unusually high reliance of the
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Another is to
‘insure’
through
private sector
development

Economic
policy appears
to be favoring
some over
others
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economy on the quality of public sector management. Recent
experience illustrates the high risks from such a reliance.
Tuvalu’s private sector is unlikely to ever reach the
relative size of that of its neighboring countries. A key
constraint is the need to compete for labor against offshore
employment opportunities and the very large public sector
that inevitably arises from high income and aid flows. However,
a more effective emphasis on private sector development is
one way for Tuvalu to reduce its economic vulnerability.
The economic data point to rising inequality in
development. Over time, there has been a substantial
expansion in the rates of pay received by those in the public
sector (in real terms) and in the number employed in the
public sector. At the same time, there has been little progress
in raising cash incomes outside the public sector (in real
terms). This results in an income distribution increasingly
in favor of those in the public sector and, hence, those living
in the capital of Funafuti. This apparent bias toward the
better-off members of the community also manifests itself
in other dimensions of public policy, such as service delivery
and governance (as discussed further in this report).
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CHAPTER 3

Managing the Public Sector
3.1 The Current Situation
Key Budget Aggregates

I

t is easy to see why government expenditure is the main
driver of economic activity in Tuvalu. The ratio of
expenditure and net lending to GDP ranged from 157% to
220% from 1999 to 2002 and is likely to have remained above
125% in recent years.21 This very high level of expenditure can
vary substantially from year to year and, consequently, gives
rise to considerable instability in the economy.
The volatility in expenditure is a consequence of
volatility in revenue and the lumpiness of major capital
projects. Internal revenue is stable, but it is relatively small
and typically contributes less than 20% of total revenue and
grants. Real revenue from fish licenses, “.tv”, and TTF surged
in the late 1990s to reach a high of A$38 million in 2000, but in
recent years has been less than A$7 million (in constant
September 2003 prices). The cost of a single major project
can be the equivalent of 50% of GDP. As most major public
21

Government
expenditure is
large and
volatile

Revenue is
volatile and
major projects
are lumpy

Government expenditure can exceed GDP (which is income earned by
domestic residents) because a large portion of expenditure is spent on
imports.
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projects are grant-funded, their lumpiness means that total
grants can vary substantially from year to year (see Figure 3.1).
Over 2000 to 2002, the Government spent most of the
surge in revenue from fish licenses, “.tv”, and TTF (see Figure
3.2). Much of the additional expenditure was allocated to oneoff items, such as the sealing of the road network on Funafuti
(2002), an Outer Island electrification project (2000), and
grants to a Falekauple Trust Fund established to assist Outer
Island development. But some of the expanding expenditure
items were recurrent in nature and have been difficult to
reduce as revenue has fallen. This has been a source of
considerable fiscal pressure, and budget deficits have been
incurred in every year in which revenue has fallen since 1999.
As a ratio to GDP, the deficit rose to the order of 30% in 2003
and was on the order of 10% and 20% of GDP in 2004 and
2005, respectively.
The large deficits of recent years have quickly drawn
down the Government’s liquid financial reserves. In net terms,
these stood at 59% of GDP at the end of 2002, but were
effectively exhausted during 2005.
The full extent of the fiscal imbalance has been difficult
to track. Changes in the net cash position (which equals the
fiscal balance) are not reported publicly and are obscured by

Surges in
revenue have
been spent
quickly

Figure 3.1 Revenue and Grants
A$ million (constant, Sep 03 prices)
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Sources: CSD (2004b), Government audited accounts and Budget Papers (various years).
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A$ million (constant, Sep 03 prices)

Figure 3.2 Expenditure and the Budget Balance
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Sources: Author’s estimates derived from CSD (2004b), Government audited accounts and
Budget Papers (various years).

the multiple sources of cash used by the Government. The
Government’s main liquid asset is CIF, which holds
distributions from TTF. As of 2002, the Government also had
substantial holdings with NBT. As the fiscal position has
deteriorated, CIF has been progressively drawn down and, by
the end of 2005, was a quarter of its 2002 level. Holdings at
NBT have also been drawn down and, since 2003, the
Government has been a net borrower from NBT. The initial
source of borrowing was an overdraft with NBT. This was
reduced and then fully repaid over 2005 but only by borrowing
indirectly from a de facto overdraft. This de facto overdraft is
an Outer Island Account held by the Government with NBT
(see Table B.7).
The Government acts as the agent of NBT in the Outer
Islands. The system is that transactions by bank customers
on the Outer Island are made with the Government, and NBT
records the transactions on Funafuti. When deposits are made
by customers, NBT credits the members account and debits
the Outer Island Agency Account. The Government should
then deposit the cash collected from the Outer Islands into
the Outer Island Agency Account to clear this debit. Instead,
cash has been deposited into the general government account
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Financial
pressures will
be relieved
over 2006...

...but may
quickly
reemerge

and spent. This has resulted in a rising liability in the Outer
Island Agency, which stood at A$4.6 million by the end of 2005.
As noted by the Auditor-General’s report on the 2004 accounts,
the account is being operated as an overdraft.22
In early 2006, administrative changes were made to
ensure cash collected from the Outer Islands is deposited into
the Outer Island Agency Account. This should cap
the liability in this account and result in any continued
government overspending being funded through the normal
overdraft facility or CIF.
The Government was provided financial relief in late
2005 by a stronger Australian capital market. In October, it
was determined that the rising value of TTF would allow a
2006 distribution of A$12 million to the Government’s cash
reserves. This distribution should also move the budget to
surplus over the year (when treating such distribution as
revenue, see Box 3.1).
Continuing high levels of government expenditure
mean the financial relief provided by the improved external
conditions may only be temporary. Based on government
projections for expenditure presented in the 2006 Budget,
the A$12 million distribution could be completely used
sometime during 2008. The official estimate is for a deficit
in 2007 and 2008 of A$6.9 and A$7.5 million, respectively.
This is even higher than the estimated deficit for 2005 of
A$4.9 million, a year of lower-than-usual revenue (see Table
B.7).
Actual expenditure normally exceeds budgeted
expenditure, suggesting a lack of expenditure control. The
audited accounts concluded that the overexpenditure was
from 9% to 13% of expenditure and net lending in 2001, 2002,
and 2004.23 Overexpenditure is spread over ministries, with
most agencies having incurred a substantial overexpenditure
in at least one recent year.

22
23
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Auditor-General (2005), p. 10.
Data provided by the Government Accountant. Data for 2003 are
unavailable.
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Bo
x 3.1 Interpreting T
uvalu’s fiscal position
Box
Tuvalu’s
Gaining a clear interpretation of the Government’s fiscal management is complicated
by the presence of a range of estimates of expenditure and revenue and the budget
balance. The Budget Papers themselves present more than one estimate of some of
the key aggregates (e.g., recurrent expenditure, the wage and salary bill) and
historical data presented in the Budget Papers differ significantly to that presented
in the audited accounts.a This situation appears to be a reflection of the use of
multiple systems to prepare the Budget and weaknesses in the accounting systems.
Efforts to correct these problems have been made, and a switch from an output to
a program format, improved administrative systems, an investment in staff training,
and up-to-date audits are making progress in improving the quality of budget
information.
An interpretation of the fiscal position needs to look beyond appropriated
expenditure and also factor in the considerable off-budget expenditure funded by
funding agency grants. Within Tuvalu, this expenditure is termed XB (i.e., extrabudget). XB expenditure is not appropriated and is normally spent outside the
government accounting system. The accurate recording of XB’s relies upon funding
agencies valuing in-kind expenditure accurately and this information being recorded
by the Aid Co-ordination Unit of the Ministry of Finance, Economic Planning and
Industries (MoFEPI). There are normally a number of alternative estimates of the
level of XBs presented for any year, and this makes it difficult to assess the size of
the public sector and, hence, economic developments. A complication is the practice
of including overly optimistic estimates of future XBs in budget documents. For
example, the 2006 Budget papers present an A$36 million estimate of XBs for
2006, which compares to a revised estimate of A$1 million XB expenditure in 2005.
A number of alternative definitions of the budget balance are in use, and there
are normally at least two alternative estimates of the budget balance at any one
time. For example, as of late 2005, three different estimates of the budget balance
could be drawn from the 2006 Budget Papers, the 2005 Annual Report of the TTF
Advisory Committee (TTFAC), or a recently completed review of TTF. These sources
presented estimates of the budget balance for 2004 ranging from a deficit of A$2.8
million to a deficit of A$7.3 million, and an estimate of the budget balance for 2005
ranging from a deficit of A$3.9 million to a deficit of A$5.3 million.b While differences
between sources can often be largely reconciled, such a reconciliation would normally
be beyond a lay user and can be challenging even for an experienced user.
continued next page
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Bo
x 3.1 (continued)
Box
One of the reasons for the alternative estimates of the budget balance in Tuvalu
is the presence of TTF. In the Budget Papers, distributions from TTF are treated as a
financing or a below-the-line item. Others, such as TTFAC and the 2005 review of
TTF, treat distributions as a revenue or above-the-line item.
Under the IMF’s Government Financial Statistics manual, interest and other
forms of property income are treated as revenue. Holding gains, which arise from
changes in the prices of assets without any corresponding transaction, are a financing
item. Distributions from TTF arise when income and/or holding gains result in the
value of the fund rising above a threshold level. So from one perspective, a TTF
distribution is a mixture of above-the-line and below-the-line items. But another
perspective is that TTF does not fit these rules as legally the Government does not
own TTF. In which case it may be incorrect to record holding gains as belonging to
the Government. Holding gains only transfer to government ownership when they
are distributed, where this requires an asset sale. This may make all distributions a
revenue item as the Government Financial Statistics manual classifies any transaction
that increase the net worth of the general government sector as revenue.c
The report treats distributions from TTF as a revenue item. Under this
interpretation, the budget balance shows the net borrowing/lending of the
Government. For example, a deficit shows how much financing is needed. This
approach is considered a sensible working definition of the Government’s net fiscal
position.
a
b
c

See, for example, GoT (2005b), pp.1-6.
GoT (2005b), p.1; TTFAC (2005b), p.4; and TTF Evaluation Team (2005), p. 3.
IMF (2001), pp. 27, 38, and 40.
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The Composition of Government Expenditure
Staff costs, including stevedoring and technical assistance,
account for approximately 40% of on-budget expenditure.
Capital and maintenance have accounted for approximately 10%
of on-budget expenditure in recent years, with miscellaneous
expenses on development projects accounting for a similar share
of expenditure (see Figure 3.3).

Maintenance
and capital
account for
10% of
on-budget
expenditure

Figure 3.3 Government on-budget expenditure in 2004
by category
Education and
training grants
11%
Grants
and transfers
8%

Staff costs
39%

Staff costs
account for
40% of
on-budget
expenditure

Medical
programs
4%
Misc. development
project expenses
10%
Maintenance
3%

Not classified
2%
Capital
6%

Other operating costs
17%

Source: Government audited accounts for 2004.

Other key expenditure items are the grants for
scholarships and training (e.g., 7.2% of 2004 on-budget
expenditure for overseas training, 2.2% to TMTI, and 1.5%
for rations for schoolchildren), other grants and transfers (3.3%
to FTF, 2.2% for overseas contributions, 1.0% to NGOs, and
1.0% to public enterprises), and the operating costs of medical
programs (1.6% for overseas medical treatment, 1.2% for
medical supplies, and 0.8% for overseas medical staff). Other
operating expenses include rents and rates (3.3% of 2004 onbudget expenditure), travel expenses (2.7%), electricity
(2.4%), vessel fuel (2.4%), office supplies (1.1%), victualling
(0.9%), and telecom and internet (0.9%).
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XBs fund
most major
infrastructure
projects

The
expenditure
priorities
account for
about 15% of
on-budget
expenditure

Expenditure shares are volatile because the total level
of expenditure is volatile. For example, the construction of a
number of major projects in 2000 and 2002 led to the share of
on-budget expenditure spent on capital exceeding 30%.24 In
these years, the wage and salary share fell to below 25%.
Off-budget expenditure or extra-budget expenditure
(XBs) are substantial, typically the equivalent of 20–40% of
on-budget expenditure. Most XBs are for capital items, such
as buildings and equipment, and the majority of Tuvalu’s
physical infrastructure is funded by XBs. Major XBs of recent
years have been the second interisland vessel, the Manufolau
(A$12 million in 2002); the new hospital on Funafuti (A$10
million over 2002 and 2003); and the main government
building (A$12 million over 2002 to 2004). Major XBs planned
include the new power station and distribution system for
Funafuti (A$11 million over 2006), the refurbishment of the
Funafuti wharf (A$10 million over 2008) and the Vaiaku Lagi
Hotel (A$3 million in 2007), and construction of a new
Parliament complex (2007).
At a ministry level, the largest spending agencies are
Education and Sports, MoFEPI, the Office of the Prime
Minister and Communications and Transport and Health (see
Figure 3.4). The large expenditure share accounted for by
MoFEPI is attributable to its responsibility for development
projects; by OPM is attributable to its responsibility for some
scholarships, foreign affairs (including the permanent UN
mission in New York), and certain building projects. The
inclusion of all shipping activities under the head of the
Ministry of Communications and Transport accounts for its
large share of expenditure. About 15% of on-budget
expenditure is spent on the development priorities of primary,
secondary, and vocational education, and on basic health care.
This is a very low share for development priorities.

24
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The major Government-funded project of recent years has been the sealing
of the road network on Funafuti (A$9.5 million over 2001 and 2002).
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Education
is normally
largest
spending
agency

Figure 3.4 Government on-budget expenditure in 2004
by Ministry
Communications
and Transport
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Health
10%

Office of the PM
14%
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Other Ministries
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Education and Sports
25%

Source: Government audited accounts for 2004.

Public debts and trusts
The estimated gross value of public debt was A$24 million as
of the end of 2005, which was approximately 90% of GDP
(see Table B.9). Taking into account the Government’s cash
holdings provides a very slightly lower estimate of net debt.
Reflecting the recent deterioration in the fiscal position, the
current debt is an increase on an estimate of the net debt
(65% of GDP) as of late 2004.
Most of the public debt is accounted for by loans through
NBT, ADB, and EIB. Two loans, which have been secured
from NBT on a normal commercial basis, have been used to
fund the purchase of a minority share of Air Fiji, the only
operator to Tuvalu, and for the National Fishing Corporation
of Tuvalu (NAFICOT) to refurbish and operate two offshore
fishing vessels. Two loans have been secured from EIB to
finance DBT, while ADB loans have been secured to help
establish FTF and upgrade TMTI.25
25

Net public debt
is 90% of GDP

Most public
debt is held
by NBT, ADB,
and EIB

The latter is yet to be drawn down, but drawdown is imminent and is
included in the estimates of debt.
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NPV of net
public debt
is 60% of
GDP...

...and on the
order of 40%
of national
income

A number of the Public Enterprises (PEs) have overdrafts
guaranteed by the Government, and these are also recorded
in the calculation of debt. Also included are the Government’s
de facto overdraft secured through the Outer Islands Agency
Account, the arrears to PEs, and the outstanding contribution
to TTF arising from the European Union’s Development
Scheme Program.26
These estimates of public debt are based on the book
value of the Government’s debt, much of which has been
provided on concessional terms from ADB and EIB, and the
effective debt obligations of this debt are less than the book
value. The net present value (NPV) of debt provides a more
meaningful measure of the Government’s debt obligations.
NPV can be calculated by converting future obligations into
a single lump sum expressed in today’s dollars. NPV of net
debt is estimated as A$16 million, which is on the order of
60% of GDP.27
Internationally, debt levels are normally reported as a
ratio to GDP. This provides an indication of how much of the
economy’s income would be required to clear debt obligations
and, hence, provides an indication of the economy’s capacity
to service such debt. GDP is the income generated in an
economy, and this typically defines the economic base from
which revenue is raised. But Tuvalu has earned much of its
income offshore for some years, so GDP provides a poor basis
for evaluating the capacity to service debt. A more meaningful
way to express the level of debt is to calculate the ratio of
debt to national income, where national income is the sum of
all income of residents and includes income earned offshore.
The ratio of the NPV of net debt to national income cannot
be calculated precisely but is likely to be approximately 40%.

26

27
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The debt calculations exclude the only government guarantee identified,
which is on the order of F$4 million.be interpreted in the following terms.
This NPV measure of debt can be interpreted in the following terms. If
the Government wanted to be assured of meeting its existing debt
obligations, it could invest A$16 million in an asset, such as TTF. The
principal and return from such an investment would be sufficient over
time to meet all existing debt obligations without any extra call on
government revenue.
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The debt-to-national income ratio of 40% is approaching
what would normally be seen as an inappropriate level. Future
debt obligations will place increasing pressure on the budget.
Based on current debt commitments, the peak ratio of future
existing debt obligations to revenue is estimated on the order
of 5%—or 2.5% of revenue and grants—which would occur in
2013. It is significantly below this in most other years. Debt
servicing costs are currently low (at 2% of revenue).
The net debt-to-national income ratio will fall to about
15% over 2006 once the TTF distribution is deposited with
CIF. Based on current budget projections, debt levels will
return to current levels over 2008.
In considering Tuvalu’s indebtedness, it is important to
factor in the presence of TTF, which is held in trust for Tuvalu
and is not directly under the control of the Government. That
is, the Government does not own the funds held in TTF. While
the Government does not own TTF, there are important
provisions in the trust deed that may have the effect of
providing benefits similar to ownership, at least in terms of
assessing the sustainability of Tuvalu’s debt.28 Nevertheless,
it is not recorded as an asset when calculating the level of
government net debt. If it was, the Government would be
seen as a net lender to the world, as the A$98 million value of
TTF as of the end of 2005 dwarfs NPV of public net debt of
A$16 million.
Tuvalu also has substantial offshore investments in FTF.
The Fund was valued at A$24 million as of September 2005.29
During 2005, the Government wisely declined
involvement in a highly questionable investment scheme,
which was designed and proposed by outside interests and
had the potential to substantially increase Tuvalu’s public debt.
The so-called Economic Cooperation Development
Programme was proposed as a joint venture between the
Government and a group of German academics that would
enable German nationals to repatriate offshore funds without
incurring tax or other penalties. The scheme made the usual
28
29

Tuvalu holds
A$120 million
in offshore
trusts

Focus Economics (2005), pp.12-13.
TTF Evaluation Team (2005), p. 39.
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claim of financial scams that it would deliver multimilliondollar benefits to the partner government with no material
risk to it. The scheme involved the Government facilitating
the venture by sharing some of Tuvalu’s sovereign powers with
a group of offshore companies (most notably sharing the power
to issue GoT debt); accepting liability to repay the GoT debt
issued by such companies on its behalf; and providing
diplomatic roles and status in Europe to the proponents.30
Government businesses
There are 10
statutory
corporations...

The Government of Tuvalu currently controls 10 statutory
corporations:
• DBT, to provide concessional finance to business;
• NBT, established as the sole commercial bank;
• NAFICOT, to develop export and local sales of fish by
Tuvaluans;
• Tuvalu Electricity Corporation (TEC), to provide electrical
power on all of the island groups. It is illegal to compete
with TEC;
• Tuvalu Media Corporation (TMC), to operate the only
radio station. Competition is permitted but unlikely owing
to the small size of the economy;
• Tuvalu Telecommunications Corporation (TTC), which
now provides phone, mobile phone, internet, and other
telecommunications services on Funafuti and, to a lesser
extent, the Outer Islands. It is illegal to compete with TTC
without its consent;
• TMTI, to train seafarers;
• Tuvalu Philatelic Bureau, to produce and sell stamps for
the Post Office and collectors;
• VLH, to run a hotel, restaurant, and bar on Funafuti; and
• Tuvalu National Provident Fund (TNPF), the country’s
compulsory superannuation scheme.

30
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Tuvalu’s
Trust
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The Tuvalu Trust Fund (TTF) was established in 1987 with contributions from the
Governments of Australia, New Zealand, United Kingdom (these three being the
main contributors), Tuvalu, and Republic of Korea. The Government has,
subsequently, contributed additional funds as did (in smaller amounts) Australia,
Japan, and the Republic of Korea. A TTF requirement is that the real value of
contributions is maintained by the reinvestment of the inflationary premium (as
measured by the Australian CPI). Distributions to the Government’s CIF are only
allowable to the extent that the Fund’s current market value exceeds what is termed
its “maintained” capital value, being the real value of contributions. The Fund’s
Board is composed of representatives of the Governments of Australia, New Zealand,
and Tuvalu. The Board is responsible for overseeing and administering the Fund in
accordance with the terms of the international agreement that created the trust.
TTFAC was established under the Deed to provide independent economic and
financial advice to the Board and Government of Tuvalu, with members appointed
by countries represented on the Board.
A 2005 review of TTF concluded that to date the fund has satisfactorily met its
core purpose, which is to “assist the Government [of Tuvalu] to achieve greater
financial autonomy in the management of its recurrent budget.” The review
presented only minor recommendations for improving the operation and
management of the fund.
FTF was established by Tuvalu in 1999 with contributions from the central
government (some via ADB loan funds) and island communities as part of a larger
decentralization strategy. Investment and distribution rules are similar to those of
TTF. In particular funds are invested offshore, overseen by the Board, and the real
value of contributions must be maintained. Distributions, only two of which have
been made, are to be used for Outer Island development. The Fund has generated
some controversy regarding the rules for contributing to it and for distributing
income. A key concern has been the potential for better-off Outer Islands to gain
proportionally more from the fund than other Outer Islands.
Sources: ADB (1998), p.24; ADB (2002a), pp.184–190; and TTF Evaluation Team (2005), pp.1–5, 39.
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...and a range
of business
operations
within
Ministries

NBT and TPF
are profitable

But other PEs
face financial
difficulties

A variety of other activities are undertaken by ministries
that provide services to private buyers and/or undertake
activities that would often be supplied in a business-like
manner. These include the main port, stevedoring operations,
a travel agency, two interisland vessels, housing, repair shops,
and an internet facility. Ministries also supply ice, bait, sundrying facilities, central purchasing of fish, and other services
to artisanal fishers through a series of Community Fisheries
Centres (CFCs) on the Outer Islands. The Government is
also a large (minority) shareholder in Air Fiji, the sole provider
of air service to Funafuti.
Of the PEs, only NBT and TNPF are profitable in a normal
commercial sense. The bank’s pretax rate of return on equity
was 42% in 2002 and 21% in 2003. The bank’s profits have been
so high they are suggestive of market power. TNPF holds most
of its funds offshore, and this investment strategy has
underpinned a good commercial performance over time.
DBT, NAFICOT, TEC, and TTC have each
accumulated losses of more than A$1 million. DBT reported
a profit in the most recent accounts, but typically operates at
a loss and was required to write-down more than A$1 million
in bad debts in 2003. NAFICOT has faced commercial
difficulties since its inception, and the Government is now
servicing a A$1 million loan secured by NAFICOT in 2003 to
purchase fishing vessels. A temporary suspension of the
corporation was issued in February 2006. TMTI does not
charge trainees for its service, and TMC has few of its own
revenue sources. Both TMTI and TMC are reliant on
government subsidies to meet day-to-day expenses. The VLH
runs at a loss, and the Tuvalu Philatelic Bureau now only
operates on a small scale.

31
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Market power allows a market participant to behave in a way that it could
not when there is vigorous competition. Market participants with market
power can be expected to raise the price of their good or service and/or
lower the quality relative to what would be achieved in a normal
competitive market.
Latest audited accounts for DBT, TEC, and TTC and Vinstar Consulting
(2005), Appendix B, p. 1.
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Partial payment of bills by the Government has been an
important factor behind the poor financial performance of
TEC, TMC, and TTC. Debts owed by the Government to
TTC have accumulated to almost A$1 million. Its financial
position was much improved by the adoption in 2004 of prepaid
land lines for all customers, including the Government.
Payments owing to TEC by the Government stand at about
A$0.4 million, and TEC is also considering moving to a prepaid
system. Another key issue facing TEC are prices that are below
operating costs (see Box 3.2). Nonpayment of bills by the
Government led to TMC reaching its maximum overdraft in
2005. TMC has also moved to prepayment, including seeking
prepayment from Parliament for the broadcasting of sittings,
and has considered a range of cost-cutting measures to improve
its financial position.33
Of the business-like units operating within ministries, the
Travel Office and air terminal, and Internet Service Provider
(ISP) generate revenue that the exceeds operating costs (each
generating operating profits of approximately A$50,000 in 2004).
The latest available information indicates that all other major
government businesses are generating less revenue than
operating costs, which means they are dependent on budget
support to continue operations.
In total, approximately 13% of on-budget expenditure is
allocated to funding the shortfall in operating revenues of PEs
and the business-like units of Ministries.34 The largest operating
subsidies are provided to interisland shipping, PWD, TMTI,
and the stevedoring operations (see Table 3.1).
In addition to providing operating subsidies, the capital
of almost all businesses is provided through government grants
that often are supported by funding agencies. Exceptions are
NBT and TTC (that has provided most of its capital since
contributions from funding agencies established much of its
current telecommunications network in 1996).
33
34

Partial
payment of
bills by
Government
has been a
problem

Operating
subsidies
account for
13% of
expenditure

Vinstar Consulting (2005), Appendix B, p.9.
Some subsidies are explicit, such as a scholarship subsidy provided to
TMTI. Others are implicit in the Government’s funding of operating
costs in excess of revenue.
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Table 3.1 Operating subsidies in 2004
A$’000
For public enterprises
TMTI
TEC
TMC

812
565
150
97

For key ministry businesses
Inter-island shipping
Public Works department
Stevedoring
Port and wharf services
CFC

2,675
1,271
878
442
26
58

Total
- as a share of on-budget expenditure (%)

3,487
13.4

Source: Government audited accounts for 2004.

3.2 Key Policy Issues
Achieving fiscal sustainability

Recent trends
point to
ongoing
deficits
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The sustainability of Tuvalu’s fiscal position can be assessed
by examining recent trends in expenditure and revenue and
grants. Table 3.2 presents trend estimates on the assumption
that most items will remain at the average of the actual level
from 2003 to 2005 (in real terms). Exceptions are made for
the TTF distribution, which is assumed to generate a rate of
return equal to its long-run level, and for staff costs and budget
support grants from Taipei,China as they are expected to
remain at their 2005 level.
The trend level of expenditure and net lending is found
to be above the trend level of revenue and grants, giving rise
to an underlying budget deficit. If recent trends continue, it
is estimated that the budget will be in deficit by approximately
A$2.5 million in a typical year, which is on the order of 10% of
GDP. This would be an unsustainable fiscal position. Debt
has recently approached high levels and even after allowing
for the 2006 distribution, average annual increases at 10% of
GDP would quickly become difficult to support.
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TEC’s
Performance
While one of the smallest utilities in the Pacific region, TEC is well-run and
professionally managed. TEC staff are competent and dedicated to the mission of
providing “reliable, quality, and safe electricity to the people of Tuvalu.” Nonetheless,
a number of factors inhibit management and staff from carrying out their duties
efficiently.
First and foremost is TEC’s inability to collect its electricity bills in a timely
manner. The Government’s lack of payment—as TEC’s largest customer—has left
the utility critically short of the revenue needed to carry out its day-to-day
responsibilities. In 2004, TEC collected 26% of charges levied on the Government
and 87% of charges on commercial and private users. The shortfall in collections
(on the order of A$0.7 million) has led to deferred maintenance, lack of critical
spare parts, and increasing requests by TEC for government subsidies.
The rushed electrification of the Outer Islands in 2000 was made without
system planning and an agreed business plan. The installed generation capacities
of these Outer Island systems are far in excess of the actual demands, and this has
resulted in a cost of operation that greatly exceeds the ability of the customer base
to pay. The average load in most Outer Islands is 15 kilowatt (kW), with a 30-kW
peak. The gensets in use are rated at 60 kW. The maximum efficiency of these
gensets is 3.5 kW/liter of fuel at a fully–rated load. Because of underloading, the
outlying stations are experiencing an average fuel efficiency of only 2.47 kilowatthour (kWh)/liter. By comparison, a high-efficiency, air-cooled diesel engine rated at
30 kW has a fuel efficiency of 4.0 kWh at full-rated load and 3.7 kWh/liter at 50%–
rated load. At the lower load rating, the annual fuel saving would be on the order
of A$100,000.
Tariffs are insufficient to cover operating costs, with billings (as opposed to
payments) amounting to A$0.5 million below operating costs in 2004. In 2004, the
cost of delivering electricity averaged A$0.51 on the main island of Funafuti and
A$0.79 on the Outer Islands. The tariff recovers 90% of these costs on Funafuti and
52% of these costs on the Outer Islands.
There are also weaknesses in the provision of performance and management
information.
Source: Pacific Power Association (2005), pp.1, 3-4.
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Expenditure
has been hard
to cut

Staff costs are
a key source of
fiscal pressure

The projected deficit is a trend projection. It is a
projection of what would be faced over time on average and is
not a projection of the immediate position. The large TTF
drawdown in 2006 will shift the budget toward surplus and
allow Tuvalu to readily finance large deficits until 2008. This
experience demonstrates that Tuvalu will probably be free of
fiscal difficulties in favorable years, that is, when offshore
revenue is well above trend. But the trend analysis points to
fiscal problems reemerging in unfavorable years unless action
is taken to reduce expenditure and/or raise revenue. This is
the key message of the trend analysis. Tuvalu needs to make
substantial fiscal corrections if it is to achieve a sustainable
fiscal position over time.
If fiscal correction is not made, the Government will
regularly need to borrow funds to cover its expenditure. NBT
is the most likely source of deficit financing. Frequent
borrowing from NBT, however, would have an adverse effect
on the financial integrity of the bank and increase the existing
crowding out of lending for private purposes. The
Government could alternatively borrow from TNPF. This
would tend to undermine the nation’s superannuation
scheme that is currently 100% self-funded and financially
secure.
The weak fiscal position has arisen because expenditure
was allowed to grow in years when revenue was high. And it is
now hard to cut expenditure back to fit into the lower level of
revenue and grants.
Staff costs are a key source of fiscal pressure. They now
account for 40% of on-budget expenditure, well up on the
24% share of 1996. In 1994, the proposed public sector reform
program became a core component of the then national plan.
A civil service downsizing was proposed to reduce the number
of established staff from 694 to 641 and to limit further growth
in the number of posts to the rate of population growth.35 By
2005, there were 892 established posts—a 37% increase on
the 1996 level of 691—although population had only grown

35
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by approximately 5% over the period.36 Average rates of pay
have also increased substantially. Much of the growth in the
wage and salary bill had taken place by 2001. Despite
subsequent restraint, staff costs have risen to such high levels
they are now an ongoing source of fiscal pressure.
Other notable sources of fiscal pressure are the operating
subsidies provided to PEs and business-like activities of ministries, travel costs, and grants and transfers. There has been good
restraint in recent years on travel expenditure, with the level of
expenditure per public servant halving between 2002 and 2005.
Nonetheless, they appear to remain high, averaging about A$800
per public servant in 2005. This is in addition to travel funded
under XB expenditure.
Grants and transfers accounted for 20% of on-budget
expenditure in 2004. The single largest grants are the
scholarships for in-service and preservice training. The cost
of the scholarship program has been reduced by halving the
number of overseas positions since 2001 and changing terms
and conditions. Changes—such as removing allowances for
families of those on in-service training—have helped reduce
the average cost per annual overseas scholarship from A$56,000
in 2002 to A$35,000 by 2004. Despite these cost-cutting
mechanisms, scholarships remain a large item in the budget
at 7% of 2004 on-budget expenditure. They introduce rigidity
into expenditure as many scholarships are provided for courses
of more than 1 year’s duration and because they are a politically
sensitive matter.
The Government is finding it increasingly difficult to
reduce expenditure to fit the revenue envelope. Maintenance
and GoT-funded capital expenditure has been reduced
substantially, so much so there was almost no GoT-funded
capital expenditure in 2005. Cuts have also been made to goods
and services expenditure and ministries have already raised
concern that they have the staff but insufficient funds for staff
to work effectively. Maintenance has been cut at a time when
the capital stock is growing, and the maintenance budget
should be rising.
36
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Based on estimates of the trend population.
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Table 3.2 Trend Revenue and Expenditure
Trend Revenue and Expenditure
Estimate
for 2005
A$ m Ratio to
Ratio to
A$
in A$ m
(2006 to GDP on-budget
per
(2006 prices)a
(%)b expenditure
head
prices)a
and net
(2006
lending (%) prices)c
29.0

35.2

128

119

3,680

Revenue
Taxation
Interest and dividends
Government charges
Fish licenses
Marine department
Telecom licenses
TV
Other charges
Other revenue
(distribution from TTF)

14.8
5.9
0.1
7.8
3.1
0.7
0.0
2.9
1.1
1.0

19.9
6.1
0.3
8.5
3.1
0.7
0.0
3.2
1.5
5.1

73
22
1
31
11
3
0
12
5
18

68
21
1
29
10
2
0
11
5
17

2,083
639
26
888
320
73
4
335
157
530

Grants
EU budget support
Taipei,China
budget support
Extra-budget (XBs)
Other grants

14.2
2.2
2.6

15.3
1.6
2.6

56
6
10

52
5
9

1,596
163
276

6.3
3.0

8.4
2.7

30
10

28
9

876
281

32.9

37.9

138

128

3,955

23.3
11.3
0.9
0.7
0.2
0.8
4.8
5.5

24.7
11.3
1.1
0.8
0.3
1.1
5.5
5.7

90
41
4
3
1
4
20
21

84
38
4
3
1
4
19
19

2,576
1,181
116
88
28
111
577
591

0.0
3.3

1.9
2.9

7
10

7
10

203
301

Revenue and Grants

Expenditure and net lending
Operating (on-budget)
Staff
Travel and communications
Travel
Communications
Maintenance
Other goods and services
Grants, transfers, and other
Capital (on-budget)
Unallocated expenditure
(on-budget)
Extra-budget (XBs)
Balance
a

b
c

d

6.3

8.4

30

28

876

-3.9

-2.6

-10

-9

-276

Trend levels are based on the assumption that the level of taxation, interest and dividends, government
charges, grants (other than Taipei,China budget support), and expenditure (other than on staff)
equal the real, annual average for 2003 to 2005; the distribution from TTF equals the fund’s average,
real rate of return of 5.9% p.a.; and that budget support grants from Taipei,China and expenditure
on staff equal the 2005 level.
Ratio to 2002 GDP in current prices.
Based on the 2006 population derived from extrapolating the 2002 population by the inter-censal
growth rate of 0.6% p.a.
Proposed budget targets are shown in the shaded areas.

Sources: Author’s estimates based on Government audited accounts and Budget Papers (various years).
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Such changes in the mix of expenditure are typical of a
government under financial pressure. If continued, they can
be expected to have major adverse impacts on the quality of
government operations. And there would be increasing
requests to funding agencies for financial relief.
It is possible that favorable external conditions will
periodically rescue the fiscal position, as they will in 2006.
The trend analysis assumes that revenue from fish licenses
will remain at recent levels of approximately A$3 million. Fish
license revenue peaked at A$12 million in 1999 and averaged
A$7 million from 1996 to 2005 level (in constant 2006 prices).
A return to the highs of 1999 would provide financial relief for
some years (provided the additional revenue was saved and
not spent). Continuing good returns in Australian capital
markets could boost TTF distributions and additional budget
support grants could also do much to help relieve fiscal
pressure.
The choice Tuvalu faces is between taking concerted
action now to correct adverse fiscal trends or defer action and
wait for an improvement in offshore revenues. The former is
the prudent approach.
Fiscal correction will probably require both expenditure
restraint and an increased effort to raise local revenue. It would
be counterproductive to further reduce expenditure on
maintenance, capital, and other goods and services. These
items were cut as revenue fell and are already below trend
levels. It is appropriate that expenditure on these items receive
priority if an improved revenue position allows for increased
expenditure. Expenditure on staff, travel, and grants and
transfers are already at a high level, and it is important that
they are restrained to no more than current levels.
An increased revenue effort would allow for higher
expenditure on priority items and help rebuild Tuvalu’s
financial buffers. There is considerable potential for improving
the performance of the tax system and the charges levied on
services provided by the public sector. These options warrant
early exploration.
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Financial
targets
can be set to
guide fiscal
management

Such targets
have been
used by the
Cook Islands

Financial targets can be defined to guide fiscal
management toward sustainability. In particular, it would be
helpful if targets were set for the maximum expenditure on
wages and salaries, travel, and key grants and transfers.
Revenue targets could also be set to help establish a minimum
level of revenue effort. Compliance with such targets would
not guarantee good fiscal outcomes every year, but it could
provide for a sustainable fiscal position over time if recent
trends continue.
Keeping capital expenditure to prudent levels is also
important. Higher levels of capital expenditure would probably
be fiscally prudent if allocated to assets that earn sufficient
income to cover their cost or if they are grant-funded. Other
capital expenditure may need to be restrained until the
financial position is rebuilt.
In a normal fiscal environment, targets would also be set
for the budget balance. In Tuvalu’s case, the budget balance
is heavily influenced by levels of offshore income that are
difficult to forecast and are largely outside Tuvalu’s control.
Targets set for the budget balance would thus measure the
performance of the Government, returns in world capital
markets, fish movements in the Central Pacific, etc. Targets
are most meaningful if they are based on fiscal outcomes that
are largely within the Government’s control. An alternative
would be to set a target based on recurrent or operating balance.
The Cook Islands provides a regional illustration of the
application of similar fiscal targets. The Government of the
Cook Islands adopted fiscal rules relating to the overall debt
position and the budget balance as part of its mid-1990s public
sector reform. Additional rules relating to the composition of
expenditure were adopted as part of its 1998 debt
restructuring. The Government has not always complied with
its fiscal rules, notably in terms of the wage and salary bill.
But it has generally complied, and budget and semi-annual
budget updates have reported on compliance and the
consequences of noncompliance. 37 The Government’s

37
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approach of setting fiscal rules has helped the Cook Islands
move to one of the strongest fiscal positions in the Pacific.
It is more difficult than usual to set fiscal targets in
Tuvalu. Targets would normally be set relative to GDP or the
level of total expenditure and net lending. But GDP is
measured infrequently and with long lags. And total
expenditure and net lending is volatile due to the lumpiness
in major projects and is difficult to measure given the presence
of substantial XBs. An alternative is to define ratios relative to
total on-budget expenditure. But such targets may prove
unreliable as they could be achieved through administrative
changes that shifted expenditure on- or off- budget.
Preferred approaches are to set targets in either A$ terms
or A$ per head. It would be preferable to define targets in real
terms, meaning the nominal values would rise at the rate of
inflation, but if such adjustments bring confusion it would be
acceptable to set targets in nominal terms for short periods
(with adjustments made periodically, such as every 3 years).
Table 4.2 provides estimates of the trend level of key
items of expenditure and internal revenue that can be used as
targets. For example, a target is defined as a maximum level
of expenditure per head on staff costs (A$1,200), on travel
(A$90), and on grants and transfers (A$600) (in 2006 prices).
A target minimum level of revenue per head is estimated as
A$600 for taxation, A$70 for marine charges, and A$150 for
other government charges. It would also be important for
capital expenditure to be prudent. These targets are
summarized in Figure 3.5.
If these targets are met, the growth in fiscal pressures
would ease. Such targets are best thought of as applying to
the outcome over the medium term and in practice need not
be met exactly in each year. An overly rigid or precise
interpretation is unlikely to work in practice and may instead
undermine the potential value of targets as guides to better
behavior.
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Figure 3.5 Key Fiscal Targets
Revenue Targets
1,200

A$ per head (est. 2006 prices)

Target
(minimum
collections)
900
Estimate
for 2005
600

300

0
Tax revenue

Charges by
the marine
department

Other localbased charges

Expenditure Targets

A$ per head (est. 2006 prices)

1,200
Target
(maximum
expenditure)

900

Estimate
for 2005

600

300

0
Expenditure
on staff

Expenditure
on grants,
transfers
and other

Expenditure
on travel

Sources: Government audited accounts and Budget Papers (various years).
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Managing volatility and uncertainty
Tuvalu faces a high degree of volatility in its revenue.
During 2000–2005, annual revenue ranged from A$13 million
to A$47 million. In addition to being volatile, the future year’s
revenue is difficult to forecast, and one of the single largest
revenue items (e.g., fish licenses) is received very late in the
year. Expenditure decisions are thus made in the face of
considerable uncertainty as to how they will be funded. These
factors greatly complicate fiscal management and probably
contribute to the recent emergence of fiscal difficulties.
Financial buffers that are built up in good years and used
in poor years can do much to counter the adverse effect of
this volatility and uncertainty. Financial buffers will work best
if they are large enough to fund reasonable deficits in periods
of low revenue. If they are, the Government can avoid the need
to quickly find new financing sources or to reduce expenditure
in the face of an unexpectedly large deficit. In this way, buffers
can provide for stability in fiscal management.
TTF is not a buffer against volatility and uncertainty;
instead it is a source of recurrent revenue. The financial buffers
are the Government’s holdings of liquid assets, such as CIF
and the cash deposits in bank accounts.
To date, considerable emphasis has been placed on CIF.
Such an emphasis appears to have overlooked the
Government’s growing dependency on the use of overdrafts
(through the normal overdraft facility and the Outer Island
Agency Account). Such a short-term debt has the same effect
as a drawdown of CIF as it reduces the fiscal capacity of the
Government to manage deficits in its cash flow. As of the end
of 2005, A$2 million was held in CIF but, in net terms, the
NBT accounts were in deficit to the order of A$2 million.
This meant the Government’s net cash holdings had been
exhausted. The positive balance held in CIF may give the
impression there is cash to fund a budget deficit. But as net
cash holdings were exhausted, this was not the case. Prudent
fiscal management would have been to use CIF to clear
overdrafts and to identify the Government’s buffer as the nearzero net holdings of liquid assets.
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The deficit
could be linked
to the level of
the buffer

The length and depth of periods of low revenue are
difficult to forecast as they depend on a range of factors outside
Tuvalu’s control, such as fish movements in the Central Pacific
and returns on world capital markets. The TTF Advisory
Committee (TTFAC) has recommended a Target Minimum
Balance of CIF of 16% of the maintained value of TTF. This
would then allow CIF to pay out 4% of the maintained value
of TTF each year into the government budget for at least 4
years.38 The limitations of this rule are that it looks at CIF
and not the net liquid asset position, and it offers little
guidance for periods during which cash holdings have already
been drawn down.
An alternative is to limit projected deficits to a share of
net cash holdings (where deficits are defined as net borrowing/
lending). For example, if the projected deficit was limited to
a quarter of net cash holdings, in theory, the same deficit could
be funded by the buffers for the next 4 years. Even this
approach would not ensure fiscal stability. Budget deficits
could exceed the projected level, and the revenue position
could deteriorate even further in future years, thus eroding
cash holdings earlier than expected. Nonetheless, the approach
has the benefit of introducing a discipline that the size of the
deficit is conditioned by the size of the financial buffer.
For such an approach to be effective, deficits would need
to be limited to years of below-trend revenue outcomes.
Surpluses would need to be run in years of above-trend revenue
outcomes so as to provide for the accumulation of the financial
buffer.
Reforming the R
evenue System
Revenue
A revenue system should raise the revenue required for
government operations while minimizing adverse effects on
economic efficiency and social equity. Economic efficiency
relates to how well and where an economy’s resources are used.
Taxes reduce economic efficiency because they distort
decision-making. For example, the personal tax is a tax on work
38
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effort. It creates efficiency losses if people work less than they
would in the absence of the tax. Taxes can also have important
impacts on social equity if they affect different groups of the
community in different ways to help guard against inequity.
Tax systems are normally designed to be progressive—meaning
those on higher incomes are expected to pay a higher share of
their income in taxes than those on lower incomes.
The immediate issue facing the tax system is the
potential loss of revenue under the Pacific Island Country
Trade Agreement (PICTA). When ratified by Tuvalu, import
duties on imports from other Pacific Island countries will be
progressively reduced over a 10-year period. The main concern
to Tuvalu is the potential loss of revenue on imports from the
Fiji Islands, which accounted for 14% of import duty (or A$0.36
million) in 2005. As import duties will only be reduced
progressively, the loss of revenue will tend to be small initially
and rise over time. The ultimate revenue loss could exceed
14% of current import duty if Pacific Islands imports displace
competing imports. The potential displacement is restricted
by the absence of suitable shipping links (most are imported
via Australia), but even this restriction may ease as regional
trade reform gathers momentum.
The current import duty system comprises a large range
of ad valorem and specific rates applied to free-on-board (FOB)
values. The weighted average import duty was 15% in 2005.
By number, 40% of goods are imported duty-free, including
fresh vegetables, the staples (e.g., rice, flour), insecticides,
manufacturing machinery, building products, tools,
refrigerators, freezers, and outboard motors. Of those goods
subject to import duties, 60% are subject to an import duty
rate of 20% or 25%. A further 13% are subject to an import
duty rate of 10%, while 16% are subject to an import duty rate
of 30% or 40%. High import duty rates apply to tobacco and
alcoholic beverages. The specific import duty on cigarettes is
equivalent to an ad valorem rate of about 200% and import
duties on alcoholic beverages are equivalent to an ad valorem
rate of at least 100%.39
39
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Data from the PC Trade system operated by Customs, MoFEPI.
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Simple
reforms may
be sufficient

The last substantial changes to import duty rates were
in 1996 when higher import duties on tobacco and alcohol
allowed a reduction in some other import duties, notably on
clothes, footwear, cotton and synthetic fabrics, and sound
equipment. Goods imported for use in the production of
exports are exempt from import duties. Other standard
exemptions apply, including for government (i.e., ministry)
imports, aid expenditure, and personal belongings. The
Minister for Finance, Economic Planning and Industries can
also issue duty exemptions.
A second import tax applies in the form of a sales tax.
The sales tax applies to all imported goods at 2.5% of the
addition of the FOB value and import duty payment. It is
collected at the point of entry by the same people that collect
the import duty, and it only differs from an import duty in its
name. As for import duties, certain uses are exempt from the
sales tax.
In 2004, GoT review concluded that the expected loss
in revenue from the PICTA could be countered by the move
from FOB valuation to a cargo, insurance, and freight valuation;
a temporary increase in the sales tax from 2.5% to 5%; and/or
an increase in import duty rates on certain goods, such as
tobacco and alcohol.40 Based on 2005 data, the first two of
these initiatives could raise almost A$1 million in revenue.
This suggests that simple measures could readily correct for
the revenue loss from PICTA for the foreseeable future.
Nonetheless, more extensive import duty reforms are
warranted for other reasons. Administration costs of both the
collector and payee could be lowered by reducing the number
of different rates and combining the import duty and sales tax
systems. The import duty system appears to lack a clear,
consistent rationale for setting rates. This has led to a number
of anomalies. For example, house construction is essentially
import-duty free because most building materials and tools are
imported duty-free, yet a wide range of food items are subject
to a 20 % import duty or even higher. Hi-fi and video equipment
bear a lower import duty than many food items and clothing,
40
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and musical instruments bear one of the lowest import duty
rates. Noncommercial activities of the Government enjoy an
exemption from import duties and the sales tax. This rule puts
the private sector at an unfair disadvantage when competing
against a government agency that enjoys an exemption. The
exemption may also be encouraging the public sector to engage
in commercial activities. And accountability and transparency
would be improved by removing the Ministerial power to offer
duty exemptions, and to instead provide any financial support
via an expenditure appropriation.
As in other small Pacific island countries, Tuvalu has few
merchandise exports and there is little import-replacing activity.
Instead, formal private sector activity is focused on nontraded
consumption activities, such as construction, retailing, transport,
and mechanical or electrical servicing. Therefore, there would
be little potential for import taxes to seriously constrain overall
growth by deterring exports or creating an inefficient importcompeting sector. The potential for such a growth penalty is
normally one of the key motivations for import duty reform.
Nonetheless, it would be good practice to move toward a
broadly-based consumption tax so as to reduce the reliance on
import duties. A well-designed tax, such as a value-added tax
as proposed in a recent study, can be expected to provide more
efficient and equitable outcomes.41
To realize net benefits, it would be important for a broadbased consumption tax to take into account administrative
costs and capacity constraints. Compliance is already a
weakness of the income and company tax system. 42 The
Auditor-Generals report on the 2004 accounts noted that
progress has been made in recent years in addressing
compliance problems, but as of late 2005, Tuvalu Cooperative
Society (TCS) still owed A$0.7 million and the majority of
41
42
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Pacific Financial Technical Assistance Centre (2004).
Personal income tax is not payable on the first A$4,000 of income, with a
rate of 30% applying thereafter. Company tax is payable by those whose
primary source of income is a company. The tax is a flat 30% on net profits
on Tuvaluan-owned companies and 40% for foreign-owned companies.
Individuals pay tax on either an income or company basis—not both—so
that the double taxation of dividends is avoided.
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The undercharging
of services
imposes
inefficiencies

Without
a clear equity
rationale for
doing so

companies/corporations were still to lodge accounts for 2003
and 2004. The Inland Revenue Division of MoFEPI is
composed of two staff members, and the leader of reform
efforts to date recently took up the post of Government
Accountant. Introducing a consumption tax requires a large
effort, for example, in designing the new tax, developing new
administrative practices, and educating taxpayers. It will be
difficult for the Ministry to introduce a consumption tax while
continuing to make progress in improving compliance with
the current system.
Government charges are an important area for reform.
On economic efficiency grounds, charges should be set at the
marginal or incremental cost of delivery. Users will buy services
up to the point where the value to them equals the cost. When
charges are set below the cost, users will tend to overconsume.
They will tend to consume at a point where the value to them
from the services is less than the cost to the community.
Raising charges to match costs will reduce consumption to an
efficient level. Furthermore, charging less than the operating
cost normally leads to operating problems as suppliers cannot
rely on having the funds for essential inputs and maintenance.
Charges levied by government businesses appear to be
generally below the marginal cost of delivery. This is indicated
by the inability of suppliers to recover their total operating costs
from charges. This is the situation for electricity, telecommunications, shipping, stevedoring, wharf services, and so on.
There can be equity arguments for charging below cost
for services provided to target groups. However, it is difficult
to see a sound equity argument for the current charging
practices of government businesses. The available data suggest
that higher-income households would capture a higher subsidy
than lower-income households on the same island. This is
because higher-income households are likely to consume more
electricity, use more telecommunication services, etc.43 This
is a further symptom of the bias in Tuvalu’s development
toward the better-off.

43
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The distribution of subsidies between Funafuti and
Outer Island residents is harder to determine. It was estimated
that TEC ’s revenue was below operating costs by
approximately A$0.3 million for both Funafuti and the Outer
Islands in 2004.44 A 1998 review of TTC’s tariffs, which have
changed little since then, concluded that Outer Islands
received a larger telecommunication subsidy than Funafuti.
This was because of a cross-subsidy from international calls,
which are mainly made from Funafuti, to domestic calls.45
Funafuti residents probably capture more of the subsidy paid
on wharf and port services, while Outer Island residents are
favored by the large subsidy on outer-island shipping.
Raising government charges so they at least cover
efficient operating costs is a way of improving the performance
of the revenue system and alleviating fiscal pressure. Adverse
equity impacts of moving to cost recovery are best addressed
through either cross-subsidies or, preferably, transfer payments
made directly to target groups.
The arguments for revising government charges extend
beyond those services of government businesses to public
services more generally. For example, cost-recovery initiatives
can be adopted for medical and education services (with direct
support provided for the disadvantaged).
The preservice and in-service scholarship program is an
obvious candidate for some form of cost recovery.
Disadvantaged households are less likely to access scholarships
given their weaker education performance, so the current
scholarship program probably favors better-off households.
Scholarships offer benefits to the community as a whole
because they raise the country’s human capital. But the
individuals assisted are probably the main beneficiaries as they
are more likely to secure better jobs or business opportunities,
either in Tuvalu or overseas. The 2004–2005 Household
Income and Expenditure Survey (HIES), which provides
evidence of this, estimated that slightly more than 10% of
household heads held a tertiary qualification. About 92% of
44
45
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PPA (2005), p. 3.
Economic Insights (1998), p. 39–40.
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these households were in the top two income deciles.46 That
is, households headed by tertiary-qualified people were among
the better off in Tuvalu. On equity grounds, it is appropriate
for some of the costs of scholarships to be recouped from
beneficiaries. For example, loan schemes to recover some costs
when an individual’s income rises to a threshold level could
be established.
Normalizing infrastructure provision
Substantial
infrastructure
funding has
been secured

The
management
regime of PEs
is inadequate

Expansion in infrastructure facilities has been substantial in
recent years, and further developments are planned. This
covers electricity on Funafuti and the Outer Islands, the road
network on Funafuti, government office accommodation, a
Parliament complex, the main hospital, schools, the main
wharf, and interisland shipping. The notable gaps are in
telecommunications, where the main facilities were last
upgraded in 1996, and in water supply and waste disposal.
Infrastructure upgrades are mainly supported by funding
agencies on a grant basis. This apparent ready access to grants
has the potential to bias infrastructure management toward
replacement. Signs of such a bias in Tuvalu are notable
especially in terms of the management regime applied to
infrastructure.
Although PEs are corporatized, they are still run much
like government departments. Corporatization seeks to mimic
the business environment facing a private company. Within
such an environment, shareholders require an adequate return
on their investment and boards advise shareholders of the
company’s performance. When performance is inadequate,
board members and senior management may face criticism
and, ultimately, financial penalties. On the other hand, good
performance would be rewarded. Profit maximization—the
objective of the business—is clearly understood, as is the role
of shareholders, the board, and senior management. In
particular, shareholders are removed from day-to-day
operations but play an important role in strategic decisions.
46
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If corporatization is to be successful, these elements of
the private business environment need to be replicated. This
means that a government corporation needs to be taken out
of the normal management framework used for departments.
Features of the current framework for PEs that impede
better management are:
• The absence of service operating agreements to clarify the
strategic direction of PE and the relationship between a
corporatized entity and the Government. A service
operating agreement is perhaps the key mechanism for
implementing corporatization for it allows the restrictive
controls normally placed on a department to be replaced
by more flexible, rigorously monitored arrangements. A
service operating agreement allows a government to reduce
its control of day-to-day matters in the knowledge that
limits are set on the corporation’s behavior and that
performance will be checked.
• A lack of clarity on the community service obligations of
PEs. PEs should act to maximize profits unless funded by
the Government to undertake noncommercial activities
that are termed community service obligations and need
to be well-defined and reliably funded. For example, if TEC
is not allowed to set tariffs that provide for cost recovery,
it should receive a community service obligation equal to
the gap between costs and the revenue it is allowed to
earn. Under a better management framework, both TMTI
and TMC would be funded by community service
obligations.
• The composition of boards. In most cases, Secretaries chair
boards and the boards are dominated by government
representatives. There is a conflict of interest when
government representatives dominate the Board. This
impedes the provision of independent advice on and the
supervision of PEs by the Government because the main
advisers to Government are required to assess and advise
on their own performance.
• A history of poor payment of bills by the Government.
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The nature of the problems facing PEs and possible
responses were elaborated by a recent review of four key PEs
(see Box 3.4). Progress has been made in recent years in
improving the management of PE, notably in bringing payments
up to date and in terms of financial management.47 But the
management regime remains inadequate. The findings of the
recent review are the latest in a long line of reviews that have
raised similar concerns, including the key national planning
documents from the 1990s, the Kakeega O Tuvalu, and the
Amatuku Retreat.48
Broadly, similar arguments apply to the infrastructure
operations undertaken directly by ministries. Relative to PEs,
such activities would be subject to less demanding checks and
balances on performance at the trade-off of being provided
less autonomy in operations. Despite these differences, the
aim of seeking efficiency in operation and an orientation to
client needs should be introduced. This could be assisted by
commercializing, if not corporatizing, those commercial
functions that government cannot divest.
The potential gains from investment in new infrastructure
facilities can be greatly reduced by operating inefficiencies that
can be so large as to convert infrastructure from a community
asset to a community liability. Infrastructure is particularly prone
to inefficiency as the monopoly position it holds can provide
management and staff good rent-seeking opportunities. Recent
reviews of stevedoring highlight the potential problem. They
concluded that a poor revenue performance and a gross level of
inefficiency were imposing a large cost on the community (see
Box 3.4). Corrective actions were undertaken in early 2006 to
reduce the number of employees and the potential for overtime
and are expected to halve the cost of stevedoring operations
and raise substantially the quality of service. Similar efficiency
drives are probably warranted for other business activities
undertaken by ministries.

47
48
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Bo
x 3.4 Challenges F
acing NAFICOT
C
Box
Facing
NAFICOT,, TEC, TMC, and TT
TTC
The Government has been inconsistent in the way in which these corporations
have been treated. None has been commercially successful, though the original
intention in establishing these corporations was that they be commercially viable.
Rather, they are corporate entities used to implement government policies, such as
providing essential infrastructure or services. They have not been operated as normal
commercial ventures as there have been constraints on their operations, which
have required subsidies. The level of funding provided, however, has been insufficient
to fund the desired level of services. Hence, all four corporations have made losses
such that, from a financial perspective, their ongoing existence as viable entities is
now dependent upon continuing support from the Government. With the exception
of TTC, there is insufficient cash flow to support ongoing operating capability and
the level of subsidy is barely enough for day-to-day operations.
The corporations lack an overall policy for clearly defining their purpose and
objectives, setting agreed levels of operation, providing the necessary funding, and
setting out clear accountability for operational and financial matters. The
corporations have budgets, but do not have business plans. Greater engagement
at a strategic and policy level between the Government and the corporation boards
is needed. This is a prerequisite for agreement on the future direction for each
corporation. Funding then needs to match the agreed direction.
At present, the funding is often inadequate to support the planned level of
operations.
Continuation of the current approach will lead to corporations becoming
insolvent and unable to operate without guarantees from the Government.
Source: Vinstar Consulting (2005), pp.1-2 (ADB TA No. 4253-TUV).
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Accountability and transparency are impaired by the limited
information available on government operations and
mechanisms for civil society to engage in government decisionmaking.
The main source of information on government
operations is the Budget Papers. In 2005, the Budget was
shifted from an output to a program format. The Budget papers
identify the activities of the main sections within each
ministry, performance indicators, and expenditure by item and
revenue. But expenditure recorded in the Budget can differ
substantially to the actual level as identified in the audited
accounts. There are inconsistencies within the Budget Papers
in reported expenditure, performance measures are often
unrealistic, and in any event are not yet reviewed by the budget
process. The Papers are also difficult for a lay reader to access
(they can be purchased for A$30), are only provided in English,
and lack the simplified overview of key points that normally
accompany budget statements. Even an experienced user of
Budget documents can find them hard to interpret. These
factors tend to obscure the operations of ministries.
Government record keeping has generally been in a poor
state. Information on the debt position of the public sector
and the value of investment and performance of the offshore
assets (i.e., TTF, CIF, and FTF) are generally not disclosed to
the public. Within the Government, the records of debt and
assets are spread across ministries, across sections within a
ministry, and across PEs. The extent of government guarantees
is difficult to determine even though the policy is for such
guarantees to receive Parliament approval. These factors make
it difficult to monitor movements in the Government’s
financial position. For example, the recent rundown in the
Government’s net cash holdings is still poorly understood
within and outside the Government despite its seriousness.
More effort has recently been put into improving
government record keeping. Audits of government accounts
are up-to-date, as are the audits of half of PEs. A shift from a
spreadsheet-based system used to prepare the Government’s
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Bo
x 3.5 The Efficiency of Stevedoring in F
unafuti
Box
Funafuti
“In April 2005 TTFAC drew attention to the wide disparity in the annual budget
forecast and actual expenditures in stevedoring over the period 2000–2005. During
these years, average revenue had deteriorated to such an extent that it represented
only 15% of expenditure. The cost to Government has averaged A$400,000 per
annum since 2002. The report concluded that failure to control costs and collect
revenues, such as these, had serious repercussions on the Government’s ability to
manage the budget. It recommended that a thorough review of stevedoring
operations be undertaken by the Ministry of Communications and Transport (MCT).
In the course of the MCT review, serious irregularities in stevedoring operations at
the Funafuti wharf were uncovered… there is reason to believe that the cost of
stevedore operations at Funafuti wharf is grossly overinflated. Evidence suggests
that too many stevedores are employed at any one time and that slow work practices,
for the purpose of inflating salaries and overtime, is common.
Based on estimates received from the Managing Director and verified by Pacific
Direct Line shipping, no more than eight stevedores are required to offload Full
Container Loads and backload empties. Another six or seven might be required to
handle break-bulk and to de-van goods. Therefore, 15 is the optimum number of
stevedores to cater for current foreign shipping needs. The reality is that up to 50
stevedores are regularly employed to service foreign vessels.
The cost of employing all these stevedores is inflated further considering the
alleged slow work practices for the purpose of accumulating overtime payments.
The time involved to offload one container is estimated to be about 6 minutes.
Even allowing for a 15-minute break every hour, the time required to offload all
containers is less than 4 hours. Add to this the time to reload empty containers and
to attend to break-bulk cargo and the maximum time required to turnaround a
ship should be no more than 8 hours. In contrast, timesheets show that the average
turnaround time of most foreign vessels at Funafuti wharf is 24 hours...”
Source: TTFAC (2005b), pp. 24-26.
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budget to one that is based on modern accounting system was
attempted, but more training is required to complete the
transition. Recently, there has been a better response to the
recommendations of the Auditor-General. Nonetheless,
considerable work remains, with audits of the public accounts
and of PEs still attracting qualified opinions.
Mechanisms are in place for the participation of civil
society in government decision-making. The Secretary for
Health acts as the point of contact for the Tuvalu Association
of NGOs (TANGO), the peak organization for NGOs, with
the Secretary of Finance, Economic Planning and Industries
the point of contact for the Tuvalu National Chamber of
Commerce (TNCC), the main representative of the business
community. Secretaries can decide to take issues raised by
respective peak organizations with the Development
Coordination Committee or directly to the Cabinet, and
budget support is provided to both civil society organizations
to assist their work.
These are worthwhile initiatives. But they are vulnerable
to the control on dialogue held by Secretaries and suffer from
poor disclosure of information on public sector operations.
There are few opportunities for independent media debate
of government activities as TMC, the single media outlet, is
controlled by the Government.
The new national plan proposes that civil society
representatives will have a role in monitoring implementation
of the plan. This initiative could be extended to provide civil
society representatives formal participation in the budget
process, a step some of Tuvalu’s neighbors have already
pursued. Much could be achieved by invigorating the almost
inactive Public Accounts Committee. A feature of the Public
Accounts Committee is a broad participation, as it is chaired
by the Leader of the Opposition and includes nonParliamentarians as representatives of civil society. But it
appears to lack the resources or motivation to act as an effective
check on the Government.
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3.3 Priorities and Strategies
The national strategy sets out a broad range of public sector
management initiatives to pursue to the year 2015 (see Box
3.5). These strategies are generally sound and, if implemented,
have the potential to bring Tuvalu’s public sector management
to international standard.
The reform agenda is ambitious and is likely to be heavily
constrained by political will and the limits on human capacity
arising from Tuvalu’s small population. Externally provided
TA could help alleviate these constraints. But success will
depend on the commitment to change of the GoT and Tuvalu’s
civil society.
For example, achieving a sustainable fiscal position
requires expenditure restraint. The overall fiscal imperative
can probably be met by cutting expenditure on capital,
maintenance, and other goods and services. But good
expenditure restraint requires restraint on the number of
public servants and the pay and travel bill of public servants
and Members of Parliament. This is a Tuvaluan responsibility.
When the Government was advised during the 2006 Budget
round of the large TTF distribution available, the first
initiative was to increase pay rates by 3%–7%. This decision
was made in preference to revisiting expenditure cuts made
to essential items during the Budget round. Correcting the
fiscal position requires a different approach to expenditure
management.
Revising the membership of the boards of PEs and
establishing clear guidelines on roles and responsibilities in
the operation of PEs do not require TA. The issues are wellunderstood and widely documented. For example, to address
the difficulty of finding suitable independent candidates for
the boards of PEs, the Office of the Prime Minister has
developed a proposal to form a holding company for PEs. This
would make it more practical to form an independent board to
oversee PEs. The proposal also provides for the preparation of
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service operating agreements. TA may refine such actions
and assist implementation, but is not required to make the
initial steps.
Such initiatives are time-consuming to implement. They
require considerable effort to identify a consensus for action
and to build and maintain the momentum through to
implementation. The public service is frequently subject to
pressure to take on new responsibilities and new directions.
These pressures can be difficult to resist, particularly if
accompanied by new funding. Vigilance will be required to
ensure the direction set by Te Kakeega II is maintained.
For Te Kakeega II to be advanced, the Government will
need to decide which strategies are to be implemented first.
The public sector management strategies are interrelated and
this makes it difficult to determine which should be
implemented first. Choices are best guided by what is
achievable and which initiatives need to be put in place first
for others to work well.
Taking these considerations into account, it is suggested
that the initial emphasis should be on reversing the trend
budget deficit. It is very difficult for the public service to
function effectively if it is subject to expenditure cuts or if
there are delays in providing agreed funding. It is easier to
improve the quality of expenditure once fiscal discipline is
achieved. In this respect, actions based on the existing
systems for budget management should probably be pursued
in preference to those requiring the adoption of new
approaches. If a system is adequately designed, it is normally
best to ensure it is working before pursuing new approaches.
There is normally little to be achieved by implementing new
approaches in the absence of a discipline to follow what is
put in place. In Tuvalu’s case, the current system is adequate
to provide for basic fiscal management, but it is yet to be
implemented as designed.
Te Kakeega II establishes a target deficit of not more
than 2%–3% of GDP and an external debt of not more than
60% of GDP. This compares to recent deficits of 10% and
higher, and a debt-to-GDP ratio of 90% at book value and
60% in net present value terms as of the end of 2005. The
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TTF distribution of 2006 will provide immediate fiscal relief.
It is important to take advantage of the window of
opportunity provided to act free of the duress that would
otherwise be faced.
The national strategy establishes the budget expenditure
priorities of primary and secondary education, primary health
care, and employment-oriented technical and vocational
education. These items account for about 15% of expenditure.
This is a very low share for such important areas of government
activity, whether this share increases will be an important
indicator of the quality of public expenditure management.

Bo
x 3.6 P
ublic Sector Management Initiatives of T
e Kak
eega II
Box
Public
Te
Kakeega
Public Sector Reform
 Realign the role and size of the public service.
 Each department prepares 2–3 year sector master plans.
 Identify departments that can be reorganized for commercialization.
 Contract out senior public service posts.
 Clarify the roles of Minister, Secretary, and heads of department to eliminate
political interference.
 Strengthen performance appraisal process.
Fiscal Management: Priorities and Strategies
 Set strict compliance to fiscal target, guidelines, and with Public Finance Act
and Financial Instructions.
 Review Public Finance Act, Financial Instructions, Stores Regulations, and other
related legislation.
 Formulate medium-term fiscal policy framework (including a multiyear budget
framework) to guide budgetary performance and to attain balanced budgets.
 Establish a Macroeconomic Policy Committee to monitor economic performance
and recommend policy adjustments.
 Restructure tax and tariff regimes to comply with PICTA and the Pacific Agreement
on Closer Economic Relations (PACER) agreements.
 Improve consultations and public awareness in formulating the budget.
 Implement the Forum Economic Ministers’ Eight Principles of Accountability.
continued next page
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Bo
x 3.6 Continued
Box
Public Administration
 Establish Office of the Ombudsman.
 Establish Leadership Code.
 Promote public awareness on the Constitution and relevant legislation, and make
changes, as appropriate, to create greater political stability.
 Strengthen the effectiveness of Parliamentary Committee System, including Public
Accounts Committee.
 Strengthen the Office of Auditor General.
 Assess the suitability of formalizing a monitoring role for council of chiefs.
 Formalize a process for public participation in the formulation of policy, planning,
and performance monitoring.
 Maintain a foreign policy promoting regional and international cooperation and
partnerships.
 Fair, impartial, and independent media.
Public Enterprise Management
 Strengthen management and staff.
 Produce annual reports and audited accounts in accordance with legislation,
with both available to the public.
 Clearly define, cost out, and better target government subsidies.
 Assess the viability of privatizing selected public enterprises.
 Improve selection process of boards of Directors of public enterprises and broaden
membership.
 Establish clear guidelines on the roles and responsibilities of Ministers, boards,
and management of PEs.
Economic Growth and Stability
 National budget deficits not to exceed sustainable levels of 2%–3% of GDP.
 Budget expenditure priorities: primary education, primary health care, and
employment-oriented technical and vocational education.
 Implement structural changes, promote innovation, and initiate economic reforms.
 External debt does not exceed 60% of GDP.
 Subsidies to public enterprises not to exceed 5% of GDP.
Source: GoT (2005), pp.16-19.
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Private Sector Development
4.1 The Current Situation

T

he private sector is small in Tuvalu. 49 Formal
businesses account for about 15% of market
production, while the total private sector is estimated
to account for 30% of GDP once informal and subsistence
activities are included.50 There are substantial exports of labor
(which is not recorded in GDP), sometimes through relocation
to other countries but more commonly in the form of work as
seafarers on foreign ships.
Reflecting the small size of the private sector, there are
only a small number of formal businesses. For example, the
most recent edition of the phone book listed 20 business
entries on Funafuti plus the seafarers’s employment agencies
and TCS. All but two of the Outer Islands listed only one
business (the Fusi Store, the local TCS outlet), Niulakita listed
no businesses, and Vaitupu listed three (the Fusi Store and
two canteens).

49

50

The private
sector accounts
for 30%
of GDP

As used in this chapter, “private sector” includes business activities
intended to make a profit for a private owner. It does not include activities
of the public sector, whether or not conducted through a corporation.
It does, however, include cooperatives.
Derived from Table B.1.
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But nonetheless there are a large number of participants
in the private sector. TNPF reported 85 private businesses
large enough to make contributions in 2005. In Funafuti, 421
licenses were obtained to operate a business in 2005 and more
than 300 were issued in Vaitupu, the second largest island by
population. While many of these businesses are short-lived
and some are for different activities operated by the same
business, it suggests that many families have an interest in
operating at least a small business activity.
There are many opportunities to develop the private
sector, especially in competing with imports, exporting more
labor, and taking on activities currently undertaken by the
public sector. Competition with imports may be possible in
the area of power generation—at least on the Outer Islands
where petroleum is especially expensive and coconut oil
(increasingly used as an alternative fuel) has become more
attractive to use. But the primary opportunity is probably
increasing the amount of local food—bananas, papaya, taro,
breadfruit, drinking coconuts, fish—that finds its way to
market. This would reduce the amount of money that must
be spent on imported food and improve dietary standards, since
the heavy dependence on some imported foodstuffs is having
an adverse health impact. Change here must come from the
people—including disciplining of dietary preferences and
overcoming a traditional aversion to selling as opposed to
sharing surplus product. Finally, there is the potential for
making the existing private sector, particularly in Funafuti,
larger, more efficient, and more inclusive.
Current formal business activity emphasizes retail activity.
Other popular activities for formal businesses are construction,
farming, and provision of business, financial, and personal
services (see Figure 4.1). Popular activities for informal
businesses are fishing, baking for local consumption, the
operation of small canteens and shops, and the sale of tobacco.
Tuvalu’s shallow resource base, its small size, and
remoteness help explain the low average income level in the
country. But they offer less of an explanation for why the public
sector has such a dominant role in the economy. This
dominance and the resultant small size of the private sector is
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predominantly a result of government actions. The argument
made for the region as a whole in a recent review applies equally
well to Tuvalu:
“[T]he prime cause of poor primary sector
development…is the extensive state intervention in areas
better left to the private sector, coupled with the state’s
inability to provide the public goods and institutions—in
development parlance, the enabling environment—that a
flourishing private sector needs.”51
The extensive “crowding out” of the private sector is a
major policy issue facing Tuvalu in pursuing economic growth.
This crowding out occurs directly as government businesses
take on activities the private sector could do, and indirectly as
fiscal deficits absorb the country’s capital and public sector
pay rates and work effort set benchmarks the private sector
cannot afford to match. Crowding out prevents the emergence
of private sector activity.

Figure 4.1 Composition of the Formal Private
Business Sector
Distribution of the gross salary in 2005

Crowding out
of the private
sector a key
issue

Retail and
wholesale
trade is a key
private sector
activity

Construction
Farming

Retail and
wholesale

Other

Business, financial
and personal services

Source: Author’s estimates derived from data supplied by TNPF.

51

ADB (2004), p. 2.
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Difficulties in accessing land and the regulatory regime
for foreign investment also prevent private sector activities
from emerging and contribute to the sector’s small size.
A survey of existing businesses on Funafuti identified
the main problems they faced as a lack of financial and
managerial training, with most business owners interviewed
yet to attend a course in running a business. Other key
problems identified were a lack of demand, difficulties in
securing a loan, too many government rules and regulations,
and too many complications with friends and relatives. A survey
of professional fishers on Funafuti cited ineffective or
insufficient equipment and the closure of the town market as
key problems (see Annex C). Consultation in the central group
of the Outer Islands suggests the private sector of the Outer
Islands face broadly similar constraints (see Box 4.1).

4.2 Key Policy Issues
Reducing “crowding out”
There is a long history of recognizing the problem of crowding
out in Tuvalu and identifying sensible ways of ameliorating
it. 52 Some progress has been made over the years in
corporatizing certain functions. But corporatizing a public
activity does not address crowding-out as it is geared toward
improving public sector efficiency rather than reducing the
control of the public sector. Addressing the latter is what
matters to private sector development, and it requires
divesting or contracting out government activities. But action
in this regard has been slow. Nonetheless, some initiatives
are possible now.
NBT is one of two consistently profitable PEs. As a
commercial bank—and provided the potentially adverse
consequences of a private monopoly are addressed—NBT
should be in the private sector. The bank does, in fact, have a
history of partial private sector ownership. Any special
52
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Bo
x 4.1 Views from the P
rivate Sector in the Central Group
Box
Private
of the Outer Islands
Of the three central group Outer Islands, Vaitupu has by far the largest private
sector with more than 300 business licenses issued by the Falekaupule for a variety
of activities. Nui and Nukufetau are much smaller, and the main private sector
activities are fishing and baking for local consumption, small canteens, and
individuals selling tobacco.
Land usage is as yet not limiting private sector development, though on Vaitupu
the limit of leases to 25 years is viewed as a disincentive to potential investors and
the proposed relocation of certain national government functions. Falekaupule and
related acts provide for the licensing of businesses by the Falekaupule. The private
sector believes that some licensing is unduly onerous and that business advisory
committees could better represent their views to the Falekaupule and help promote
private sector development.
On the issue of divestiture of government corporations and functions to the
private sector, there is concern that profit-driven policies of a foreign-owned bank
could affect banking services to the Outer Islands. The private sector on Vaitupu
has the capacity to undertake some of the current functions of the Public Works
Department. The generation of income from the export of chilled fish has never
become a reality and most fishers are ambivalent to the closure of NAFICOT and
even CFCs. However, an agent to deal with salt and dry-fish sales is seen as essential.
The Fusi stores of TCS are in the opinion of some the greatest competition to the
expansion of private sector retail services.
The private sector is willing to pay for business training. Apprentice style onthe-job technical training at Falekaupule establishments is seen as viable.
Credit for business development is a major impediment to private sector
development. The Falekaupule Business Development Credit Scheme, established
in 1997, has evolved into community loan schemes with unsustainably low
repayment rates, while women’s credit schemes are reported to have run out of
money. The private sector wants the Government to guarantee loans from NBT,
with the Business Centre in MoFEPI to be responsible for undertaking assessments
of the suitability of loan proposals.
Once a major income-generating activity for most families, sun- and smokedried copra are now rarely produced. The production of coconut oil (from copra)
as a diesel fuel substitute is viewed as both an import substitute and as an income
source for all, including the poorest of families.
Source: Consultation in the Outer Islands.
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development lending that the Government feels is necessary
is more appropriately assigned to DBT or provided by subsidies
for well-defined and controlled activities of NBT. Talks for a
complete or partial divestiture to a suitable owner are already
under way.53
Another opportunity currently being pursued is the
privatization of the Government Travel Office (GTO).
Responses to a request for proposals from potential operators
were received in February 2006. Located in the Funafuti airport
terminal building, the travel office consists of a travel agency
and baggage-handling services for the airport. The advantages
and disadvantages of offering these disparate businesses
separately or bundled together will be analyzed after responses
to the request for proposals have been received. A successful
privatization will need to address the structure of the business
and the regulation of its monopoly control of airport operations.
A proposal to reassign any surplus employees to other
positions within the public service was being considered.
Failing to reduce the number of public employees when a
public enterprise is privatized not capitalizing on a good
opportunity for reducing government spending. Shifting labor
from one inefficient public sector activity to another will erode
many of the potential gains in productivity offered by
privatization. But even if layoffs prove to be politically
unacceptable, the divestiture will reduce the extent to which
the private sector is being crowded out. This, in itself, would
be a positive development.
The Public Works Department (PWD) within the
Ministry of Works and Energy provides a number of services
that appear appropriate for contracting out to private sector
providers—vehicle maintenance; maintenance of 131
government houses, furniture manufacturing, sale of water to
the public in times of shortage, and maintenance of
53
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If the deal does not go through, it may be worth offering shares for sale to
the public. At least one local entrepreneur and NBT board member believes
that there are already a few members of the private sector interested and
wealthy enough to take over the Bank. So long as GoT sells all or most of its
position in NBT, it will need to enact new regulations to address the
monopoly problem regardless of who the buyer is.
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government buildings, wharfs, seawalls, the airstrip, and other
facilities. According to an internal study undertaken in 2005,
PWD employed 67 people. The study, written by the head of
PWD for the Minister, appeared to oppose any privatization,
which it characterized as being for the purpose of reducing
government expenses. This fails to acknowledge the additional
goal of fostering productivity growth through private sector
development. It may well be that some PWD functions are not
appropriate for contracting out, but at this time, but some will
be. A program of privatization could be initiated by selecting
one or two areas to start with, doing them right (with external
technical assistance if necessary), and then building on that
success by adding other areas. This may require lodging
responsibility for the process outside the Ministry.
VLH is a prime example of why the Government should
not be running businesses. There will always be some tourists
and (especially) business or official visitors to Funafuti, and
even now VLH is the accommodation of choice for many of
them. Yet the facility is run down. By regional standards, the
service is poor and room rates are high, and the operation is
unprofitable. The hotel appears to act as a market leader for
higher-quality accommodation in Funafuti, setting a poor
standard that will inevitably impair prospects for tourism
development. The hotel also presents a potential drain on
public resources, with the Public Sector Investment Program
listing the hotel’s refurbishment as a potential funding agencysupported project. Funding of A$3 million is being sought for
a refurbishment prior to a regional meeting to be held on
Funafuti in 2007.
Here, as elsewhere throughout PEs, it appears that the
desire to maintain surplus employees working at low rates of
productivity on social grounds surpasses the desire to make
government more efficient and less costly. The private sector
will suffer as long as this social commitment remains the main
concern behind the strategic management of PEs.
NAFICOT is currently inactive due to substantial losses
and the lack of ongoing government subsidies. The financial
performance of the operation has been so poor that any attempt
to resurrect the corporation would be misguided. It is
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CFCs could also
be reformed

appropriate to instead shut it down and sell the assets so that
financial risk is transferred to the private sector. A private-run
business and the discipline and work practices it will provide
will maximize the prospects for fisheries development in
Tuvalu. If a subsidy is to be provided, it is best provided to a
private operation through a competitively allocated process.
As the experience with NAFICOT demonstrates, the public
sector is inherently poorly suited to running business.
Like NAFICOT, CFCs engage in activities better left
to the private sector. They, too, could be shut down. Their
assets, especially the ice-making machines, could be sold where
there is a credible buyer; otherwise, they could be donated to
the local Island Council (Kaupule) to be operated as a municipal
project or, possibly, reorganized as a cooperative. Doing so
may require an ongoing government subsidy. It is more
efficient to commit to such a subsidy than for the central
government to carry all risk and to try and run the business
efficiently from Funafuti.
The Post Office operates a stationery store. The store
represents an unfair source of subsidized and tax-exempt
competition in a industry that already has active private sector
interests. It should be closed or divested to a private party.
Most of the other PEs and business activities of
ministries do not appear to be ripe for any kind of privatization
at this time, mainly because of a lack of commercial viability.
Beyond simply doing a better job of supplying the goods or
services they are intended to provide, they have little role to
play in private sector development over the foreseeable future.
Their rationalization is more properly conceived as a matter
of improving public sector management.
Foreign participation in the economy

There is very
little FDI in
Tuvalu
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There is very little foreign direct investment (FDI) in Tuvalu.
British Petroleum (BP) supplies fuel; Colonial Insurance
provides life insurance and investment services; and a handful
of mostly Chinese individuals run small restaurants and
businesses engaged in general merchandising.
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In part, of course, this is because very few foreigners are
interested in doing business in Tuvalu. Tuvalu’s size, its
remoteness, the extent of its government’s crowding out of
the private sector, and so on—factors that have inhibited the
development of Tuvaluan business in general—have limited
the demand for access to Tuvalu by foreigners looking to invest
abroad.
But FDI is also limited because it is not really wanted.
Local entrepreneurs consulted were almost unanimous in their
belief that every business run by a foreigner displaces an actual
or potential local business, and every job held by a foreigner
displaces a local worker. Even the most sophisticated members
of the private sector are ambivalent; most simply object to
the competition unequivocally.
The Government hears and heeds these sentiments. The
1996 Foreign Direct Investment Act created an approval
requirement and mechanism that has a number of features
that would be unattractive to potential foreign investors. This
is despite the Act’s intention to encourage, facilitate,
consolidate, and streamline FDI proposals and projects in order
to stimulate growth, employment, and productivity in the
private sector, and to remove discriminatory impediments to
FDI in Tuvalu.
Presumably, the Act is seen to accomplish this laudable
purpose by allowing consideration of investor requests “that
the government provide some form of exemption or special
dispensation or relief from the laws or regulations of Tuvalu”
(Sec. 5[1][b]), and by repealing certain restrictions involving
foreigners from the Companies Act. These repeals are indeed
useful, although plenty of discrimination against foreigners
still exists in other laws of Tuvalu. The possibility of special
treatment of particular foreign investors, however, is
inconsistent with best practice that holds that government
incentives for particular investments can readily end up being
counterproductive. The preferred approach is to create a level
playing field, not one that is tilted either for or against the
foreign investor.
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The FDI Act
lacks
transparency
and
accountability

And other
legislation
impedes
foreign
investment

The main weakness of the FDI Act is that it sets up a
Board to review all FDI proposals,54 make a completely
discretionary determination whether and under what terms to
allow the proposal, then submit that determination to the
Minister of MoFEPI for a discretionary acceptance or rejection.
At neither stage of the process are there any specific standards
to be applied. This provides the Government two opportunities
to reject a proposed foreign investment—for any reason or no
reason at all. It is understood that the rejection of proposals has
been more frequent than approval since adoption of the Act.
The lack of transparency in this process can be a strong
deterrent to potential foreign investors, who must spend time
and money developing and documenting a proposal just to apply
for approval. Under a transparent regime, the potential investor
would be able to ascertain, just from reading the law, what is
permitted and what is prohibited and to predict with reasonable
certainty whether any particular proposal will be accepted.
There are other areas in which the playing field could be
leveled between foreign and domestic investors. For example,
income tax is levied at a higher rate on nonresident companies
(40%) than on resident companies (30%). A license is required
from the Commissioner of Labor, on whatever conditions may
be prescribed, in order to employ an immigrant (1966
Employment Act, CAP.84, Sec. 68). And the percentage of
foreign ownership in partnerships is apparently limited to no
more than 20% (1978 Companies and Business Registration
Act, CAP.59, Sec. 3[1][a]). Moreover, the frequency of
relicensing required for all business in Tuvalu creates more
risk for foreign than domestic investors, since a foreigner
denied the right to continue doing business in Tuvalu must
essentially abandon the investment. This can discourage the
kind of substantial investment that could be most conducive
to private sector development.
54
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Section 5(1) of the Act lists particular proposals requiring review, then
adds as a catchall those that “require the granting, issuance, or approval
of a license or approval under an applicable law or regulation.” Since
some permit is always required, if not from the national government then
from the local one, this would seem to encompass all FDI proposals and
has been so interpreted by the Attorney General.
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Beginning to address the underlying attitudinal barriers
is as difficult as it is important. But without a more openbusiness environment, Tuvalu’s private sector will probably
remain small. An option is to conduct a fuller assessment,
undertake some public education, and propose a modern
foreign investment law. But the initiative must be led in a
meaningful way by the Government if there is to be any
progress in this area.

A review
of the FDI Act
would help

Providing Credit to Business
The financial sector in Tuvalu consists of NBT, DBT, TNPF,
Colonial Insurance, one or two money transferors, and a
handful of small moneylenders.
There is little that can be said about the last two groups.
The money transferors, such as Western Union, serve primarily
to bring remittances into the country, and they play no formal
role in making credit available. The moneylenders are
individuals operating informally, lending small amounts,
without security, mainly to friends and family, and there is
very little information on their activities. They are presently
unregulated, but the Government is considering a
comprehensive Financial Institutions Act that could regulate
these small players right out of business. Although some such
law is probably appropriate, as with so many other recent
legislative initiatives, something much shorter, simpler, and
more circumscribed in the powers it confers on regulators
would be preferable.
Colonial Insurance is part of the Colonial Group, a large
and well-established financial services group based in Australia.
The Tuvalu operation is most closely affiliated with the Fijian
operations of Colonial and was started in 2000 with limited
product offerings—life insurance (more than 1,000
policyholders in Tuvalu now) and investment management
services. The latter amounts to a small number of managed
unit trust funds invested mainly in Fiji Islands and Australia.
Currently, there are more individual customers of this service
in Tuvalu with more than A$500,000 invested.
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The private
sector
is capitalstarved...

...mainly
because NBT
has lent too
much
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The Tuvalu private sector is capital-starved at present.
This is in contrast to the situation not so long ago in Tuvalu
and still in most Pacific island countries, where internal savings
exceed the volume of bankable projects available within the
country. While financial intermediaries previously had to invest
savings overseas to obtain sufficiently large and safe returns,
intermediaries in Tuvalu now are, at least as a group, heavily
lent. This is more a result of generous lending practices than
to a surfeit of bankable loans in Tuvalu. The major financial
intermediaries in Tuvalu—NBT, DBT, and TNPF—are all
controlled by the Government. Each displays its own set of
problems and potential.
NBT started years ago as a government bank, went
through a period where ownership was shared with a
succession of foreign commercial banks, and since 1995 has
again been wholly owned by the Government. For a long time
it was the only institution in Tuvalu that accepted deposits
(DBT also began to do so recently), offering a normal array
of savings and checking accounts, currency exchange, money
transfers, and loans. For years, it was the only business in
the country that accepted credit cards (for cash advances),
but recently it stopped providing this service. This has caused
concern in the tourist and allied businesses catering to
international travelers of various sorts.
Its biggest customer is the Government. Recently, the
Government accumulated a large overdraft which, combined
with a spate of lending to the businesses and households,
contributed to a liquidity crisis. A “going concern” note to the
financial statements contained in the 2003 Annual Report (the
latest available) states:
“As at 31 December 2003, the Bank’s liquidity position
had been severely depleted resulting in material uncertainty
as whether the Bank will be able to meet its obligations to
depositors and discharge it short term liabilities in the normal
course of business.”
The financial statements show the alarming growth in
lending and drop in deposits, offset by a 90% reduction of
term deposits with overseas banks during 2003. This trend
continued until a recent change of management recognized
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the problem and took steps to address it. Outstanding loans,
at 93% of deposits as of October 2005, recently reached well
in excess of 100% and need to be trimmed back to a more
prudent 75% of deposits. NBT is doing very little new lending
now, a situation likely to continue for some time to come.
The NBT loan portfolio is dominated by personal
borrowing, with only about 30% lent for business purposes.
Only a few well-established, long-time customers are still
receiving new business credit; all others are referred to DBT.
Housing loans—previously an important component of the
business portfolio since most were for rental units—have
stopped completely. Security to date has been limited to
automatic payroll deductions from individuals employed by
the Government or liens on individual accounts in TNPF. The
latter mechanism is fairly useless as security unless the
borrower is already close to retirement or otherwise entitled
to receive benefits from TNPF.
Perhaps the most promising current development for
NBT is the possibility that an overseas bank will purchase all
or a part interest in NBT. Talks for a complete divestiture,
which began in 2004, were shelved when the Economic
Cooperation Development Programme was presented to the
Government and again resumed in late 2005. The acquiring
bank is concerned about NBT’s liquidity and other problems,
and it appears that the Government is also rethinking a
complete divestiture in light of the lack of any bank regulation
at present, the near-monopoly position held by NBT, and the
potential loss of special customer status heretofore enjoyed
by the Government. It will probably be an important issue for
the acquiring bank whether the Government is prepared to
sell a majority or only a minority interest in NBT. Some sort of
meaningful divestiture of NBT, whether complete or partial,
is a priority for the immediate future if the private sector is to
obtain adequate access to finance.
Whether or not NBT is privatized, dealing with its
monopoly position as the dominant commercial bank in Tuvalu
is important. While the precise form of regulation called for is
not immediately clear, it is not the proposed Financial
Management Act, which focuses primarily on prudential rather
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than monopoly considerations. One potential advantage of
divesting all or most of NBT’s ownership is the possibility
that this matter will be addressed. As long as the bank is
100% government-owned, it will probably be reluctant to
control its own market power. The high historical rates of
return on investment suggest this market power has already
being exploited.
DBT has lost money on its operations every year but
one since it first opened in 1993 and has a high incidence of
nonperforming loans. Its purpose is to loan money for economic
and social development pursuant to government plans and to
provide business advice to customers. It makes no loans for
personal purposes. No more than 10% of net share capital may
be lent at once, in effect capping loans at about A$100,000.
While it develops a policy on microfinance, DBT’s smallest
loans remain at A$1,000. Most loans are in the A$30,000 to
A$50,000 range.
Since repayment of existing loans runs far short of the
perceived need for new lending, DBT has depended on a
constant flow of funds from the Government or from foreign
funding agencies. Its largest source of funds is loans from
the European Investment Bank (EIB)—the first of which
may never need repaying as repayment was conditioned on
achieving profitability, but the second of which carries serious
albeit concessionary terms. These loans, together with a
recent A$350,000 grant from Taipei,China, have provided
DBT with about A$1 million for new lending on top of the
A$2.3 million in loans already outstanding. At the projected
rate of lending, DBT expects to need more money by 2008.
In 2010, loan repayments to EIB on A$700,000 must
commence at 6% interest.
Under these circumstances, it is surprising that in late
2005, it embarked on building a new A$200,000 facility. The
existing building is unsatisfactory, but DBT has not yet
determined how to pay for the new one. If a willing funding
agency cannot be found, the money will have to come from
funds that could otherwise have been lent out—and that, at
the margin, are costing DBT 6% p.a.
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Perhaps the most promising new development is its
policy that every new loan must be backed by some sort of
security. In contrast to NBT, DBT is exploring the possibilities
for taking buildings and tangible movables as security. Those
possibilities will be further discussed.
TNPF collects money from employers and employees,
invests it and, eventually, pays out retirement, disability, and
similar benefits to its members. Until recently, virtually all of
the funds were invested abroad, but a program now in place
allows members to borrow up to a certain percentage of the
amount in their individual accounts. When the program began
in June 2004, the percentage was 15%, it rose to 24% in June
2005, and will have risen once more to 30% in June 2006. At the
end of 2004, there was total members’ credit of A$21.6 million,
of which A$1.5 was lent to members. A year later, the amount
lent to members had risen to A$3.4 million, and was still rising.
In addition to this small loan scheme, TNPF is looking
for other domestic investment opportunities. Thus, what has
traditionally been invested offshore for sound reasons of risk
minimization and diversification is increasingly being exposed
to the exigencies of Tuvalu’s economy.
The small loans to members, which carry an 8.75%
interest rate, were performing well as of early 2006. But it is
reasonable to expect some members to find it difficult to repay
their loans. While this may have little impact on the Fund’s
solvency, since for every loan asset that is not repaid there is a
correspondingly reduced benefit liability, it would weaken the
financial safety net intended to protect the elderly and others
when they are most vulnerable. The Government may,
ultimately, be asked to step in with further support to
supplement superannuation saving.
Virtually all of the new borrowing by Fund members is
for personal reasons. This fuels the rate of current consumption
at the expense of future consumption and the risk of personal
insolvency, as little, if any, of the current spending can be
expected to yield improvements in future earnings. It may
hamper future investment and jeopardize the nation’s
superannuation scheme. TNPF may wish to rethink this shift
of investment assets from abroad to Tuvalu.
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Land and its use are important for private sector development
for two reasons. First, virtually all enterprises must be located
somewhere. Sometimes a small space in a building will suffice,
but often substantial and suitably located land is needed (e.g.,
factories, hotels, commercial farms). Second, land is often the
best asset—sometimes the only asset—an enterprise has to
offer as security for the credit it needs to start up, operate,
and grow.
Even more than in many other Pacific island nations,
land in Tuvalu is strictly controlled. The Native Lands
Ordinance, CAP 22, limits land ownership to natives (defined
elsewhere as aboriginal inhabitants and their descendants) and
prohibits transferring interests in it by sale, gift, lease, or any
other way, subject only to a few specific exceptions. For
purposes of private sector development, the relevant exception
is approved leasing and assigning of leases. If entrepreneurs
cannot use their own land, they will almost certainly be
dependent upon leasing it. If a lender wants land as security,
they will be dependent upon assignment of a lease or
prearranged creation of a new one in the event that recourse
to the collateral ever becomes necessary.
Essentially, leases under the Native Lands Act are of
two types. A “native land lease” is a lease to another native
of a small parcel (maximum of 5 acres) for a short time
(maximum of 21 years). Any other lease is a “nonnative land
lease”. All land leases (and assignments thereof) require
approval of the local Lands Court. Nonnative land leases (and
assignments thereof) also require approval of the Minister
of Natural Resources.
This arrangement has good and bad features. Having to
obtain Lands Court approval is itself a bit of both. It delays
commencement of a lease, but apparently by no more than a
month in most cases. And it does provide a lessee with some
assurance that the lease has been obtained from the proper
owners, a common problem elsewhere in the region. The risk
of unidentified interest holders appearing in future is further
limited by a provision that signature by one joint owner is
deemed to bind all joint owners (Sec. 5[2]). On the other
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hand, the need to obtain approval of the Minister in many
cases is of little value. It serves merely to further delay
commencement of a lease and increase the risk that it will not
be approved at all, without appearing to raise the quality of
the leasing process.
Subsidiary legislation specifies the form that must be
used for leasing land. The form is satisfactory from the lessee’s
point of view, and the parties are permitted to vary the terms
as they see fit anyway. But these dated provisions are weak
from the viewpoint of producing a mortgagable leasehold, that
is, one capable of serving as meaningful loan security. Provisions
in other laws, such as mandatory readjustment of rent every 5
years, Rent Review Ordinance (CAP 81), can also erode the
predictability required for long-term investment. There is
need for reconsideration of this area if land and the
improvements on it (which are useless without a right to be
on the underlying land) are to play a meaningful role in
increasing the availability of credit for development.
Land (real property) is not the only asset capable of
serving as loan security. Movables (personal property) also have
a role to play. A rudimentary system for “secured transactions”,
the modern term for use of movables as security, exists in the
Tuvalu Bills of Sale Act (CAP 57), but it is inadequate in many
ways. It applies only to goods, thus, denying borrowers and
lenders the use of accounts payable and other intangibles as
security. Junior liens55 are prohibited, but it is unclear how to
determine the relative priority of competing liens. Procedures
for realizing upon collateral are unspecified. The small size of
the financial sector in Tuvalu does not yet justify a full-blown
modern secured transactions law, but one of the simpler
versions in current circulation, perhaps using only a paper55

Secured
transactions
have been
facilitated

A lien, sometimes also called a charge or encumbrance, is a claim by one
person against the property of another person to secure some obligation
due from the owner of that property. The lien may be voluntarily given by
the owner, such as a mortgage on land or a security interest in movables, or
arise automatically by operation of law in certain circumstances, such as a
tax lien or judgment lien. A junior lien is one which can be satisfied only
after a more senior lien on the same property has been satisfied. The senior
lien is said to have priority over the junior one.
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based registry at first as a precursor to an electronic-based
registry, would be a worthwhile improvement.
In the areas of both land and movables, it is important
to facilitate and encourage the nascent efforts of DBT to
require and utilize meaningful security in order to increase
the amount of debt actually recovered and, thus, made
available for relending.
Simplifying the rules

Greater use
could be made
of the
cooperative
business
structure

Business organizations, registration, and licensing.
Tuvalu law provides for a standard array of forms in which to
do business: sole proprietorships (called “sole traders” in
Tuvalu), partnerships, corporations (called “companies” in
Tuvalu), and cooperatives. Sole traders—basically individuals
doing business in their own name or under an assumed name—
are the simplest and most common form.
Least common is the cooperative, which is governed by
the pre-independence Co-operative Societies Ordinance (CAP
64). But while there are few cooperatives, one of them, TCS,
is the oldest and second largest employer in the country.56
TCS, which often operates under the name “Fusi”, does most
of the importing into Tuvalu, operates a string of retail outlets,
and sells at wholesale prices to many independent retailers.
It has a presence throughout the Outer Islands. Membership
is very broad and empowered to control management. Surplus
earnings are either reinvested in the business or distributed
to members in proportion to the size of their patronage.
Partnerships are more common than cooperatives but
not as common as companies. They are governed by the 1991
Partnership Act, a reasonably well thought-out and written
law of relatively recent vintage. Unlike the Companies Act,
the Partnership Act is no more complicated than seems
necessary for the current state of Tuvaluan development. For
example, it does not provide for limited partnerships, for which
there appears to be no demand in Tuvalu anyway.

56
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Bo
x 4.2 A Note on Cooperatives
Box
Perhaps because it is so old, large, and widely held, TCS is
often viewed as being more like part of the Government than a
business. In fact, however, it does seem to be free of government
control and (except for a bailout many years ago) subsidization.
Its market share is uncomfortably high, and there are some reports
from competitors of potentially predatory practices (but at base
they may be no more than examples of astute competition).
Compared to corporations, cooperatives are characterized
by less freedom to transfer ownership shares (“memberships”),
but this is probably not very important in the absence of a stock
exchange or the like. In any event, membership is not expensive
and obtains its value more from the amount of business
conducted at the cooperative by its holder than the net value of
the enterprise.

With respect to management, however,

cooperatives function much like widely held corporations. This
provides a useful alternative to the public corporation, the
formation and operation of which is presently far too complicated
in Tuvalu. Greater use of cooperatives in the future might be
worth considering.

Second only to sole traders in number are companies
governed by the 1991 Companies Act. A company may be of
two types: proprietary or public. A company is proprietary if it
has no more than 20 shareholders and meets certain other
requirements. Otherwise, it is public and subject to far more
demanding requirements. Although it is difficult to tell from
the data available, it appears—and certainly would be
expected—that virtually all Tuvaluan companies are proprietary.
Because of the complex nature of the Companies Act, many
people believe the law is being unwittingly but widely violated.
The Act may, in fact, be a good one for other places or even for
Tuvalu at some future time, but right now it is much too
complex. If it is to support private sector development, the
companies law must be replaced by a shorter, easier to understand
version more in line with those in other small island states.
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All businesses
must be
registered

Business
registration
is a lengthy
process

All enterprises, regardless of form, are required to register
with GoT before commencing business or, in many cases, even
seeking the necessary permits and licenses. Although the
statutes seem to envision separate registries for companies
and cooperatives, there is, in fact, only one registry for all
enterprises. See, for example, Companies and Business
Registration Ordinance (CAP 59); Co-operative Societies
Ordinance (CAP 64).
The registry contains much ambiguous data on the form
of business organization, type of business engaged in, whether
the enterprise is still engaged in business, and so on. This
makes it difficult to determine just how many enterprises are
actually still operating. For example, the GoT business registry
contains about 360 enterprises, of which 333 are on Funafuti.
According to the official who administers the GoT
business registry, registration only takes 3 days if all the
required documentation is properly attached. According to the
Peoples’ Lawyer, who often assists new businesses, the process
takes more like a month, on average, before a certificate of
registration is typically issued. Without this certificate, it is
illegal to commence doing business and the enterprise is
generally unable to proceed with getting the various other
permits and licenses it is required to obtain.
Business Licensing. Most, if not all, businesses in Tuvalu
must obtain a license from the Kaupule for the island group in
which they operate. On Funafuti, at least, it does not appear
that there is any real purpose to this requirement other than
revenue generation. National business registration and tax
registration requirements would seem adequate for identifying
and assigning a unique number to all enterprises. No standards
are set out for rejecting a proposed licensee who is prepared
to pay the required license fee, and licenses are routinely
granted to such applicants, so there is no evident regulatory
purpose. And the fees are steep enough to total over A$30,000
per year, about 15% of the Funafuti Council’s total revenue.
As a revenue generator, however, these local licensing
fees are less than ideal. They vary widely between business
types (from A$20 to A$200 per year), with multiple fees
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payable by a single enterprise carrying on multiple businesses.
Perusing the Funafuti 2005 list, for example, reveals little
apparent consistency in the fees actually charged to seemingly
similar enterprises. There are simpler and fairer ways to raise
A$30,000 per year.
Numerous licensing requirements also exist at the
national level. For example, an old Licenses Ordinance from
1917, last amended in 1975, applies to “all places where the
local government council is either not empowered to make, or
has not made, provision for the licensing of any of [certain
specified] professions, trades, callings or acts” (CAP 56, Sec.
1). Those specified include stores (apparently of any kind),
auctioneer, commission agent, insurance company or agent,
and hawker. Licenses are good for no more than a year at a
time, cost from A$10 to A$50, are nontransferable and limited
to stated premises, and embody no apparent regulatory
purpose. A barrage of other license or permit requirements
are to be found in numerous laws focused on specific types of
business activity.
This plethora of licensing requirements warrants
consolidation, whether at the national level, the local level, or
some nonredundant combination of the two. Of particular
importance is the current potential for the Government to
deny renewal of a license for reasons other than nonpayment
of fees or other violations. Businesses are averse to incurring
risk and investing substantial sums of their own money without
some assurance that they will be permitted to reap the financial
benefits of doing so sufficiently far into the future. This is
particularly true for foreign investors, for whom abandonment
of their investment is often necessary if their right to
continuing doing business in the host country is withdrawn
prematurely. Modern business licensing systems make it clear
that the license will be renewed as of right or that no renewal
is required so long as there are no material violations of the
relevant law and license conditions.57

57

There is a
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licensing
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consolidation

While problematic in other ways, the proposed Financial Institutions Act
does exhibit this desirable feature. Sec. 34(1).
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Legislation is
yet to be
properly
codified

It is difficult to
obtain access
to a complete
set of laws

This
undermines
the rule of law

Legal infrastructure generally
generally.. An overarching concern
with the present legal infrastructure in Tuvalu is the difficulty
of ascertaining what it is. There is no proper codification,
although a three-volume 1990 compilation of Tuvaluan law
provides a workable starting point. It includes some, but
probably not all, of the English laws applicable to Tuvalu before
its independence in 1978—often without any update of
terminology and references to reflect the necessarily different
situation since independence. While individual statutes appear
to incorporate amendments made to them to 1990, there is
no organization of them, by topic, as one would find in a true
code of legislation. And, of course, they only cover legislation
enacted up to 1990.58
Laws enacted in the 1990s—whether new laws or
amendments to old ones—are themselves bound together in
three volumes on a purely chronological basis with a table of
contents but no index. For laws passed since 1999, there is no
compilation of any sort. Unless a potential user has access to
one of the few personal collections of these newer laws, such
as one kept by the Attorney General, they are left with little
recourse but to ask around and hope someone has a good
memory. It is small comfort that, as one of the few practicing
lawyers in Tuvalu stated, there has hardly been any substantive
legislation since 1999 anyway. Although only a few sets59 exist
of any of these compilations, those sets are gradually
deteriorating, and electronic records do not exist for any but
possibly the most recent laws, and the scope of the problem
comes into even clearer focus.
This situation is a serious impediment to private sector
development. An organized code that is updated regularly, easy
to find, and secure against loss is absolutely necessary for a
society seeking to operate on the rule of law. Law that is not
accessible is law that is not followed. The Government could
58

59
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Statutes enacted before Tuvaluan independence were called “ordinances”
while those enacted after independence are called “acts”. All are referred
to as acts now. A CAP (chapter) number cited with an act indicates that
it appears in the 1990 compilation of Tuvaluan law.
The Public Library and National Archive, for example, has the 1990
compilation but nothing since then.
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promptly begin a systematic program of organizing and
updating its laws in a secure and reproducible electronic form.
Selective reform of the law will be as important as
improving access to the law. There are several laws of particular
relevance to private sector development. Some could usefully
be replaced or substantially modified. These include the
Companies Act, Native Lands Act, Bills of Sale Act, Foreign
Direct Investment Acts, and various licensing acts. Others,
generally recent enactments, are doing much more to support
than to inhibit private sector development. This category
includes the Partnership Act, the Arbitration Act, and the Sale
of Goods Act.
Another group of acts—those dealing with price control,
protected industries, sale of petroleum, control of copra
marketing, and others—are examples of historically dated,
overreaching regulation. It is not enough to note that many such
acts are not, in fact, being implemented at the moment, since
their continuation on the books serves as a constant reminder
that a private sector that becomes too vibrant and competitive
is at risk of facing government restraint. The enabling
environment for private sector development would be improved
and the laws simplified if these acts were repealed.
The area of insolvency law deserves particular mention.
A 1991 Companies Winding Up Act was enacted along with
the 1991 Companies Act, with which it shares many of the
same problems of complexity and overkill. Specialized
winding up provisions in other laws, such as the Merchant
Shipping (Amendment) Act of 1991 and the proposed
Financial Institutions Act only add to the complication and
potential for conflict. Yet while Tuvalu now has more
legislation on winding up certain entities than it probably
needs, there is apparently no bankruptcy law at all that
applies to natural and other juridical persons (except possibly
on the books somewhere in the United Kingdom). It would
probably make more sense for Tuvalu, at this time in its
development, to have a single bankruptcy act of general
application. General bankruptcy laws currently being enacted
or proposed in many comparable jurisdictions accomplish far
more in far fewer words.
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Labor laws are
dated but
adequate

There is an extensive, but aging, group of acts relating
to labor—Employment Act 1966 (CAP.84), Workmen’s
Compensation Act 1949 (CAP.83), Trade Unions Act 1946
(CAP.82), and Industrial Relations Code 1975 (CAP.85). These
laws appear to have been largely borrowed from another
jurisdiction and provide many of the basic rights prevailing in
a country, such as Australia, some decades ago. For example,
they provide for the normal operations of a trade union; for
the provision of workers compensation; for the engagement
of apprentices; employees a right to employment contracts;
the prohibition of child labor; and for the setting of minimum
wages.
No significant problems were noted in these labor laws,
other than their now dated approach to industrial relations.
Their outdated nature is probably of little consequence given
the dominance of the high-paying public sector in the labor
market, the checks and balances provided by social norms and
the small population, and the absence of labor unions and the
application of minimum wage provisions. Exceptions are the
restrictions on women undertaking employment at night and
the apparently outdated financial provisions. For example, the
Workers Compensation Act provides for a payment upon death
of 36 months earnings or A$10,000, whichever is less. This
provision may have been appropriate some years ago but now
appears out of line with the average wage and salary of A$9,000
p.a. A careful review of these and related acts by someone
expert in labor law can be expected to yield useful suggestions
for consolidating, simplifying, and modernizing these laws. But
compared to other needs, such efforts would be low priority.
Providing Skills

Business
training is
probably the
most useful
initiative to
support
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Probably the single most useful thing the Government can do
to foster private sector development is improving the
education of its citizens. Proficiency in reading, writing, and
arithmetic, in English as well as Tuvaluan, are critical to success
in almost any field. Even vocational training—an important
component of economic growth—must start with these basics.
Higher education abroad should be encouraged with less
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concern about “brain drain” from failure to return home and
more attention to maintaining the strong family ties that will
increase the potential for remittances from those who do
choose to stay abroad. Foreign investment is also an important
conduit for training.
Specialized training in business itself is identified as a
strategy more than once in Te Kakeega II. While there is some
room for adding value in this area, it is overemphasized.
Government officials are not, for the most part, skilled in the
ways of business. Moreover, meaningful development is more
likely to come from growing successful businesses than from
constantly encouraging inexperienced people to start new
businesses. The private sector in Tuvalu is already
characterized by a large number of small, marginal enterprises.
The Trade and Investment Division of MoFEPI should
continue its current Pacific SYB (Start Your Business) and IYB
(Improve Your Business) courses, but further efforts of this
sort are unlikely to be productive.
The training of seafarers is of particular importance to
the economy of Tuvalu, and especially its Outer Islands, which
historically have supplied most of the seafarers. TMTI has
been run down in recent years. A loan from ADB for physical
renovation or replacement of the facilities has taken a long
time to come together, but finally appears about to be
consummated. Meanwhile, through grants and technical
assistance, the curriculum and faculty have already been
strengthened to the point where recent fears of losing the allimportant “White List” status with the International Maritime
Organization have calmed considerably. Constant vigilance is
now required if the program is to avoid jeopardy in the future.
Good training may prove inadequate, however, if
Tuvaluans cannot stem the growing problem of self-discipline
in an occupation where there is no room for drinking, fighting,
and such. The increasing isolation of commercial ports from
their surroundings, reduced turnaround time in ports (“if you
are not at sea, you are not making money”), and the boring
routine of specialized work aboard ship have removed much
of the adventure that once accompanied going to sea.
Nowadays it is just hard, repetitive work and pay rates are not
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as attractive as they once were relative to a public sector job
in Tuvalu. Distance from family and culture weighs heavily on
many Tuvaluan seafarers, and alcohol may provide a welcome
respite. One way to ameliorate this may be by extending
internet service to all the Outer Islands (including voice-over
capability) to facilitate more frequent contact with home. But
to a significant extent, the solution must come from within
the society. Perhaps improved social services can make a
difference on this front.

4.3 Priorities and Strategies
Most Te
Kakeega II
strategies
will support
private sector
development

The starting point for moving forward with private sector
development in Tuvalu is Te Kakeega II. Virtually all of the
161 strategies identified in Te Kakeega II have some relevance
to private sector development. For example, better health and
education, expanded communication and transport, and more
efficient public utilities all contribute to private sector
development. Aside from these cross-cutting issues, there are
36 strategies of Te Kakeega II specific to private sector
development. These can be summarized as follows:

But 11 key
actions can be
identified

• establish a clear investment policy and regulatory
environment, and institutional frameworks;
• actively support FDI, as well as domestic investment in
job creating private enterprise;
• provide training for the private sector in running a business,
through the support for the education system and a more
open attitude to learning from abroad (e.g., via foreign
investment);
• increase business advisory services and establish
microcredit schemes;
• assist with access to land and credit;
• assess the viability of privatizing selected public
enterprises;
• increase contracting out of government services;
• review operations of CFCs to reduce subsidies through
efficiency gains, privatization, or closure;
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• lease out or privatize management of VLH;
• seek out alternative providers of infrastructure and utilities
within the private sector to create competition; and
• introduce regulations to protect consumers from the sale
of substandard, or date-expired-products.
Most of these strategies require implementation through
a variety of specific initiatives. In some cases, sequencing is
important, but often the order in which individual initiatives
are undertaken or completed is less important than the fact
that they are done right and promptly completed once started.
The initiatives that would benefit most from sequencing
are the divestiture of NBT and the reform of the regulatory
environment. If all or a majority interest in NBT is to be
divested, which is preferable, some basic regulation of banking
will firstly need to be adopted or at least drafted. The
regulations can and should be much simpler than the proposed
Financial Institutions Act.
The reform of the regulatory environment probably needs
to be preceded by provision of improved access to the laws.
Access probably needs to be addressed first because it has the
longest lead time and because it can be expected to yield, for
the first time, a comprehensive picture of the statutory law as a
unified body. This would undoubtedly help highlight gaps that
need filling and unidentified existing areas in need of change.
A few areas of known need for reform can be addressed while
the codification is under way; but it would be wise, in light of
capacity limitations, not to tackle too many at once. It would
probably be preferable to start with those on which there is
already the greatest agreement on what needs to be done. The
guiding principle would be to make the law simpler and less
restrictive.
The areas of the regulatory reform most likely to warrant
early attention are:

Regulatory
reform
probably needs
to start from
improved
access to laws

• the Native Lands Act. Which, while accepting the current
limitations on land ownership, could be updated to permit
and encourage land leasing which is more developmentfriendly and conducive to use as security for business credit;
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• enactment of a simple, secured transactions law to facilitate
the use of property other than land as credit security;
• the consolidation and simplification of the process of
business licensing, especially as between national and local
jurisdiction;
• the replacement of the Companies Act with something
much simpler; and
• the repeal of the Companies Winding Up Act and adoption
of a simple bankruptcy law of general application instead.
One of the main areas of potential improvement is the
reduction of government crowding out the private sector. A
gradual approach to reducing crowding out is a sensible way
to help ensure the private sector is ready to step in as
opportunities arise. For example, privatizing small government
businesses is a good way to start the process of reducing
crowding out. Paying more attention to the foreign investment
environment is also an important precursor to the private sector
that is ready to take a more active role in the economy.
How does all this relate to poverty reduction? Freeing
the private sector to do what it does best can be expected to
produce economic growth. Growth can be expected to provide
broad-ranging benefits if well managed. A feature of privatesector-led growth, as opposed to public-sector-led growth, is
that it is less prone to the rent-seeking behavior that often
results in a bias toward the better-off—a bias that is already
evident in Tuvalu’s development. These benefits are either
secured directly or can be secured indirectly via the additional
government expenditure that growth can fund. It is not a zerosum game, where for every winner there must be a loser. For
the maximum benefit to be realized from private sector
development, care will need to be taken to ensure that propoor initiatives are adopted and that even the most
disadvantaged benefit.
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Living Standards
5.1 The Current Situation
The Setting for Service Delivery

T

he main social services in Tuvalu are health and
education, and the main agencies for delivering them
are the central government and the island councils. Te
Kakeega II also included in the social sector housing, gender,
youth, sports and recreation; and some types of services are
implicit with government involvement in these sectors. To
these social services can be added basic infrastructure services
of electricity, water, sanitation, and waste management.
This chapter considers each of these services in turn,
describes their nature and the factors that affect their
effectiveness and quality, and discusses how these services could
better serve the disadvantaged or poor sections of the Tuvalu
population. The next section of the chapter, therefore, outlines
what is known about the nature and distribution of what is
variously called disadvantage, hardship, or poverty in Tuvalu.
The provision of basic services is inevitably expensive in
Tuvalu because of the high cost of serving small communities
on nine widely dispersed atolls. The quality of services is not,
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however, simply a function of the resources spent on them.60
Also important are factors affecting the level of demand (for
example, the impact of the rising incidence of chronic diseases,
such as diabetes, on the demand for more expensive forms of
health care) and the ability of the community to assume some
of these costs; and aspects of organization and management
within each sector. Another critical factor is the sociocultural
environment, in particular the values placed on services by
the community and the institutions that assume responsibility
for them. If the responsibility for service provision is taken to
be solely that of the central government, standards are more
difficult and expensive to maintain than if the local community
assumes part of this task.
Te Kakeega II is the principal policy document of the
Government. There is also a broader body of interwoven
policies, strategies, and programs that refer to social services
or, more generally, the social sector. The Government, with
its small pool of professional staff, is encouraged to adopt more
and more development initiatives in a seemingly continuous
round of policy formulation and planning. In some areas, there
is a glut of reviews, strategies, and plans, but in other important
areas, a deficit. The large number of consultative workshops
undertaken suggests that national decision-making is highly
participative by international standards. Yet in this elaborate
policy environment there is often little knowledge about how
one initiative intersects with the other. Even with cross-cutting
issues, each policy or strategy usually ‘belongs’ to one particular
department or ministry, with weak institutional links to related
agencies.
This complexity of policy is germane to service delivery
because policy formulation and planning absorbs so much of
the efforts of civil servants. Even for the most resolute director,
the proliferation of discrete agenda, work plans, indicators,
and reporting schedules must present a challenge to action.
Years are absorbed in drafting and redrafting policy and strategy
documents, reformulating them into corporate plans, and then
60
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These issues are discussed in a Pacific island context by Rodgers et al
(2003) and Flear (1997).
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into fund-raising proposals; some plans become outdated, die,
and are not reconsidered. In some cases, it is unclear if the
work of implementing these agenda will begin.
The Nature and Distribution of P
overty
Poverty
The most recent quantitative information on poverty in Tuvalu
comes from the 2004–2005 Household Income and
Expenditure Survey (HIES), which is now being analyzed by
the Central Statistics Department, with assistance from ADB
and UNDP. Unfortunately, the analysis was not complete at
the time of this review and the data were still provisional.
Another useful body of information was produced in 2003,
through a participatory poverty assessment exercise.61 Other
sources of information are the 2002 Census, administrative
records of government departments, and various related
surveys and studies.
HIES included in the calculation of income distribution
all forms of income, including noncash items, such as
subsistence food consumed by a household, and cash and inkind transfers between families. Taking into account
subsistence production and traditional redistribution, just over
half (53%) of the national population lives on the Outer
Islands. According to HIES, this includes three quarters (76%)
of households in the bottom fifth of the income scale. The
other quarter of the poorest households live on Funafuti.
For low-income households, those on Funafuti are often
worse off in the more monetary economy there. In contrast to
low-income households in the Outer Islands, those on Funafuti
often have no access to land on which to produce food; have
less access to water, electricity, sanitation, or waste disposal
services; have insecure tenure; and are more likely to live in
substandard housing. That is, they are more exposed to poor
living standards.
Although cash incomes are considerably higher on
Funafuti, once the contribution of subsistence activities is
factored into household incomes it appears that about one
61
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Abbott (2003) and Zuniga (2003).
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third of the top quintile—or wealthiest—households also live
in the Outer Islands. Overall, the income distribution is more
even there than in Funafuti.
While there is little, if any, absolute poverty or complete
destitution in Tuvalu, some people nevertheless are
considerably worse off than others and live in very poor
conditions. A survey conducted in 2003 concluded that the
most disadvantaged people were those who had no regular
income or limited access to cash; no access to land; large
families with many dependents; very few employment or
income opportunities, often because they lacked formal
education; poor access to basic services of any quality; lived in
squatter settlements on Funafuti; experienced social pressures
due to the weakening of family values and traditional
community structures; or were in poor health which, in turn,
attracted other forms of disadvantage. These people often were
single mothers or widows, elderly people without family
support, orphans, the mentally or physically disabled, or women
with alcoholic husbands.62
More generally, the dispersal of the population across
nine widely spaced atolls and the concentration of people,
economic opportunities, and high-level services on Funafuti
contribute to a pervasive poverty of opportunity. Simply put,
poverty of opportunity means a lack of opportunities to achieve
an acceptable quality of life. The most common interpretation
of this is an insufficient access to education, health, and other
basic services, or economic opportunities. The poverty of
opportunity generally experienced by Outer Island
communities is borne out in the depopulation of their islands
and the movement of their people to Funafuti and beyond; a
small but emerging subculture of disaffected youth; and the
exasperation Outer Island people express about the poor
quality of services, the lack of opportunities for almost
anything, and bad and frustrating market conditions for local
agriculture and fishing— circumstances that are characteristic
of small, remote communities but not inevitably so.

62
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Incomes are
generally
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Figure 5.1 Distribution of household income by region
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Figure 5.2 Cumulative distribution of income by region
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Figure 5.3 Average income levels in 2004–2005
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Table 5.1 Distribution of households by income deciles by island
Income Funafuti Nanumaga Nanumea Niutao Nui Nukefetau Nukulaelae Vaitupu Total
deciles
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

38
42
49
53
45
64
61
103
117
99

0
14
24
14
24
10
17
10
10
3

23
30
17
17
13
7
7
10
7
7

22
22
9
18
26
22
22
9
0
9

21
13
17
9
13
4
21
9
9
13

37
17
13
23
10
13
3
3
3
7

10
7
10
7
7
7
7
7
7
3

17
23
27
30
27
40
30
17
17
27

168
166
165
169
165
167
167
167
169
168

Total

672

125

136

158

128

130

70

252

1671

Note: Decile 10 is the highest-income decile and decile 1 is the lowest-income decile.
Source: CSD, HIES 2004–2005, detailed data tables.
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Meanwhile, the growing concentration of population on
Funafuti contributes to environmental problems, social
tensions, and land disputes there. Land use is poorly planned
and contentious, water shortages are common, and sewage and
other waste disposal are serious problems, contributing to the
pollution of the island and lagoon and a considerable burden
of ill-health. This represents another dimension of poverty of
opportunity, namely, a lack of access to acceptable living
conditions. Given the pervasiveness of environmental risks,
together with the weakness of urban planning and
infrastructure, poverty of opportunity can be seen to affect an
even larger group of people who may not consider themselves
to be poor but, nevertheless, are required to live in
substandard, unhealthy conditions.
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The supply and demand for services
The main service providers in Tuvalu are the central
government and the Falekaupule (island councils), with some
contributions from NGOs. The central government pays for
almost all education and health services with very little
attempt at cost recovery, and heavily subsidizes basic facilities,
such as interisland shipping, the electricity system, and waste
management.
Local government on each island is in the hands of a
Falekaupule, of which the executive arm is the Kaupule, a body
elected by registered voters. The Kaupule is responsible for
the basic management of each island community, including
maintaining local order through the island court and raising
local revenues through various taxes and licenses. Central
government now looks to them to also implement its policy of
Outer Island development and increased autonomy, by which
it aims to raise the quality of basic service delivery in the Outer
Islands, create new development opportunities, and generally
improve Outer Island living. To this end, Tuvalu has embarked
on a serious attempt to change the sociocultural context for
development, in particular, to encourage power sharing by
women and youth in the island governing body, the
Falekaupule, which traditionally is the preserve of elder men.
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The success or otherwise of this program will have a significant
effect on the progress of plans to improve service delivery in
the Outer Islands.
Local revenues raised by the Kaupule generally closely
match their operating costs, which mostly go on staff salaries
and sitting allowances and other expenses for Kaupule
meetings and their various appointed committees.63 The
central government supplements local revenue with grants to
pay the salaries of senior Kaupule staff (the secretary, treasurer,
planner, and community worker), and partly cover maintenance
of the preschool, primary school, and health center; and
support other facilities, such as CFCs. The central ministries
of health and education employ their own staff and provide
their own facilities, but funds that would otherwise be directly
spent on maintenance by their respective ministries are
circulated through the Kaupule.
Island residents, however, often express dissatisfaction
with the quality of Kaupule services. In particular, the Kaupule
levy fees for almost every type of activity and operate almost
every possible enterprise thereby raising the burden of tax on
livelihoods and impeding all new enterprise.64 Government
maintenance grants are rarely topped up with local revenue.65
Although the channeling of these maintenance funds through
the Kaupule is intended to advance local commitment to these
services, medical center and school staff complain about the
difficulties in getting the Kaupule to undertake necessary
repairs. It may, however, be that maintenance funds are simply
too tight despite this shortcoming, and the allocation of
responsibility has a positive feature. It is possible that clinic
and school staff have more chance of persuading the Kaupule
than they would a ministry official in distant Funafuti.
Nongovernment or community-based organizations also
provide services. TANGO, which is the umbrella body for
NGOs in Tuvalu, had 38 members in 2004, many of them small
63
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65
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These usually include the Health Committee, School Committee, Village/
Disaster Committee, Island Development Committee, Budget
Committee, Youth Committee, and Women’s Committee.
Outer island consultation of March 2006 and Fairbairn-Dunlop et al (2004).
MHRD (2006).
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community organizations in the Outer Islands.66 TANGO’s
diverse membership includes humanitarian groups, such as
the Red Cross, Boy Scouts, and Girl Guides; churches;
economic empowerment bodies, such as the Tuvalu National
Chamber of Commerce and Women in Business; health,
agriculture, women, youth, sports, education, and environment
organizations; and general community development groups.
NGOs are becoming more involved in community
development in Tuvalu, in part because funding agencies and
the Government appreciate the effectiveness of NGOs in
working at that level.
Development priorities in Tuvalu have been fairly
consistent over the entire period since Independence.
National development plans have regularly emphasized Outer
Island development; human resource development, especially
education and health; and general improvements to quality of
life. As recent community surveys confirm, these are the types
of developments that people usually describe when they are
asked about community aspirations.67
Surveys conducted in 2001 and 2003 asked two groups
of people who usually are underrepresented in island and
national decisions namely, women and youth, to list the most
important things that they thought needed to be done to
improve the quality of life on their island.68 Women most often
mentioned improvements to housing, household sanitation,
water supplies, education and health services, and employment
and business opportunities for women. Young people most
often mentioned being more involved in community decisionmaking, improved water supplies, improved health services,
more opportunities for training and education, and new or
improved sporting facilities. These responses accord closely with
proposals in Te Kakeega II.
Access to safe water, sanitation, and a reliable power
source are fundamental to accepted standards of quality of
life.69 While electricity supply is a conventional service, the
66
67
68
69

TANGO (2004).
ADB (2003).
Nimmo-Bell (2003).
UNDP, Millennium Development Goals.
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role of the Government in regard to water and sanitation,
where there are no reticulated systems, is more to regulate
and manage environmental resources. Official figures cite
92% of households as having access to basic sanitation and
97% access to safe drinking water, but as a recent study
explained, these figures do not reflect the low effectiveness
of the facilities or their poor suitability for Tuvalu
conditions.70
Education services
Primary school is free in terms of tuition, books, and stationery,
although families meet other costs, such as uniforms and
lunches, and participate in some fund-raising, and provide
stationery when government supplies run low. Government
also subsidizes the preschools, pays for most secondary school
costs, and covers postsecondary tuition and scholarships.
90% of
children attend
preschool

Preschools
are normally
operated
by local
communities

Preschools. The newest element of the school system in
Tuvalu, early childhood education programs improve the
achievement of children at primary school by developing their
social, intellectual, and emotional readiness. In 2005, 647
children attended 18 preschools throughout the country, just
over 90% of all children aged 3–5 years, a figure that has
remained fairly stable for almost a decade (see Figure 5.4).71
Most preschools are operated by local communities
(a few by religious groups) and supported by grants and other
assistance from local and central government and foreign
funding agencies, particularly the Canada Fund and the New
Zealand Agency for International Development (NZAID).
Preschool attendance requires a daily payment of A$0.20–
A$0.30 per child (or A$5 per month), as well as other
community support, and the high attendance shows that
parents and local communities appreciate its value. Through
the Kaupule, the Department of Education contributes to the

70
71
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GoT (2005c) and Lal et al (2006).
The National Education for All Report, 2000 calculated the gross
enrollment in early childhood as 83.3% in 1994 and 90.5% in 1998.
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Enrollment
rates have
been high for
almost a
decade

Figure 5.4 Preschool enrollments
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Source: Preschool Association, unpublished data.

salaries of up to three teachers per preschool—at A$60 per
month for each qualified teacher and A$40 per month for each
unqualified assistant. The balance of funds needed is raised
from school fees. The Government also assists with technical
advice, teacher training, and channeling foreign funding agency
support toward building, upgrading, and equipping preschool
facilities.72
Primary and Secondary Schools. Primary education is
available on all the islands through nine schools operated by
the Department of Education and one by the Seventh Day
Adventist church on Funafuti. Enrollment and retention rates
are high. Seriously disabled children, however, are excluded
because there are no special facilities for them. By law, basic
education is free and compulsory from the age of 6 to 15, but
a recent change has made the upper cutoff age somewhat
uncertain. From Class 1 at age 6, children are automatically
promoted through the system to Class 8, at the age of about
13 years. Until 2003, automatic promotion continued into
Motufoua Secondary School (the only public secondary school)
where all children were to complete Classes 9 and 10 and sit
72

Each island
now operates a
primary school

Primary
education is
free and
compulsory

Education and Training Sector Master Plan (2004).
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Half to
two thirds of
students used
to stop
at year 10

Now some
stop at year 8

TMTI is the
only formal
secondary
vocational
program

the Fiji Junior Certificate (FJC) examinations. Those who pass
continue on to take the Tuvaluan School Certificate in Year
11 and the Pacific Senior Certificate in Year 12. The few who
reach this level are considered for entry into tertiary education.
Since 2003, Class 8 pupils sit a qualifying entrance
examination to enter secondary school. Students who fail are
expected to repeat the year and are entitled to do this twice.
Some students repeat once (very few repeat twice), some whose
family can afford the costs enter the private church-run Fetuvalu
Secondary School on Funafuti or go abroad to study, often to
the Fiji Islands, but others opt to leave. Previously, the FJC
examinations at the end of Year 10 marked the end of school for
students who failed, which accounted for between half and two
thirds of the student body. Now some of this sorting begins 2
years earlier. Class 8 pass rates have been very low in some
schools.73 The growing number of young out-of-school youth
is a matter of concern. Currently, they have very few
opportunities for further education or skills training.
While the Class 8 examination restricts entry into
Motufoua Secondary School, in other respects it has widened
choices by providing an opportunity for an independent
school to operate. Fetuvalu School takes in all students who
can pay the fees regardless of whether they pass the official
entrance examination. Fetuvalu School has also adopted the
Cambridge certificate syllabus, which allows for attainment
certificates at a variety of achievement levels, not simply the
pass/fail system of FJC. Fees at Fetuvalu are A$200 per term
compared with A$60 at Motufoua; the popularity of the
school demonstrates that families are willing to pay for the
education it offers.
Vocational training and postsecondary education
education. The
Tuvalu Maritime Training Institution (TMTI) offers the only
formal postsecondary vocational program and enrolls only
males.74 It is a particularly important institution for Tuvalu for
73

74
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National Class 8 examination results were not available for this review
but were reported by some head teachers.
ADB (2003b).
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its graduates are employed abroad as seafarers and their
remittances constitute an important part of the national
economy. Nonetheless, there are problems with the Institute,
particularly the flow of funds from the Government, which is
not regular; at times TMTI is seriously underfunded. The
Government covers all the costs of attending TMTI and makes
no requirement for graduates to repay these costs.
The University of the South Pacific (USP) Extension
Campus (USPEC) offers postsecondary education in some
basic foundation studies, with degree programs and continuing
education available through distance education. USPEC is a
limited facility in that it lacks a sufficiently equipped science
laboratory to offer applied science courses. It is now developing
adequate Internet connectivity to fully use distance-learning
courses offered by the main USP campus. The question of
further developing USPEC comes down to the costs and
benefits of further investments, vis-à-vis sending students to
the Fiji Islands.
About 25% of on-budget spending on education goes
toward postsecondary scholarships, which are inevitably
expensive and benefit a fortunate few. They, however, are
necessary in order to maintain the supply of local professionals.
Most students have to travel overseas for further study and
training, usually to USP and its various campuses in the region,
or to New Zealand or Australia. Several funding agencies
contribute substantially to the government scholarship
program for advanced and specialized studies overseas. The
Training and Scholarship Policy adopted in 2003 sets out the
administrative rules and requirements of the program,
including an equitable gender mix that has now been achieved.
Little attention has been given, however, to cost recovery or a
fuller retention of graduates in the country. The recent
Education and Training Sector Master Plan proposed that a
revolving loan scheme for scholarships be established to
maximize cost-effective opportunities for tertiary education.75

75
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A quarter of
sector
expenditure is
for overseas
scholarships

ADB (2003b).
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Attendance
rates drop
quickly from
age 13

Figure 5.5 School attendance in 2002
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All health services in Tuvalu are provided free through the
Ministry of Health. Legislation prevents the operation of
private medical practices. Basic services are provided through
health clinics staffed by nurses on each island that provide
routine out-patient treatment, such as medications, simple
dressings, midwife services, and regular sessions for chronic
illnesses, such as diabetes and hypertension. People who need
hospitalization are first admitted to island wards, if necessary
with advice given by radio from doctors at the central Princess
Margaret Hospital in Funafuti. More difficult cases are referred
to Funafuti, including all first births. Rare emergencies are
evacuated to Funafuti, if necessary, by patrol boat. Cases that
cannot be managed locally are evacuated by air from the Princess
Margaret Hospital to the Fiji Islands or New Zealand, with
New Zealand and Australian-funded assistance.
Tuvalu has a generally good standard of health in that
infant, child, and maternal mortality have dropped to low levels;
immunization rates are high; and levels of communicable disease
are generally low, although there is concern over sexually
transmitted infections and HIV/AIDS, as well as high
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Figure 5.6 In-service and preservice training scholarships
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vulnerability to an epidemic outbreak of some kind. The main
health problems are the growing incidence of noncommunicable
diseases, particularly those related to poor nutrition; illnesses
related to poor sanitation and water; and the need to better
address mental health and disability. The main concerns in the
management of the health system are working within the limited
financial and staff resources in Tuvalu; balancing expenditure
on primary prevention and clinical care; managing escalating
health care costs, including overseas referrals; and ensuring the
supply of essential medicines.76
Management issues are the main concern of the Outer
Island staff and residents. Nurses report continual problems
with restocking medical supplies, as well as their limited ability
to deal with emergency cases because of their lack of basic
equipment, regular power cuts that make it difficult to respond
to emergencies at night, and periodic communication problems
with the Princess Margaret Hospital.77
A community survey conducted in 2003 asked women
and youth whether the supply of medical supplies on their
76
77

AusAID and WHO (2006).
Outer Island consultation, March 2006.
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island had improved or not during the previous year. Most
thought that they had stayed the same or worsened.78
Electricity
All Outer
Islands are
electrified and
Funafuti is
being
upgraded

Electricity
prices are
the same
in all islands

The Government has invested heavily in providing electricity
to all islands in order to improve living conditions across the
country. In 2000, with the windfall earnings from “.tv”, the
Government bought and installed diesel generators on each
island. This has considerably improved the electricity supply,
although the service is often rationed during peak periods
because of the difficulty of coordinating diesel supplies with
interisland shipping schedules. The Government of Japan is
funding, over 2006, the installation of new generators and a
new distribution system on Funafuti, thereby greatly increasing
supply capacity for the island, and recently added a A$0.9
million supply of fuel for the generator to their aid program.
Regardless of island, TEC’s domestic and commercial
unit prices are A$0.30 and A$0.47, respectively, a rate set by
Cabinet. TEC routinely operates at a loss in the Outer Islands,
despite a heavy subsidy from the Government. Even so, some
households evidently cannot afford to pay for electricity. A
survey in 2003 found that almost 100% of Outer Island
households had an electricity supply and that ownership of
electrical appliances had increased significantly, particularly
household freezers. In 2006, however, Outer Island supply
managers estimated that perhaps 25% of Outer Island
households were not using electricity because of their inability
to pay. Of the 765 domestic connections on Funafuti in early
2006, 16% had very low readings (sufficient only to provide
minimal lighting), also suggesting some Funafuti households
had difficulty paying for supply.79
The government subsidy for electricity production
means that the price of electricity is increasingly dislocated

78
79
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Nimmo-Bell (2003).
TEC, unpublished data. Estimate based on consumption of less than 30
units per month (discounting 25% of zero readings as an estimate of the
extent of fraudulent connections).
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from its actual cost. The average cost of delivering electricity
on the main island of Funafuti in 2004 was A$0.51 and was
A$0.79 in the Outer Islands (see Box 3.3). This compares to
the unit price of A$0.30 and A$0.47, respectively.80 The
national electrification program has increased Tuvalu’s
dependence on imported oil at a time of rapid escalation in
world fuel prices, as well as its vulnerability to energy supply
disruptions. Ironically, the increased production of electricity
in the Outer Islands accompanied by a decline in the use of
solar power.81
A National Energy Policy was being finalized in early
2006. While its focus is on improving the efficiency and
management of diesel power generation, it includes plans to
develop renewable energy use in Tuvalu. A recent study
nonetheless concluded that energy efficiency was not yet a
policy priority. The many opportunities for energy savings
through renewable energy technologies were insufficiently
dealt with in the Energy Policy and generally ignored in any
case. There was a continued reliance on funding agencies to
pay for their installation costs.82 A corollary to this is evident
from remnants of solar and other power systems scattered
throughout Tuvalu and the region—systems provided free of
charge are not valued, not maintained, and do not last long.

80

81
82

Energy
efficiency and
renewables are
paid little
attention

Hemstock et al (2006) estimated a higher cost for the Outer Islands of
A$1.10– A$1.30 per unit.
Nimmo-Bell (2003).
Hemstock and Radanne (2006) identified the reasons why renewable
technologies are not being used in Tuvalu: the poor selection of appropriate
technologies; bad management; lack of technical expertise; weak
institutional structure to plan, manage, and maintain renewable energy
programs; poor institutional mechanisms, including badly targeted
subsidies; legislation that limited consumer choice of energy provision
(on Funafuti, all electricity use has to be via connection to TEC, thereby
disallowing solar units); lack of successful demonstration projects; reliance
on outside funding, which has dictated technology options; lack of
awareness of available alternatives; and the problems posed by small and
dispersed energy markets. The study concluded that most of these barriers
could be broken down with effective planning, training, technology
selection and implementation.
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Water
Securing
enough safe
water is a
concern

There is no reticulated water system in Tuvalu. Almost all
households use rainwater tanks or cisterns (most are
individually owned, but some are shared by the community).
Water shortages are common, and improving water storage is
a perennial concern of outer communities. On some islands,
groundwater is used for some domestic purposes. But because
of the extent of groundwater pollution, this is now rarely done
on Funafuti other than for flushing toilets, bathing, or as an
emergency supply during droughts.83
Although almost all homes (97%) on Funafuti have
rainwater tanks, some also use desalinated water supplied by
PWD. Originally installed to maintain the water supply during
droughts, the PWD water desalinator supplied about 27,000
liters (l) of water per day (or 2.25 million l in 2005) at a price
heavily subsidized by the Government. The desalinated water
was sold for A$16/45,000 l to households and A$44/45,000 l
to corporations and boats; the A$68,500 received, however,
covered only about 50% of the true cost of producing
desalinated water. The prices of imported bottled water have
risen and over the last 3 years averaged about 21,700 l per
year, at an estimated retail value of A$43,000.
Sanitation

Richer
households
have better
sanitation

There is also no reticulated sewage system in Tuvalu, and most
households have their own facility. There is a clear association
between household income levels and household sanitation
facilities in both Funafuti and the Outer Islands (Table 5.2).
Higher-income households more often use flush toilets and
low-income households more often use pour toilets or have
none. Households that lack a toilet thereby breach island
regulations and may be fined. Particularly on the Outer Islands,
households that have none commonly use the beach or bushes.
On thinly populated Outer Islands, this rarely poses an acute
problem. On Funafuti, however, sanitation is a serious problem

83
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Table 5.2 Water and Sanitation Facilities by Household Income in 2004–2005
(in %)
Funafuti

Outer Islands

Bottom
Quintile

Top
Quintile

Total

4.8
4.8
33.3
57.1

3.5
0.0
82.5
15.7

3.8
1.3
69.3
26.8

No water
No toilets
Flush/septic tank
Water seal toilet

Bottom
Quintile

Top
Quintile

Total

13.3
19.6
25.0
51.1

2.8
6.4
34.0
56.0

9.9
15.3
27.9
52.7

Source: CSD (2005a).

because of the density of population and the ineffective
treatment of both human and animal wastes.
In these small atolls with high water tables, poorly
constructed septic tanks and soakage pits readily leak into the
groundwater and coastal lagoons. On crowded Funafuti, septic
tanks are often too close to each other, to wells, and to homes.
A survey of septic tanks on Funafuti in 2001 found that 96%
lacked necessary inlet and outlet fixtures; 48% were too small
for the household size; 30% discharged into soak holes that were
too small; and about a quarter of residences complained about
septic tank problems or overflow. Few septic tanks were cleaned
often enough. Regular water shortages led to seawater being
used to flush toilets, which upset the chemistry of septic tanks
and led to incompletely digested effluents seeping out into the
groundwater. Added to these problems were a lack of monitoring
or enforcement of existing regulations and a lack of any
integrated water and sanitation planning or coordination
between government departments and the Kaupule.

84

85
86

Septic tank
systems are
poorly suited
to Tuvalu’s
atolls

Lal et al (2006).
Lal et al (2006).
AusAID 2001 Septic Tank Audit Report.
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Table 5.3 Distribution of Toilet Types, by Island, in 2002
Island

Flush and
septic toilets

Nanumea
Nanumage
Niutao
Nui
Vaitupu
Nukufetau
Funafuti
Nukulaelae
Niulakita
Total

31
5
11
9
101
22
424
26
5
634

Pour
toilets

None

Total

22
11
51
15
41
14
43
3
0
212

128
119
143
108
237
118
639a
68
8
1,568

75
103
81
84
92
82
163
39
3
722

Access to
sanitation
varies widely
across the
islands

a

Includes four composting toilets on trial.
Source: Lal et al. (2006), from 2002 Census.

Solid W
aste Management
Waste
Solid waste
management is
a major health
and
environmental
problem

On each island, the Kaupule is responsible for the collection
of solid wastes. On the Outer Islands where there are no large
volumes of inorganic waste, this is generally a simple matter,
although still one of concern. The 2002 Census found that
16% of households in the Outer Island dispose of their
domestic waste either in their backyards or in the sea. The
situation is different on Funafuti. There, the large amount of
solid waste, derelict vehicles and equipment, and hazardous
pollutants puts a serious burden on peoples’ health and
degrades the quality of life throughout the island. A recent
study described the current waste management system as
haphazard and unsustainable.87 It found there were at least
three groups of people on the island in relation to solid waste
servicing, and the level of service they received varied greatly.
A large part of the island, served either by the Kaupule or the
central government’s Waste Management Unit (WMU), was
relatively tidy (other than stockpiles of rubbish, old building
materials, and derelict cars). However, village areas to the north
and south of Vaiuku, in and around the old borrow pits, were
in a very poor state.

87
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The Funafuti Kaupule sees itself as legally responsible
only for the indigenous people of Funafuti and permanent
residents, not the many Outer Island people who now live
there, and collects waste only from the central part of the main
islet where most indigenous Funafuti people live, an area that
includes approximately half of the dwellings on the islet. For
this, it charges an annual fee of A$30 per household, barely
covering the cost of the minimal service.88 The rubbish is
dumped and burnt, without any attempt to first sort or recycle
it, either on the northern end of the island or in a new,
unsanitary, and uncontrolled dumpsite in a borrow pit south
of the airport. Some residents elect not to pay because their
participation is voluntary and they consider the service to be
poor. Along with some government departments and
businesses, they dump their waste independently, mostly on
the northern end of the island.
The Government set up WMU as part of the waste
management project in 2000–2002. Besides waste collection,
WMU is responsible for septic tank cleaning, public toilets
maintenance, and the model piggery and composting
operations. It collects waste from areas not serviced by Funafuti
Kaupule, accounting for about 50% of households and 80% of
the island area. As most of these households are recent
migrants to Funafuti, household incomes are generally lower
and the standard of housing generally poorer than in the
established central part of the island. The use of the collection
service is so low that WMU no longer charges user fees. The
service is maintained at the Government’s expense for the
area would otherwise remain unserviced. WMU has
constructed a controlled dumpsite in Borrow Pit 4, but often,
it has no bulldozer to push, compact, or cover the waste.

88

The Funafuti
Kaupule only
services
Funafuti
people

With other
people on
Funafuti served
by the central
government

Tonkin and Taylor International Ltd. (2004). This area, directly to the
north of the commercial area of Vaiaku, takes in a zone from Te Auala o
Alofa Rd, the road adjacent to the Post Office/Police Station, and runs
north to include both the main roads to a point between the Hospital and
Te Auala o Tenualea Rd.
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Housing
Rising
population
density
is a source of
social tension
on Funafuti

And squatter
settlements are
on the increase

The increasing population density on Funafuti is causing
tensions between the traditional Funafuti landowners and
those from the Outer Islands. Land for housing, business, and
development purposes is increasingly scarce. Many Funafuti
landowners are losing access to their traditional lands, either
through agreed gifting of access and use to incoming families,
or through unauthorized squatting or use of resources. The
situation for government is complicated by the fact that many
of its own land leases are due for renegotiation and renewal.
The recently tar-sealed road on Funafuti has encouraged new
housing developments in areas to the north and south of the
main village in areas close to storm surge embankments. The
removal of sand and aggregates from the beaches adds to the
vulnerability of housing in these areas.89
Temporary squatter-type housing is increasing in Funafuti.
Many built near the borrow pits, which collect rubbish and are
contaminated by nearby piggeries. The low standard of many
of these squatter houses and the high levels of overcrowding
pose health risks for people living there. A 2003 survey of
squatter settlements on Funafuti suggested that many squatter
households were newly arrived in Funafuti and others were
attempting to escape from overcrowded accommodation
elsewhere on the island. Because of their insecurity of tenure,
few made any improvements to their houses.90

5.2 Key Policy Issues
Maintaining Education Standards
Making
school worth
attending is a
key problem

The main problem of access to education in Tuvalu is not that
of getting children into school but ensuring that school is worth
attending. The school system is facing the dual difficulties of
maintaining the quality and relevance of its programs. The
difficulties facing the preschool, primary, and secondary school
89
90
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systems have been the subject of a number of recent reviews,
national consultations, and strategic plans.91
With the preschools, getting attendance rates up has
been only the first step. The preschools are not yet fully
incorporated into the educational system. In 2005, only 17
(30%) of preschool teachers were qualified. This represented
progress from only seven qualified teachers in 2002, but seven
preschools (38%) still had no qualified teachers. There is a
high turnover of teachers because for lowly paid preschool
workers a formal certificate opens doors to better paid jobs in
offices, shops, and primary schools. An early childhood
education policy has been drafted but not yet endorsed by
the Government. It is now planned to develop a uniform
preschool curriculum to provide a structured introduction to
primary school; develop equitable cost-sharing arrangements
between central and local governments and parents; and
provide incentives for the private sector to become involved
in preschool construction and operation.92
Evidence that standards are often low in primary schools
is available from literacy and numeracy proficiency tests
administered in Year 5 and the Year 8 Examination,
but is of even more concern at secondary school level. Declining
English fluency is an emerging problem.93 Apparent causes for
low student achievements include inappropriate curricula, low
quality of teaching, declining teacher and student motivation,
lack of textbooks and materials, and management problems. In
Outer Island schools, the advantage of small class size is mostly
nullified by their isolation and limited resources.94 The number
of trained teachers has increased since 2000, but opportunities
for in-service training are still limited.
91

92
93

94

Preschools
are yet
to be fully
incorporated
into the system

There is
evidence of
low standards
in primary
schools

These include the Westover Report on primary education (AusAID
(2000)), the Tuvalu National Education Forum (MoE 2002), Quality in
Education and Training (MoE, [2002]), numerous reports from the Tuvalu
Australian Educational Support Programme funded by AusAID (1997–
2004) , the NZAID-funded Tuvalu Vocational Education Training project,
and the ADB-funded Education and Training Sector Master Plan (ADB
2003b).
Education and Training Sector Master Plan (ADB 2003b).
ADB (2003b).
ETSMP (2005).
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Primary school
buildings
are being
upgraded but
supplies are
short

Vocational
training needs
are targeted
for attention

Funding from the European Union is helping rebuild or
upgrade most primary school buildings, which will improve
the often uncomfortable conditions for students and teachers.
However, serious shortages of equipment remain especially
for basic science. From 1997 to 2004, the Tuvaluan Australian
Education Support Project helped to design curricula for
mathematics, basic science, health science, social studies,
business studies, English, and the Tuvaluan language. Outer
Island teachers report that textbooks and instructional
materials continue to be in short supply.
The relevance of the school system is also in question
for too few young people graduate with sufficient, useful skills.
Once out of school, there are very limited opportunities for
further education or training, particularly for girls. The
Government is eager to avoid the social and economic costs
associated with a growing number of unskilled and unemployed
youth. It is now looking to establish vocational training either
as a separate stream at Motufoua or through junior secondary
schools to cater for ‘push-outs’ from the academic system. A
feasibility study will soon begin. Another proposal is to provide
nonformal education programs on each island using a
combination of ICT and local instructional materials. Until
the early 1990s, Community Training Centres on each island
provided basic technical and vocational training in locally
relevant skills, such as cookery, dressmaking, carpentry, and
gardening, as well as remedial courses in mathematics, and in
English and the Tuvaluan languages. In 1992, these courses
were incorporated into the Motofoua curriculum. Ways to
reinvigorate and expand these types of training are now being
taken into consideration.
Restraining the Rising Cost of Health Care

The cost of
curative care
is rising

Tuvalu Main Report inside.pmd

As Te Kakeega II notes, a principal difficulty in managing the
health care system is the rising expenditure on clinical care
compared with primary and preventative health services; in
2004, the ratio was 3:1 (see Table B.11). This rise will either
inflate overall spending or progressively erode the resources
available for primary health care. It is being driven by the now
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high incidence of chronic illnesses, principally diabetes and
hypertension, which reflect changing lifestyles and diets, and
the need to refer some patients overseas because some
specialist services are not available in Tuvalu. It is also being
driven by rising costs within the system. For example, the
proportion of the budget spent on salaries had risen from 54%
in 2003 to 68% in 2005, although staff numbers rose remained
steady.95 A recent review described this as one indicator that
the health system was restricted by insufficient planning and
poor internal organization, largely because of the lack of a
current health sector plan and workforce plan, as well as an
outdated health legislation.
Although the overall system was sound and management
and accountability had progressed, the review noted that with
so few resources, the focus of attention had to stay on the
more cost-effective primary health care and preventative measures, rather than high-cost curative care. The first step toward improving the efficiency and effectiveness of the health
system should be to develop a health sector master plan and
strengthen organizational management.
To improve health financing and accountability, it is also
necessary to: improve aid coordination so that best use is made
of possible assistance; provide management training for senior
staff, improve pharmacy systems, procurement and inventory;
and establish a workforce management plan to guide future
training needs.96
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The overall
health system
is sound, but
resources need
to focus on
prevention

Sustaining the Living Environment
Compared with education and health, policy and planning is
considerably less developed in terms of the basic services,
such as water and sanitation, or living standards, such as
housing and urban management. Te Kakeega II refers to the
living environment mostly under the section on environment,
where one of the key policy objectives is to stop unregulated
development and degradation of the environment, especially

95
96

The living
environment
is poorly
planned

AusAID and WHO (2006).
AusAID and WHO (2006).
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And this is
imposing
large costs on
the community

on Funafuti. One of the priorities is to develop and implement
an urban and waste management plan for Funafuti.
All recent studies on water, sanitation, waste
management, housing, and urban planning have emphasized
the absence of up-to-date, comprehensive plans and policies
in this critically important area.
The absence of action is itself an expensive policy. For
example, Lal et al (2006) calculated that poor liquid waste
management (essentially sewage) in Funafuti alone costs
Tuvalu almost half a million dollars a year (Table 5.4).97 About
80% of this (about A$400,000) is the cost to human health of
waterborne diseases directly attributable to liquid waste
management. This figure would be higher if costs associated
with worm infestation could be properly accounted for. The
second largest cost is desalinating water. The study advised
that urgent action was needed in order to reduce these costs.
Table 5.4 Total Economic Cost of Human Waste Management
(in A$)
High
Human health
Desalinated water
Rainwater
Bottled water
Fisheries
Total

452,630
49,961
44,584
14,676
14,190
576,040

Best

Low

395,807
37,470
27,020
9,784
5,676
475,758

284,749
12,490
–
4,892
2,838
304,969

Source: Lal et al (2006).

There are
potential net
benefits from
compost toilets

The study identified possible changes to the current
situation, namely, replacing the existing septic tank system,
establishing a centralized reticulated system, and developing
an ecological sanitation system based on compost toilets. The
range of options is limited by financial costs, Tuvalu’s
particularly fragile biophysical atoll environment, and the
climate. An ecological sanitation system based on compost
toilets was identified as the only viable choice. Putting aside
97
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infestation other than it is very common, especially in young children.
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social attitudes to the alternatives, if all Funafuti residents
were to convert to compost toilets, Tuvalu could generate net
benefits of approximately A$2 million each year, as compared
with incurring at least an annual cost of approximately
A$100,000 under other options.98 But the social acceptability
of the compost system needs to be tested.99
Maintaining a sufficient water supply is a continual and
urgent concern, but here planning is insufficient and outdated.
A Water Act is now being drafted. A Water, Sanitation, and
Waste Master Plan—with plans and guidelines to protect water
resources, upgrade existing community and individual water
systems, increase health and environmental awareness, and
improve waste management—will be developed.
The urgent need for improved solid waste management
was identified in the National Environment Management
Strategy in the early 1990s. Some progress was made by the
waste management project on Funafuti in the early 2000s,100
but a study in 2004 found there was still no coherent solid
waste policy or strategy, effective laws, or community support
for charging fees adequate to support an effective service.
There also remains uncertainty about the institutional
responsibilities and roles of the Kaupule or WMU, service
standards, capabilities, and funding mechanisms.101
As a result, waste management is seriously underfunded
and inefficient. The system is also quite inefficient, both in
its use of tractor and trailer. The open dumpsite is unsightly
and ecologically threatening. The haphazard dumping in old
borrow pits close to housing is a serious health risk. People in
squatter areas have become used to a degraded environment,
and more waste is continually added to the existing mess. The
potential to turn a significant part of the problem into an asset

Planning of
water supplies
is inadequate

Waste
management is
under-funded
and inefficient

98

Lal et al (2006). A large-scale seawater reticulated system proposed in the
mid-1990s would involve unacceptably high costs, with an estimated
construction cost (then) of approximately A$11.7 million and recurrent
costs of about A$30,000/month.
99 Lal et al (2006).
100
The AusAID co-funded Tuvalu Waste Management Project, February
2000–June 2002.
101 Tonkin and Taylor International Ltd. (2004).
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through recycling and composting is not being fully realized,
and earlier initiatives are degenerating through lack of support,
spares, and equipment.102
A system of overall urban planning and management is
also urgently needed. A building code has been in draft for
many years, but never made policy. Housing priorities listed
in Te Kakeega II include to: review, finalize, and implement a
building code; review land leases under the home ownership
scheme; assess the need for a housing authority; and develop
an urban management plan for Funafuti that makes residential
land available.103
Devolving A
uthority to Communities
Authority
The
Falekaupule
Act directs
Outer Island
development

The Act does
not address
the needs of
outside settlers

Te Kakeega II identifies the key issues and challenges for
Outer Island development to be increasing their
development, creating more employment opportunities,
reversing the decline in Outer Island economic activity, and
generally making the Outer Islands more attractive places
for young people to live by improving the standard of basic
services available.104
The policy for Outer Island development is embedded
in the Falekaupule Act that was passed in 1997 and
implemented in 1999. While recognizing that as a traditional
assembly the Falekaupule retains authority over land and other
customary matters, the Act requires it to also serve as a
democratic institution, namely, via a three-monthly assembly
of all residents of the island aged 18 years to discuss the
Kaupule budget and progress on the local development plan.
All community members are eligible to stand for election but
for a maximum of two terms so that posts can be rotated around
the community.
Under the Falekaupule Act, Kaupule is only responsible
for providing services to its own population. On the Outer
Islands, where there are few outside settlers, this is rarely an
issue. On Funafuti, by contrast, it can be a major issue. The
102

103
104
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Funafuti Kaupule sees itself as responsible for providing basic
services only for the indigenous people of Funafuti, not for
the many Outer Islands people who now live there.
An integral part of the Falekaupule Act, FTF was
established in 1999 as a way to fund community-chosen
projects while strengthening each island’s stewardship of its
development. FTF was designed on the understanding that
rural communities in Tuvalu did not need large-scale capital
investment projects but rather many small facilities or
investments relevant to their social and economic activities;
that they were in a better position to identify these than the
central government; and because the projects would be more
demand-driven, they were much more likely to be maintained.
The Government and foreign funding agencies contributed
to the fund, along with substantial amounts raised by each
island. FTF grew from A$6 million in 2000 to A$14 million in
2005. The total return to the island communities so far
amounts to a 95% return on their own contributions.
The FTF Trust Deed specified four uses of its proceeds,
categories that underlined the democratic principles implicit
in the Act, of equitable participation, transparency, and
accountability, and the necessary involvement of the whole
community as decision-makers and beneficiaries:
• assisting the acquisition and development of skills and selfreliance in the communities through local training;
• enabling the communities to acquire, maintain, and
improve community assets and resources in order the
further education and self-reliance;
• funding community projects that improve the living
conditions of the communities; and
• increasing the ability to generate revenue within the
community for the good of the community.105

105

FTF
is to resource
small-scale
community
investments

Falekaupule Trust Fund Deed (July 1999), cited in Fairbairn-Dunlop et al
(2004).
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But so far,
40% of FTF
distributions
have gone to
Government

Training of
communities is
ongoing to
help empower
communities

Changing the power balance in small communities is
necessarily a long-term process and it is early days in which to
comment. As yet the FTF specifications have been only
narrowly observed. As Figure 5.7 shows, the first two
distributions were used in more conventional ways, principally
on buildings and equipment for the Kaupule and then on
farming, water, and various community projects—the types of
projects that the Kaupule have traditionally favored.106 It may
be that these projects were the low-hanging fruit and once
they are dealt with the Kaupule will progressively turn to
projects that have more direct bearing on the quality of life
for the whole community.
In designing the Outer Islands development program
and FTF, it was assumed that the attitudinal changes necessary
to effect changes to island power structures could be achieved
by conducting training programs for the Ministry of Home
Affairs and Rural Development (MHRD) staff, island leaders,
and community members. The first round of these training
programs did not work because core documents were not
translated into Tuvaluan; the training was held in Funafuti;
there was little transfer of knowledge back to the islands; and
overall, it was a far too limited approach.107 A review in 2004
recommended that training be intensified for community
leaders and members, especially women and youth, about their
respective powers, roles, and responsibilities under the Act,
and better management of island revenues, resources, and
services.108 MHRD is continuing to do this. FTF is evidently
a sustainable, cost-effective way to fund outer-island
development in ways that are relevant to island communities.
The full success of the program rests on enabling the whole
community to participate and benefit, and this, in turn, rests
on effective community education and training.

106

107

108
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Another 10% was reinvested in FTF or “.tv” stocks but in order to restrain
interisland competition, reinvestment in FTF has been discouraged.
NZAID (2004).
NZAID (2004).
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The allocation
of FTF
distributions
may change
as communities
gain
experience

Figure 5.7 Use of FTF distributions
Civil Servant and
Kaupule staff housing
Kaupule buildings
and equipment
Community
agriculture projects
Water cisterns
and pumps
Miscellaneous
community projects
Dot TV
FTF contributions
Tourism
Primary and
pre-school
Sports
Pastor house
Bathing ponds,
beach ramps, seawalls
Waste management
Health clinic
IDRF loan scheme
Roads
0
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10
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Share of the distribution (%)

Note: The next distribution of FTF funds was scheduled in May 2006. No information
was available on planned expenditure at the time of writing this report.
Source: Fairbairn-Dunlop (2004).

Distributing Services Equitably
The importance attached to equitable development in Tuvalu
is borne out in many aspects of government policy, including
the emphasis on Outer Island development and the structure
of the education and health systems. Nonetheless, things that
are done in the name of equality do not necessarily or
automatically yield this result.
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Electrification
helps the poor
but favors
the rich

And education
also favors the
better off

An example of this is the electrification program, whereby
diesel-powered electricity is generated on all islands. Even
though it is sold at a price that is highly subsidized by the
Government, low-income households are still often only
marginal consumers. High-income households gain the most
benefit both from the service and the heavy subsidy, the true
cost of which falls on the whole population. While some level
of subsidy is inevitable considering the small population on
each island and relatively low incomes, it appears appropriate
to reduce the subsidy. Energy subsidies skew energy supply
choices, encourage wasteful consumption, put a heavy burden
on public funds, and increase energy poverty if they are not
targeted properly.109
As another example, the automatic progression of all
children to secondary school until 2003, where they all faced
FJC in Year 10, and the introduction then of the Class 8
Examination, were intended to sort out students by academic
ability. To some extent they do, but these examinations also
reflect the opportunities that students have or have not had
for quality education. Children from worse-off schools fail first.
Children who do not have a particular mix of skills, especially
competence in English, also fail. In the absence of any
alternatives, the present system reinforces patterns of
disadvantage. Te Kakeega II and all recent studies emphasize
the urgent need to upgrade conditions for teaching and
learning throughout the country and introduce education and
training alternatives for young people who leave the academic
stream. Data on the national distribution of Class 8
Examination results are not publicly released, although each
school is provided with its own results. Such secrecy
undermines accountability and transparency and is
inconsistent with the achievement of good governance. A
practical way to improve equality would be to develop a more
transparent monitoring system for school performance so that
the quality of education can benefit from community scrutiny
and action.

109
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The assumed responsibility of the Government to pay
for all services stems from the egalitarian principles of Tuvaluan
culture, and of the time in which Tuvalu was founded. The
downside of this across-the-board approach to equity is often
a lower standard of service than many people desire. In this
environment, it is difficult to assess how much people would
be willing to pay for wider opportunities and a higher standard
of living. Health and education services are both examples of
this, whereby services are free, or almost so, in Tuvalu but the
only other real choice is to go overseas for these services and
take up all costs.
This is particularly so for tertiary education. The recent
Education and Training Sector Master Plan proposed that a
revolving loan scheme for scholarships be established to
maximize cost-effective opportunities for tertiary education
and increase the retention of graduates.110
According to the Millennium Development Goals’ for
gender equity, the status of women in Tuvalu is mostly high
and rising. Tuvalu ranks 10th out of 15 Pacific island countries
on the Gender Development Index and the Gender
Empowerment Measure.111 Te Kakeega II and the National
Gender Policy, however, note that more work needs to be done
to achieve full gender equality, especially in the Outer Islands.
The key issues for women remain the burden of traditional
chores, lack of marketing facilities for their products,
insufficient representation in community decision-making,
inequitable laws governing the distribution of land, and unfair
custodial rights. Attitudes, however, are changing. A
community survey in 2003 asked women about their
involvement in community decisions (see Table 5.5).
The youth is another generally disadvantaged group.
There is a growing concern about the number of unemployed
young people, and their limited access to education, training,
and livelihood opportunities. They, too, are often excluded
from community decision-making, as the 2003 survey found
(see Table 5.6).
110
111

The provision
of services
free-of-charge
may be at the
expense of
quality and
coverage

Particularly
for tertiary
education

Gender equity
is improving
but more can
be done

The youth
are also
disadvantaged

ADB (2004).
UNDP and USP, forthcoming.
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Table 5.5 Are women adequately involved in community decisions?
Island

Yes
(%)

No
(%)

Don’t know
(%)

Doesn’t matter
(%)

Funafuti
Vaitupu
Nanumaga
Nanumea
Niutao
Nui
Nukulaelae
Nukufetau

64
35
0
67
25
0
0
100

0
26
80
17
30
35
100
0

23
17
20
17
35
40
0
0

14
22
0
0
10
25
0
0

Source: Nimmo-Bell (2003).

Table 5.6 Are youth adequately involved in community decisions?
Island

Yes
(%)

No
(%)

Don’t know
(%)

Doesn’t matter
(%)

Funafuti
Vaitupu
Nanumaga
Nanumea
Niutao
Nui
Nukulaelae
Nukufetau

0
0
0
0
30
0
22
100

58
79
40
0
35
100
56
0

23
0
40
100
25
0
22
0

19
21
20
0
10
0
0
0

Source: Nimmo-Bell (2003).

And meeting
their needs
attracts few
resources
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Most of the small funds allocated in the 2006 Budget
for the Youth Unit relate to the endorsement of the National
Youth Policy 2005–2010, reworking it as a corporate plan,
running youth awareness workshops about the role of the
Government, distributing educational materials, and seeking
funds for the main body of planned activities. There is a
National Youth Policy with a very large agenda, particularly so
for a small office with few staff and resources, and particularly
when their immediate work is to further develop the plan and
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write funding proposals.112 No priorities are stated, but properly
implementing any one or two of these activities would make
at least some progress. It may be fair to predict that most of
the policy will be beyond the financial and human capacity to
deliver.

5.3 Priorities and Strategies
As discussed at the beginning of this chapter, some people or
households in Tuvalu are particularly disadvantaged, notably
those who have low incomes, are disabled, or face some type
of social exclusion. There is a pervasive poverty of opportunity,
particularly for Outer Island residents in their restricted access
to services and economic opportunities; for children and young
people who do not succeed academically; and for women and
youth generally, particularly because they are
underrepresented in community decisions. An even wider type
of disadvantage extends to people who are required to live in
unhealthy conditions because of poor basic infrastructure and
environmental hazards.

112

There are
disadvantaged
groups in
Tuvalu

The substantial activities referred to in the policy include organizing
spiritual development activities (e.g., music festivals; collecting materials,
such as DVDs and books; and visitation programs for youth); encouraging
cultural appreciation (e.g., advocating the inclusion of cultural studies in
school curricula, organizing cultural events, and arranging exchange with
other Pacific island countries); supporting youth education (training in
computer skills, life skills, communication, business management, and
trade skills; establishment of a small business and domestic development
center); promoting understanding of the law (legal awareness workshops,
distributing copies of the constitution, conducting a Youth Parliament);
youth and health (conducting public health education about HIV and
STIs, substance abuse, sanitation and waste management, healthy
lifestyles, and mental health); the economic development of youth
(promoting farming initiatives, organic gardening, establishing a
microcredit scheme for youth, promoting reef tourism enterprises, and
promoting high-quality handicraft production); youth and the
environment (conducting youth awareness activities, undertaking national
clean-up campaigns, conducting tree planting programs, disseminating
environmental information, and establishing a recycling program for
aluminum cans and plastics), and setting up an implementation and
monitoring system to document progress on this agenda.
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Te Kakeega II
adopts a
broad-based
approach to
meeting their
needs

The proposed
agenda is
enormous

Pro-poor planning considers ways to reduce general or
particular forms of disadvantage by ensuring more equitable
access to services. In addressing this important policy concern,
Te Kakeega II noted that most of the key policy objectives for
social development, as well as other sectors, directly or
indirectly address issues of poverty and hardship. It reiterated
as priorities and strategies that most development activities
would, indeed, address issues of poverty and hardship, and
that the incidence of poverty and hardship would be
monitored through regular household surveys.113
Also discussed earlier, many of the policies outlined in
Te Kakeega II have been elaborated in sector-specific policies,
strategic master plans or, in some cases, legislation. This is
more so for education, health, and community development,
and less so for the matters relating to the living environment,
such as sanitation or urban planning. Taken together, these
policies and strategies set out an enormous agenda of activities
for the decade to 2015. From this complex schedule it is,
nonetheless, possible to identify policies or actions that are
pro-poor, and will best address inequality and poverty. This
section discusses the priorities from Te Kakeega II for
achieving pro-poor policy.
Local government

Decentralization
is central to
improved
conditions in
the Outer
Islands

The Government sees that success in its decentralization
program is central to improving living conditions in the Outer
Islands and the quality and relevance of basic services. FTF
can be a cost-effective, sustainable way to fund Outer Island
development. The blending of customary and modern island
governance under the Falekaupule Act is an ambitious program,
for which success in changing attitudes and island power
structures is essential. Disadvantaged or vulnerable groups in
this process are people who are underrepresented in council
decisions, mainly women, youth and non-indigenous island
residents. Critical pro-poor strategies are to:

113
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• continue with community education and Kaupule training
in order to ensure the full participation of women and youth
in island development activities and improve Kaupule
management; and
• on Funafuti particularly, to develop an urban management
plan that addresses critical environmental problems, as well
as the current institutional divisions between the Kaupule
and the Government.

129

It
requires
community
education to
lift
participation

Education
An effective way to address poverty of opportunity is to ensure
that, for every child, school is worth attending, that is, both
the actual school that the child attends and the school system
in general. This requires that more attention is given to raising
the quality of education and ensuring its relevance. The
Education and Training Sector Master Plan sets out a
comprehensive program to achieve these results.

Making school
worthwhile will
address the
poverty of
opportunity

Preschool
reschool. The children who are currently most
disadvantaged are those whose families cannot afford to pay
fees, possibly live in remote places, or have untrained teachers.
Identifying and addressing the reasons why approximately 10%
of children do not attend preschool is important. Critical propoor strategies are to:

Preschool
training and
curriculum
matter

• increase opportunities for preschool teacher training and
retention; and
• develop a national policy and a uniform curriculum to more
fully incorporate preschools into the school system.
Primary school
school. The children who are most disadvantaged
are pupils in underperforming and under-resourced schools,
disabled children who do not attend school, other children
with special needs, and those who fail the Class 8 examination.
Critical pro-poor strategies are to:

Children with
special needs
warrant more
attention

• improve system management, particularly the equitable
resourcing of schools, teacher training, and the distribution
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of materials (for which a transparent monitoring system
that allows community scrutiny is a powerful tool);
• develop clear guidelines on the admission of disabled
children into school to ensure that they are allowed
maximum opportunities;
• conduct early identification of children with special needs
(e.g., hearing, sight problems) and the types of assistance
they require; and
• ensure that children who fail secondary school entrance
have access to vocational and remedial learning programs
that will enable them to have a livelihood or to later rejoin
the academic stream.
Students
with weaker
academic
results could
be better
assisted

Secondary school.
school The people who are most
disadvantaged are students with poor English (below the
competency required to pass external examinations or enter
TMTI), students who fail FJC or subsequent examinations,
and students with nonacademic skills. Critical pro-poor
strategies are to:
• improve the quality of teaching and learning in school;
• increase opportunities in and out of school for remedial
education, especially in literacy, numeracy, and English;
and
• expand opportunities for nonacademic (e.g., performing
arts, sports) and vocational education, possibly with private
sector involvement.

Vocational
training will
help those that
drop-out early

Postsecondary education.
education The people who are most
disadvantaged are the girls and women, for whom there are
particularly limited choices; young men who cannot enter
TMTI; those who do not qualify for scholarships; and adults
with little formal education. Critical pro-poor strategies are
to:
• expand in-country opportunities for vocational education
and in-country training of all kinds, including utilizing
internet and other types of distance learning, especially
for girls and women;
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• improve the management and facilities of TMTI (in line
with the proposed refurbishment under the ADB loan),
including providing sufficient funding to meet ongoing
operating costs;114
• develop opportunities for adult education and life-long
learning; and
• establish cost-sharing or cost-recovery arrangements for
scholarships and traineeships so that more people can
benefit.
Health
The main challenge is to ensure maintenance of the present
system of primary health care and not allow it to be eroded by
the rising cost of curative health services.
Preventative car
e. The most disadvantaged people are
care
those who cannot afford an adequate diet (particularly
because they must rely on inferior, imported foods) because
this exposes them to nutrition-related illnesses; those who
are exposed to sexually transmitted diseases, particularly
youth, seafarers, and women; and those exposed to
waterborne illnesses, especially children. Critical pro-poor
strategies are to:

Preventative
care includes
better nutrition
and water
management

• emphasize prevention by implementing preventative
programs (for example, the national HIV/AIDS strategy)
and intensifying public education activities, including
schools;
• expand facilities for counseling and youth-friendly health
services;
• adopt and implement the draft National Nutrition Policy;
and
114

Funding for the operating costs of TMTI are typically 20%–40% below
the cost of operations as estimated by the Institute’s management. TMTI
also argues it has difficulties accessing funds provided by funding agencies
for the Institute’s operations. It is important that TMTI and the
Government agree on a level of funding and that this be made available
on a reliable basis.
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• adopt and implement the water management plan and
urban management plan, and improve sanitation and waste
management, especially on Funafuti.
And it includes
priority over
curative care

Curative services. The most disadvantaged people are
those with chronic illnesses or in emergency situations,
especially in the Outer Islands. Critical pro-poor strategies
are to:
• emphasize prevention; and
• increase the range of staff skills (possibly including
paramedical staff) and equipment in island clinics.
Infrastructure
The basic services that make up an essential part of living
standards mostly suffer from inadequate policy and planning.
These services are generally haphazard, inefficient, and
underfunded and, particularly, do not address the needs of
poor households.

Targeted
subsidies for
electricity
would assist
the poor

Electricity
Electricity. The most disadvantaged people are those
from low-income households, who can hardly afford electricity
as the rising cost of imported fossil fuels is passed on to them.
Critical pro-poor strategies are to:
• reduce overall subsidy and investigate ways to otherwise
assist low-income households; and
• develop and promote renewable energy technologies.
Water
ater. The people who are most disadvantaged are
infants and children prone to diarrhea and other waterborne
diseases, and the whole community during regular dry periods
and droughts, particularly on Funafuti. Critical pro-poor
strategies are to:
• develop a National Water Policy, and develop and
implement water management plan (addressing the regular
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shortages of freshwater and the protection of water supplies
threatened by poor waste management).
Sanitation and waste management
management. The people who are
most disadvantaged are infants and children prone to diarrhea
and other waterborne diseases, ‘squatter’ residents, and other
non-Funafuti people on Funafuti who live around the borrow
pits, and all people who are forced to live under unhealthy
conditions. Critical pro-poor strategies are to:

Squatters,
infants, and
children are
most at risk

• take urgent action to improve sanitation, including
promotion of composting toilets;
• establish an efficient recycling and compost facilities, with
private sector involvement; and
• develop and implement an integrated urban plan for
Funafuti that addresses housing, water, sanitation and
waste management, and institutional problems.

An urban
management
plan is needed
for Funafuti

Housing
Housing. The people who are most disadvantaged are
“squatter’ residents and other non-Funafuti people on Funafuti
who have insecurity of tenure, and low-income households
who generally cannot afford adequate housing. Critical propoor strategies are to:

And a housing
code warrants
implementation

• implement housing code, with provisions made to assist
low-income households and address shortage and tenure
insecurity of residential land on Funafuti; and
• examine the feasibility of establishing a Housing Authority.
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CHAPTER 6

Implementing
Te Kakeega II
6.1 Introduction
Te Kakeega II
provides a
sound basis for
government
policy

But the steps
for moving
from plan to
action are
unclear
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T

e Kakeega II provides a good foundation for the
Government to build upon. In general, it is based on
sound analytical principles and was developed through
a highly participatory process that has ensured local ownership
of the plan. If the national plan is implemented successfully,
Tuvalu can expect to achieve a growing economy, reduce
hardship and progress to ecological sustainability. The main
limitation of the national plan is probably that the process of
moving from plan to action, that is, the process of
implementation, is unclear.
The plan does outline some steps to be taken toward
implementation via the formulation of sector and corporate
plans. It also specifies monitoring arrangements that will be
established as a joint government/civil society initiative (see
Box 6.1). But a key requirement for implementation, a process
for prioritizing actions, is not formulated. All 161 strategies
are seen to be of equal priority. Furthermore, it is unclear how
the barriers that have hindered implementation of the previous
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national plan and government policy, in general, will be
overcome. In the absence of a clear direction on these matters,
there is a risk that the sector and corporate planning proposed
to guide implementation will become a bottleneck.
This chapter explores steps that could be taken to progress
implementation. Road maps are presented as a guide to the
initial implementation of the plan. The road maps present a
package of actions consistent with Te Kakeega II that could be
implemented over the coming 3 or so years. Options for
overcoming barriers to change are also discussed.

Bo
x 6.1 Implementation mechanisms for
Box
eega II
Te Kak
Kakeega
Implementation of Te Kakeega II is to be progressed through the
development of Sector Master Plans to detail specific initiatives
to be linked to the multiyear framework of the National Budget
and the Public Sector Investment Programme; and Departmental
Corporate Plans covering a 3-year period and addressing the role,
responsibility, and contribution of each Department to the Sector
Master Plans and Te Kakeega II. A second national summit is
planned for mid-2007 to determine revised priorities and
strategies for 2008–2010.
Implementation is to be coordinated and monitored by the
Development Coordinating Committee and a National Task Force.
The Development Coordination Committee is composed of the
Secretary to Government, the Permanent Secretaries of the eight
Ministries, the Commissioner of Police, the Director of Public
Works, and the Director of Planning. The National Task Force is to
be convened every 2 years to review progress, starting in mid2006, and is composed of island leaders, government officials,
and representatives from civil society. Annual Government
Progress Reports are to be tabled each year at the budget session
of Parliament to highlight strategies that have been implemented
under Te Kakeega II.
Source: GoT (2005), pp. 46-47.
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6.2 A Process for Prioritization
Prioritization is
at the heart of
public sector
management

Cost-benefit
analysis can be
used to
prioritize
expenditure

Tuvalu Main Report inside.pmd

Prioritization is at the heart of public expenditure
management. A public sector will find it hard to achieve value
for money in the absence of clear guidance on priorities.
Prioritization can be a very difficult process. It requires
decisions on what should be done and what should not be
done. Such decisions are troublesome, particularly in close
communities, such as Tuvalu, where a decision-maker has
family and personal relationships with many of the potential
beneficiaries of government programs. Decision-making based
on a scientific or analytical approach can help provide an
accountable and transparent response to this predicament.
A range of analytical tools can be used in prioritization.
Cost-benefit analysis, a commonly applied tool, rests on the
identification of costs and benefits of an initiative and their
distribution among different members of the society. Funding
should only be provided for actions that generate benefits that
exceed costs, taking into account equity impacts. Formulation
of expenditure programs under such a framework yields a
prioritization of actions.
Cost-effectiveness analysis, a simpler alternative to costbenefit analysis, looks at the least costly way of achieving a
target. Although it cannot identify which targets should be
pursued, it can identify the best way of achieving the target.
Such analytical tools require information inputs that are
generally not available in Tuvalu. Their application is also
constrained by an apparent limited familiarity with their use.
This lack of familiarity can hinder local acceptance of any
prioritization proposed by the application of such tools.
An alternative approach to prioritization is to seek a
consensus view from interested and knowledgeable parties.
If formulated in a sensible fashion, a consensus view can
imitate an assessment of costs and benefits and their
distribution (because these factors often underpin an
individual’s thinking on an issue). The potential downside of
seeking a consensus view is that it may reflect the status of
individuals and agencies, preestablished positions, or be based
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on misunderstanding. If a consensus view is based on these
considerations, it can continue inefficiency and inequity rather
than correct it.
A consensus approach was pursued in this instance to
develop a prioritization of the strategies of Te Kakeega II.
Broad domains of activity were adopted in preference to the
eight strategic areas of Te Kakeega II in order to facilitate
adoption of a whole-of-government approach to implementation.
Informal retreats were held in Funafuti on private sector
development and social service delivery issues, attended by
representatives of the public sector and civil society. Preretreat
meetings were held to identify stakeholders to participate in
the retreats and to design a participatory format.
The retreats were formed around group discussion of
“what”, “who”, and “how”:

A consensus
approach was
applied in this
instance to
determine
priorities

• “What” strategies of Te Kakeega II are to be implemented
immediately. A prioritization that took into account the
importance of balancing the ideal versus the achievable
was encouraged. The ideal situation was characterized as
one in which participants choose what is most important
to them without being constrained by the need to obtain
funds, to build human capacity, and/or to secure political
support in order to implement the action. The achievable
situation was characterized as one in which participants
choose what is already being implemented and which, has
a plan, is funded, can be done with the people already in
place, is politically acceptable, and is well coordinated;
• “Who” is to be responsible for the implementation.
Participants were encouraged to consider the roles of the
Government, business, and other sections of civil society
and within this the allocation of roles to consider the
responsibilities of specific agencies.
• “How” the strategies and priorities are to be implemented.
Participants were encouraged to identify appropriate
projects for implementation. The intention was that these
projects would be carried through to corporate plans, etc.
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There are
5 steps for
prioritization

The process for prioritization that arose from the retreats
is represented by the following five steps.
Step 1 Identify current actions
• List major actions already under way.

e Kak
eega II
Step 2 Cross-check with T
Te
Kakeega
• Remove from the list of actions those that are
inconsistent with Te Kakeega II.
• Add those actions from Te Kakeega II that could
be implemented soon but are not yet under way.
Step 3 Agree on actions for the next three years
• Allocate the actions from Step 2 to the following
matrix.
• Aim for an even distribution among the four boxes
of the matrix.
Very urgent

Urgent

Very important
Important

Who”, and “How
Step 4 “What”, ““Who”,
“How””
• Implement the “what” actions.
• Determine ‘who’ within the public sector and civil
society is to be responsible for implementation.
• Determine ‘how’ the strategies and priorities are
to be implemented. Prepare activities/projects for
the Government and/or funding agency assistance
from the ‘how’.
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Step 5 Prepare a road map
What

Who

How

High-priority actions
Very important and very urgent actions

Low-priority actions
Very important and urgent actions
Very urgent and important actions

This five-step process for prioritization was initially
applied at the informal retreats. This led to preliminary
road maps for private sector development and social sector
development. A preliminary road map for public sector
management was developed separately by MoFEPI using
the five steps. These three road maps were then
reconsidered jointly by MoFEPI, again using the same five
steps, so as to assist the setting of cross-sector priorities
and to better limit planned expenditure to likely funding
levels. Follow-up consultation was then undertaken by
MoFEPI with line ministries on the revised road maps. This
additional involvement by MoFEPI was undertaken to
strengthen the input of a whole-of-government view into
the prioritization process.

Sector
and whole-ofgovernment
considerations
were
factored in

6.3 Road Maps to Implementation
Road maps for implementation of public sector management,
private sector development, and service delivery are presented
in Tables 6.1 to 6.3. The road maps are designed as guides to
Ministerial activities as encapsulated in corporate plans, budget
rounds, and the planning of funding agency activities over the
medium term. The intention is that once these road maps are
achieved, a further package of actions would be pursued in a
second set of road maps, and so on. An alternative would be to
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..and a
basis for
performance
monitoring

They are
locally owned
and have an
analytical
basis

update the road maps on a regular basis, such as annually, to
factor in progress—or the lack thereof—and emerging needs.115
The road maps also provide a basis for monitoring the
performance of the Government in implementing Te Kakeega
II. Performance indicators, such as those formulated for the
Millennium Development Goals are presented in the national
plan. But these are mainly indicators of the country’s longterm development. Progress in achieving an agreed
implementation plan provides a focused indicator of
government performance.
The strength of the road maps lies in their links to Te
Kakeega II and their formulation by the Government and civil
society representatives. The main weaknesses of the road maps
are their ambitious scope and the weak pro-poor orientation
to policy.

Table 6.1 Road map to Improved public sector management
What

Who

How

A. High-priority actions
Update and strengthen
audits
(Ministries, Kaupule,
FTF)

Auditor General’s Office
(AudGO) (lead agency),
Attorney General’s Office
(AttGO), MoFEPI, MHRD,
Kaupule, FTF Secretariat

AudGO to review first draft of
Audit Act.
AudGO to complete audit of
all past accounts for public
corporations, Kaupule,
Ministries, and FTF.

Improvement of
Kaupule financial
management and
systems

MHRD (lead agency),
AttGO, MoFEPI

Conduct training on Funafuti
and Outer Islands.
Support on the job training for
each Kaupule.
Continue TANGO Outer Islands
training.

Implement tax reforms
to meet PACER and
PICTA requirements
MoFEPI (lead agency),

Customs, IRD, TNCC,
Trade Department, and
AMD

Seek funding agency support
to assist implementation of
reforms.
Training modules on Customs
and Taxations policies and
regulations.
continued next page
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Any such update would be best undertaken at the start of the budget
round so the budget is formulated to address their implementation.
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Table 6.1 Continued
What

Who

How

A. High-priority actions (continued)
Strengthen
implementation of
government
commitments

MoFEPI (lead agency) all
ministries, TANGO, TNCC,
Kaupule

MoFEPI to take the lead role in
implementing Te Kakeega II
priorities.

Continuous upgrade of
skills of public sector
and private sector
employees

Office of the Prime
Minister (OPM) (lead
agency), TMCC, TANGO,
Tuvalu Business Centre

In-country training and shortterm training abroad.
TANGO in-country training
courses.
Tuvalu Business Centre training
modules on SYB.

Implement cost-saving
and revenuegenerating measures

OPM, MoFEPI (lead
agency) MOH, MOE

Review overall staffing
structure of civil service,
Medical Treatment Scheme,
government scholarships, and
overseas travel.
Place freeze of new
establishments in public service
and staff increments.
Set up central monitoring unit
to monitor income flows from
incomes flows, such as “.TV”,
telecom licensing, fisheries
licensing.

Revise Parliamentary
system

OPM (lead agency),
AttGO Parliament office

Revise Constitution to reduce
risk of political instability.
Present to Parliament draft.
Bill for Leadership Code.
Continue with referendum
process.

Establish Ombudsman
Commission

AttGO (lead agency) OPM

Review failure and success of
small states which established
ombudsman offices.
Continue with referendum
process.
continued next page
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Table 6.1 continued
What

Who

How

B. Lower-priority Actions
Improve/strengthen
government budgetary
systems

MoFEPI (lead agency)

MoFEPI to monitor monthly
line ministries revenue
collections and expenditure.
Seek TA to assist with
budgetary systems.
Ensure national budget deficits
do not exceed sustainable
levels of 2%–3% of GDP.

Empower parliamentary
committees (e.g., Public
Accounts Committee)

Parliament Office (lead
agency), AudGO, OPM

Devise relevant legislation

Review procurement
policy

MoFEPI (lead agency)

Revisit procurement policy and
make relevant amendments
and submit for final
endorsement.

Exploring options for
raising additional or
new revenue

MoFEPI (lead agency)
Line ministries

Review policy of user charges.
Privatize certain government
entities.

Achieve budget
expenditure priorities:
primary education,
primary health care;
and employmentoriented technical and
vocational education.

MoFEPI (lead agency)

Ensures activities and projects
in Budget appropriation and
Public Sector Investment
Program are in line with
priorities in Te Kakeega II.

Source: MoFEPI.
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Table 6.2 Road map to private sector development
What

Who

How

A. High-priority actions
Continue to assess the
viability of partial
divestiture of NBT.

MoFEPI (lead agency),
OPM, AttGO’s Office,
NBT

Continue consultation with
overseas bank.
Address any political and
bureaucratic resistance to sale.

Adopt of basic banking
regulations based on a
much simpler form of
the proposed Financial
Institutions Act.

AttGO (lead agency),
MoFEPI, NBT

Follow-up on comments made
by a supervising Task Force on
draft Financial Institutions.
Bill previously prepared
by a TA.
Seek support for AttGO to
make the required amendments.

Contract out selected
functions of PWD

Ministry of Works and
Energy (MoWE) (lead
agency), Tenders Board

Initially contract out joinery
and plumbing work. If
successful, contract out
building maintenance.
Seek assistance ( from NZAID or
TAFE) to strengthen supervisory
skills.

Windup the operations
of NAFICOT and leaseout assets to a
commercially viable join
venture

MoNR (lead agency),
MoFEPI, NAFICOT

Maintain temporary suspension
of activities.
Continue negotiations with
joint-venture partner.
Ensure business plan is realistic.

Build capacity in private
sector in business and
financial management

MoFEPI (lead agency),
TNCC, TANGO

Prepare team to tour Outer
Islands to assist private sector
in project development.
Fund training by Support
Business Centre Dept of MoFEPI.
Seek funding agency support.

Divest the Government
Travel Office

OPM (lead agency),
MCT

Review expressions of interest
called in early 2006.
Determine further action based
on expressions of interest.
continued next page
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Table 6.2 continued
What

Who

How

B. Lower-priority actions
Draft and enact simple
transaction laws to
facilitate use of property
other than land as
collateral for credit

AttGO (lead agency),
relevant line agencies
People’s Lawyer,
Kaupules, TNCC

Secure TA to draft legislative
changes.Include awareness
and training components in
legislative review.

FIAS support to initiate
foreign investment
reform

MoFEPI (lead agency)

Address calls by some for
increased barriers to foreign
business ownership.

Lease VLH with
intention of eventual,
complete sale

MoFEPI (lead agency),
VLH Board and
management team

Advertise regionally for a
private, lease-hold operator.

Close Post Office Shop

MoFEPI (lead agency)

Sell assets by tender.
Address staff objections
to sale and incomplete reports
and documentation of stock
and accounts.

Establish National
Marketing Organization
Ministry of Natural
Resources

MoNR lead agency,
MoFEPI, Kaupule
TNCC, Coconut Traders
Cooperative, TCS

Build on current assistance
from Department of
Agriculture to assist individual
producers (noni juice and fresh
coconuts) with export
requirements.
Allow concept to be taken
forward by private sector
and TNCC.
Seek local and funding agency
support.

Establish a formal
forum private sector
and civil society
participation in
decision-making.

OPM (lead agency),
MoFEPI, TANGO
TNCC

Seek local funding and external
support.
Address political and
bureaucratic sensitivity.

Source: MoFEPI.
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Table 6.3 Road map to improved service delivery
What

Who

How

A. High-priority actions
Waste and chemical
management legislation

OPM, AGO

Draft waste legislation.

Endorse Building Code

Parliament, MWE

Submit draft code to Parliament.

National Integration
Water Resources
Management Plan,
including national
assessment of water
catchments and storage
facilities under NAPA

MoWE, Water and Sanitation
Committee, Civil Society.
NAPA National Office, OPM,
National Coordinating
Committee, PWD, Global
Environment Fund

Consult with the public, the
Government, NGOs.
Submit report to GEF for funding
of identified projects.

Waste management
plans and
implementation
programs

OPM, MOH, Kaupule,
Customs, AGO, Police,
youth, and schools

Approve Waste Management Plan
Upgrade or relocate waste
incinerator and fill improvement.
Continue/improve waste
segregation.
Improve compost operation
(upgrade sites).
Continue groundwater monitoring.
Community participation workshop
and ‘clean up’ day for Tuvalu.

Review legislation and
policies to comply with
commitment to CEDAW

Department of Women and
NCW, Development
Coordinating Committee
(DCC), Cabinet

Draft legislation.
Seek local TA.
Seek government and funding
agency assistance.

Develop Social
Development Corporate
Plan

Department of Community
Coordinate of stakeholders.
Affairs, DCC, SDP stakeholders,
and funding agencies

Develop Corporate Plan
for Women’s policy

NCC

Consultations, Local and O/S TA.
Seek funding agency assistance.

Education Corporate Plan

Improve Ministry of
Education (MoE)

Seek funding agency assistance.

Draft cultural policy

MHRD, SPC, AGO; MoE,
Ministry of Health (MoH),
MCT; OPM; NCW, Kaupule,
and Falekaupule; Island
Communities, TANGO

Seek cooperation and
contributions from stakeholders.
Seek technical assistance of SPC .

Infrastructure development
in the outer islands, e.g.,
improving roads (gravel
roads), passages, and
water tanks

Kaupule,Taipei,China, DRD,
and PWD

GoT and funding agencies,
especially Taipei,China and Japan.

Construction of new
classrooms for primary
schools.

MoE, EU, local
contractors,Kaupule, and
Falekaupule, communities

Seek funding for completion and
maintenance.
Extend proposed budget to all
the islands.
continued next page
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Table 6.3 continued
What

Who

How

Upgrade Health facilities
(buildings and equipment)
in the outer islands

MoH, MoFEPI, MHRD,
Kaupule, PWD, Japan
International Cooperation
Agency, other development
partners

Conduct needs assessment.
Develop human resources.
Coordinate funding agency
assistance and activities.
Increase budget for maintenance
of resources.

Procure and provide of
medical supplies – drugs,
equipment, commodities
to Outer Islands and
Funafuti

MoFEPI; MOH; Taipei,China;
WHO; OPM

Increase budget for medical
supplies.
Seek funding agency assistance.
Train staff on use of equipment.
Include maintenance costs in
annual budget.

Provide School Supplies.

MoE

Seek funding agency assistance.

Provide public awareness
programmes
(Environment Issues)

MoH, OPM, MWE, Tuvalu
Red Cross, TANGO, AGs,
MHRD, Tuvalu National
Council of Women

Seek funding agency assistance
Implement adaptation or
relevant programs.

Improve curriculum
framework for all levels
of Education

MoE

Consult with teachers, parents,
and other stakeholders.
Integrate into current curriculum,
issues from health, environment,
enterprises, sports, and other
social development areas.
Obtain technical assistance both
locally and abroad.
Based on current curriculum for
Primary School with the intention
of linking all levels

ICT training (schools and
Kaupule)

MoE, TTC, Computer
Department

Consultation with stakeholders
Seek cabinet approval
Seek funding agency assistance
and TA

Youth Welfare
Counseling Services

MHRD, Church of Tuvalu,
TUFHA, youth
representatives, Red Cross,
MoH, island communities
and kaupule, police

Share resources between
agencies to maximize access and
improve efficiencies.
Reduce duplication of services.

Improve coordination
and cooperation with
Falekaupule and civil
society in delivery of
health services

MoH, Falekaupule,
Kaupule, MHRD, TANGO,
churches

Formalize mechanism for regular
liaison, joint planning, and
information sharing.

Implement TANGO
Strategic Plan

TANGO, civil society

Assist TANGO to seek community
support and funding agency
assistance.

Note: The complete road map includes lower-priority actions (not reported above).
Source: MoFEPI.
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Some of the key initiatives, such as those relating to the
Government crowding out of the private sector, have been
endorsed as government policy since the formulation of Kakeega
o Tuvalu. Other initiatives are identified as requiring substantial
external assistance for implementation, notably in relation to
the proposed legislative revisions and the formulation of policy
frameworks. These observations suggest implementation is
heavily constrained by insufficient financial and/or human
capacity. The slow rate of implementation of the previous
national plan and government policy generally suggests there
is probably insufficient support for change from the political
sphere, the community and/or the public service. Unless such
constraints are addressed, implementation of such ambitious
road maps is likely to take many more years than envisaged.
The pro-poor Te Kakeega II noted that most of the key
policy objectives for social development directly or indirectly
addressed issues of poverty and hardship. Behind the
necessarily abbreviated text of Te Kakeega II lies a very large
agenda for change, some of it elaborated in specific policies,
strategies, or plans. Even for a decade, the Te Kakeega is an
ambitious plan. In drawing up the service delivery road map,
people working in social development were challenged to
decide which of the many planned actions needed to proceed
first, and which would have done the most benefit to
disadvantaged people. They succeeded better at the first
task than the second, identifying the most urgent and
important things to pursue but not necessarily those that
would address particular forms of disadvantage. It is a good
start, but pro-poor planning must take the second step. If a
more equal society is the goal, it is not enough to assume that
the benefits of policies and programs will somehow reach
disadvantaged people. Most types of disadvantage are more
resistant than that. The critical step in pro-poor planning is
to identify people or groups with a specific limitation or
vulnerability, and ensure that their disadvantage is directly
addressed. This step receives little attention in Te Kakeega
II. In order to make good progress in helping the most
disadvantaged, an explicit response is required. If this is not
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Financing is
primarily a
local
responsibility

undertaken, it is likely that the current development path will
continue; a path that appears to favor the better off at the
expense the disadvantaged.

6.4 Financing Implementation
and the Role of Funding Agencies

Internal
savings can be
used to fund
new initiatives

Tuvalu Main Report inside.pmd

Consultation identified a tendency within Tuvalu to defer
action until funding agency assistance is secured for a project.
Funding agency-sponsored projects are important for major
infrastructure projects, but they are not as important for the
pursuit of the policy initiatives that are the focus of the national
strategy. It is important that responsibility for implementation
of Te Kakeega II rests with Tuvalu rather than being delayed
pending the provision of support from funding agencies.
The Government has financial and human capacity to
begin implementation of many of the strategies of Te Kakeega
II. Ministries can reallocate resources from less important to
more important actions. A process of requiring the
identification of savings to implement new initiatives is
common practice in public sector management and could be
applied more extensively in Tuvalu. The identification and
realization of savings is a way of operating that is demanding
of staff time and effort, but not of funding for capital and goods
and services. If this approach to funding implementation of
Te Kakeega II is adopted, much could be achieved even under
a tight fiscal constraint.
Funding agencies can assist implementation by paying
close attention to the consistency of their actions with any
implementation plan, and by placing the onus on Tuvalu to
fund initiatives in the first instance. A sensible way to move
toward this situation is to align local and funding agency
decision-making processes. For example, funding agency
proposals could be considered through the budget round and
on similar terms to the program-based recurrent budget.
This approach of using government recurrent budget
processes will help achieve harmonization. At present, many
funding agency-assisted activities tend to be considered on as
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needs basis without a clear framework for defining inputs and
outputs and links to government-funded activities (a
consistent exception being the EU program that is well
integrated with the recurrent budget). While the current
approach has the benefit of flexibility, it is not so well suited
to a systematic, scheduled approach to implementing the
national plan. Harmonization offers the potential to help
correct the disjoint between some grant-funded and recurrent
budget activities that is resulting in operating costs rising above
the fiscal capacity to fund such costs. Maintenance funding,
in particular, is falling at a time when funding agencies are
building the stock of public infrastructure and, hence,
maintenance needs.
Funding agencies need to recognize the important role
they play in the prioritization of public expenditure and, hence,
implementation of Te Kakeega II. This is because of the large
share of expenditure funding agencies help support and the
signals they can send as to how to manage public resources.
Funding agencies can avoid requests to fund low-priority
initiatives by ensuring their decisions are based on a
community-based prioritization of actions. It is important to
avoid broad-ranging, nonprioritized requests for funding
agency support as they inevitably shift the responsibility for
prioritization toward funding agencies. This can impose a
significant opportunity cost by diverting resources from the
community’s most important initiatives to less important
initiatives. If funding agencies rely on their own prioritization
rather than that of the community, it will have the adverse
effect of dulling the incentive for the Government to target
its use of public resources on community needs.
There is a risk that Te Kakeega II will be used to
legitimize requests for funding agency assistance while failing
to mobilize internal efforts to change. Funding agencies have
a role to play in ensuring their efforts are accompanied by
substantive government efforts. There is a good case for
funding agencies preparing a coordinated action plan that
makes the release of funds dependent on the implementation
of agreed, high-priority actions put forward in Te Kakeega II.
The current ease with which Tuvalu is able to secure funding
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agency support is probably one of the contributing factors to
its development shortcomings.
There is value in funding agencies paying close attention
to the alignment of TA with the remaining gaps in Tuvalu’s
human capacity. There has been a substantial investment in
Tuvalu’s human capacity, with more than 900 annual
scholarships for overseas training funded since 1990.116 With
such an investment, the argument that Tuvalu lacks the human
capacity to implement improved practices is carrying less
weight over time. The potential capacity from this investment
is not being fully developed as some trained staff are yet to
utilize the skills they have developed. Well-designed TA can
help avoid this problem by creating incentives for staff to be
used to their capacity.

6.5 Overcoming Barriers to Change
Progress has
been made in
achieving
national
objectives

But there is
slow rate of
change in
some areas

The steady improvement in Tuvalu’s development indicators
is suggestive of an improved performance of the public sector
over time. Important achievements have included the
beginning of the devolution of development to local
government, the continued upgrade of human capital through
the expanded school system and overseas training, and the
expansion of physical infrastructure (e.g., transport,
communications, and electricity).
Nonetheless, an examination of past national plans
suggests a slow rate of progress in other areas. This problem is
most apparent in terms of public sector management and
private sector development. For example, a number of key
reform initiatives under Te Kakeega II have been in place at
least since the adoption of Kakeega O Tuvalu in 1995 (see
Box 6.2).117 And the adverse impacts of inadequate funding
for maintenance and a very large public service are longstanding.118 Success in implementing Te Kakeega II is more
116
117

118
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CSD (2004), p.28 and MoFEPI.
Kakeega O Tuvalu was the official national plan from 1995 to 1997 and
acted as the unofficial plan until Te Kakeega II was formulated.
See, for example, AIDAB (1993), pp.18-19, 21.
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likely to be achieved if the factors leading to a slow rate of
implementation of policy reform are addressed.
The absence of a clear and updated statement on the
national plan has been cited as one factor leading to a slow
rate of policy reform. This weakness has been corrected with
the approval of Te Kakeega II. It now remains to integrate the
plan into government decision-making.
External assessments have pointed to the adverse effects
of a lack of clarity in the roles and responsibilities of Ministers
and ministries.119 The Westminster system that Tuvalu has
adopted rests heavily on a skilled, active, and independent
civil service pursuing the best interests of the community.
Within Tuvalu, Ministers appear to have a more dominant role
that usually envisaged for a Westminster system. The national
plan provides an information base on community aspirations
and needs that the public service can use to develop a proactive
approach toward Ministerial relationships. If instead the public
service adopts a position of deferring action in the absence of
Ministerial initiatives, it will be difficult to implement Te
Kakeega II. In part, this is because a responsive stance by the
public service will overly expose policy to change when there
is a change of Government.
The political environment is one of the explanations for
a slow rate of policy implementation. In total, there were six
changes in Prime Minister from 1994 to 2002. The
Government’s inclination and ability to make policy decisions
was impeded by a period of political uncertainty over 2003
and 2004 that culminated in an October 2004 by-election and
a swap of the Prime Minister and Deputy Prime Minister
designations. A general election was held in August 2006.
However, a new Goverment was elected with an unusual highnumber of new people and this may see a further deferral of
decisions on key issues. Proposed changes to the Constitution
was developed by the Office of the previous Prime Minister
to address these issues. Early adoption of such changes is
probably critical to the successful implementation of the
national plan.
119
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See, for example, UN (2002), p. 20.
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Bo
x 6.2 Part of the Unfinished Economic Agenda
Box
of Kak
eega o T
uvalu
Kakeega
Tuvalu
The reform program outlined in the Public Sector Review (1994)
will be implemented. Public service employment will be reduced
by 75 from April 1995, and the rate of growth will be limited to
population growth. Further improvements in public sector
efficiency will, therefore, be passed to the community through
increased services rather than increased government savings. The
Government will establish institutions that enable an ongoing
review of government functions and agencies. A key feature will
be institutional strengthening of the Public Service Commission.
Specific reforms will include
 Improvements in the structure and role of the Government.
The Government intends to move out of those services which
could be better provided by corporations, the private sector,
or the community. Areas that the Government will review will
include: housing; a large part of construction services, and
some repair and maintenance services; transport services; travel
services; commercial fishing and marketing; part of the banking
sector; broadcasting and information; and the VLH....
 Measures to ensure that the right levels of public services are
provided. In general, prices of public sector goods and services
will be set to reflect economic values. Some subsidies will
remain where it is clear there are net social benefits, for
example, in health and education. These subsidies will be set
bearing in mind the principle that the benefits would be
equitably distributed among the community.
The Government will conduct a comprehensive review of
the legislative, institutional and policy climate with a view to
improving the environment for private business investment
(including foreign investment). This review will be based on the
principle of adopting a more open and outward looking approach
to developing natural and human resources, and policies will
complement macroeconomic policies and goals.
Source: GoT (2005), pp. v, viii.
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If the rate of implantation proves to be slow (which is
very likely), it is probably a sign that the road maps need to be
simplified further. If the road maps are too ambitious, financial
and human resources may be spread too thinly over too many
initiatives. This may result in the underfunding of initiatives
and impede effective coordination. Aiming to achieve too much
may have the unintended effect of impeding implementation.
Success breeds success, and it may be preferable to choose a
smaller set of actions to take forward to successfully implement
these, to learn what works and what does not, and then to
move forward to the next set of actions, etc.
Stronger accountability mechanisms are overdue. It may
prove helpful to revisit responsibilities for implementation to
ensure it is clear who will do what. One option would be to
formally establish a lead agency within the Government that
will be responsible for implementation of the national plans,
such as the Office of the Prime Minister or MoFEPI. Linking
implementation of the national plan to the performance
assessment of senior public servants may also have a beneficial
effect. Strengthening the mechanisms proposed in Te Kakeega
II for bringing civil society into the process of overseeing
implementation may help build the momentum required for
reform, and their establishment may warrant early action.
Continued efforts at the devolution of authority may also be
appropriate.
A slow rate of implementation probably reflects
insufficient resources being allocated to advocacy. This can be
expected to result in a lack of support from the political sphere,
the community, and/or the public service that ultimately creates
inertia. Consultation backed up by information flows that
address uncertainty and misunderstanding normally
complement reform efforts and could help correct any lack of
support that emerges. A precautionary approach would be to
place a high priority on maintaining an ongoing dialogue from
the outset. A communication strategy could be formulated to
clarify the scope and allocation of responsibility of such efforts.
Building up a background of analytical research can help
in this regard by introducing a more scientific approach to
decision-making. This, in turn, can improve accountability and
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transparency—normally essential ingredients for good policy
reform. For example, research into the distribution of the
benefits of government programs could help raise the
understanding of how to better help the disadvantaged and,
hence, build the support for such actions.
As implementation of Te Kakeega II proceeds, decisionmaking may wish to explore alternative approaches to
prioritizing resource usage. Multicriteria analysis is a workable
tool for such prioritization. This analytical tool ranks
expenditure options against preset criteria and then gives
priority to those with the highest rank. A simple form of
multicriteria analysis based on criteria of importance and urgency
was applied to prepare the road maps. More sophisticated
approaches could be adopted. For example, rankings could be
based on whether an option is already being implemented; has
a plan; is funded; can be done now with the people in place; has
political support; and is well-coordinated. Use of such a tool is
one way of explicitly factoring a broad range of concerns into
decision-making. This can help reassure stakeholders that their
views have been taken into account.
Within Tuvalu, as elsewhere in the region, public
expenditure management is oriented toward the
implementation of projects. But Te Kakeega II has a policy
orientation, and implementation must face the challenge of
overcoming this barrier and moving from a project to a policy
orientation. For example, private sector development is very
dependent on governments creating the right enabling
environment. The main barrier to providing better infrastructure
services is not the availability of new equipment; it is the
management and pricing regime as the current regimes
undermine operational effectiveness and equity. And achieving
fiscal discipline requires more than securing new budget support
grants; it requires policy decisions to restrain wages and raise or
introduce user charges. Responsibility for this transition away
from a project focus is shared by the Government and funding
agencies. Responsibility for taking the lead on policy change
rests with the Government, while funding agencies can assist
by providing assistance that is consistent with a policy
orientation and help create an imperative for policy change.
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Chapter 7 Conclusions

Conclusions

T

uvalu has recently recorded good rates of economic
growth and continued improvement in key
development indicators. Key contributors have been the
inflow of substantial offshore income and foreign grants, the
adoption of new public initiatives, such as devolution, and
improvements to skills and operating practices within the civil
service. But the ability to sustain these improvements is now
threatened by fiscal imbalances. A rising public sector wage
bill and limited use of cost-recovery mechanisms have made
it increasingly difficult to provide funding for essential goods
and services, maintenance, and for capital. There is no
immediate imperative for fiscal correction because of a large
TTF distribution made in early 2006, but the underlying fiscal
imbalances can be expected to soon resurface.
There is considerable opportunity to pursue a healthier
development path. Recent growth has largely been a result of
an expanding public sector. The private sector could be much
larger and, through the market discipline, raise substantially
the economy’s productivity. There is a broad-brushed rather
than a targeted approach to meeting the needs of the
disadvantaged, and this is resulting in substantial inequity
despite traditional redistribution practices. The result is that
development is oriented toward the better off. A targeted
approach is warranted to provide for specific initiatives aimed
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at assisting the disadvantaged (e.g., raising sanitation and
waste disposal standards on the fringe living areas of Funafuti)
and make allowance for the needs of the disadvantaged in
devising government programs (e.g., complementing the userpay system of elementary education with subsidies for
disadvantaged families or helping schools provide extra support
for those with special needs).
The national strategy, Te Kakeega II, provides a good
starting point for improving the use of public resources.
Implementation of previous plans and public policy in general
has been slow, notably in public sector management and private
sector development. Successfully moving from the national
plan to action is probably the key to reaching a better
development path.
Successfully moving from plan to action will rest on the
prioritization of resource usage. The plan’s expenditure
priorities of basic education and health care and vocational
education receive a very small share (only 15%) of the budget.
Prioritization requires stopping or cutting back some activities
so more resources can be allocated to higher priorities. The
integration of the plan into the budgeting process via corporate
planning would do much to help in this regard.
Moving from plan to action also requires a greater policy
orientation. At present, there is an unhealthy reliance on
funding agencies. The substantial improvement in
infrastructure facilities, mainly as a result of large grants, has
failed to ensure a sustainable development path. The creation
of an enabling environment for the private sector, of pro-poor
policy and of a sustainable fiscal position all require policy of
change. Addressing these needs is a Tuvaluan responsibility.
Building a momentum for implementation of the national
plan will probably require changes to the institutional setting.
At present, Tuvalu is showing signs of a widening gap between
the elite that control the public service and the disadvantaged.
This is most evident in the large government wage bill. The
excessive number of public servants and high rates of pay are
absorbing resources needed for the delivery of basic services,
notably to the Outer Islands and those in the fringe living
areas on Funafuti.
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Options for improving accountability include revising the
Constitution to improve political stability; providing civil
society a strengthened role in public programs; releasing more
useful information on government activities (e.g., the Budget
and Grade 8 pass rates); linking policy reform to the contracts
of senior public servants and the provision of funding agency
support; and preparing communication strategies to involve
and inform stakeholders on change.
Funding agencies can help to create healthy incentives
and curb rent-seeking behavior. There is a good case for
funding agencies preparing a coordinated action plan that
makes the release of funds dependent on the implementation
of agreed, high-priority actions put forward in Te Kakeega II.
The current ease with which Tuvalu is able to secure funding
agency support is probably one of the contributing factors to
its development shortcomings, and it is important that funding
agencies act collectively to correct this weakness.
The report’s key recommendations for action are set out
below:
• Consolidate the fiscal position, by correcting both expenditure and revenue. On the expenditure side expenditure on
staff, travel, and grants and transfers to no more than current levels. On the revenue side, move toward hold broadlybased consumption, higher charges for electricity, telecommunications and shipping, and institute cost-recovery initiatives for medical and overseas scholarships and education services (with support provided for the disadvantaged).
• Reduce the crowding out of the private sector by privatizing
or leasing out the NBT and VLH and small-scale
government business activities.
• Reform the regulatory environment facing business,
notably by establishing a clear framework for foreign
investment and simplifying and codifying the laws.
• Support the implementation of the Education and Training
Sector Master Plan.
• Fund the rehabilitation and the operation of the Tuvalu
Maritime Training Institute adequately, as it underpins
the country’s largest source of private sector employment.
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• Maintain the system of primary health care based on
preventative care and counseling, and avoid erosion by the
rising cost of curative care.
• Improve the management of the living environment on
Funafuti, notably through the development and funding
of an urban management plan addressing building codes,
the pattern of development, and waste management.
• Focus government resources (including funding agency
resources) on the prioritized actions of Te Kakeega II so
that the most important and most urgent actions are
funded first.
• Improve information flows to civil society on the activities
of the public sector and its performance.
• Link funding agency assistance to the Government’s
performance.
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ANNEX 159
A

Participation and
Consultation

W

ork on this report was coordinated through the
Budget and Planning Division of MoFEPI. It
built on a review of existing reports and data and
consultation in Funafuti and the Outer Islands.
In researching the report, meetings were held in Funafuti
with more than 80 representatives of the public sector, NGOs,
the business community, and funding agencies. A list of persons
consulted in researching the report is provided in Table A.1.
These meetings were important in identifying key public
policy issues and the possible responses to these issues.
A visit was conducted to the central group of Outer
Islands to deepen the understanding of the economic and
social setting. Team members were accompanied by the Rural
Development Officer of MHRD and the Research Officer,
Budget and Planning Division of MoFEPI. Arrangements and
agendas were organized with the Kaupule on Vaitupu, Nui,
and Nukafetau. A list of persons met is provided in Table A.2.
Group meetings were held on the three islands over a 4-day
period, with more than 150 representatives participating. Key
issues identified in relation to social services are summarized
in Table A.3. Key issues raised in relation to private sector
development are summarized in Table A.4.
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Table A.1 Persons consulted in researching the Pacific Island Economic Report (PIER)
Person consulted
National Government
Afelee Piita
Alamai Sioni
Alisi Qaiqaica
Amosa Taui
Anare Matakiviti
Aunese Simati
Bateteba Esela
David Olive
Lutelu Faevae
Tekaai Nelesone
Nese Ituaso
Eli Lopati
Enate Evi
Etita Morikao
Fanoa Noaga
Filipo Taulima
Gilliane Le Gallic
Grace Alapati
Gunter Kopke
Isaako Kine
Itaia Lausaveve
Italeli Iakoba
James Conway
Kelesoma Saloa
Laloniu Samuefe
Lillian Homasi
Melton Tauetia
Misalaima Nelesone
Molipi Tausi
Sumeo Silu
Maseiga Osea
Nese Ituaso
Niko Apinelu
Niuatui Niuatui
Opetaia Simati
Panapasi Nelesone
Petueli Noa
Poni Faavae
Pugameau Taufilo
Saini Kaitu
Semu Malona
Seve Lausaveve
Susan Tupulaga
Taiana Amazon
Talaa Mataika

Position
Secretary for Natural Resources
Cultural Development Officer
UNV Department of Women
Budget Adviser, Budget and Planning Division, MoFEPI
SOPAC Energy Programme
Secretary, MoFEPI
Social Analyst, Community Affairs, Ministry of Home Affairs
Rural Development
Acting Director, Inland Revenue, MoFEPI
Secretary for Health
Director Health, Ministry for Health
Chief Public Health Officer, Ministry for Health
Deputy Auditor General
Director, Department of Environment, Office of Prime Minister
Economic Adviser (and Acting Director, Planning), Budget and
Planning Division, MoFEPI
Secretary for Home Affairs and Rural Development
Director of Works, Ministry of Works
Project Manager, Alofa Tuvalu
Statistics Officer, Central Statistics Division, MoFEPI
Water Quality Officer, Ministry of Works
Auditor-General, MoFEPI
Head of Agriculture Department
Attorney General
TA to Secretary, Aid Management Office, MoFEPI
International Waters Project, Department of Environment
Public Service Commissioner and private businessperson
Assistant Secretary, MoFEPI
POPS Project
Secretary for Works and Energy
Energy Planner, Department of Energy, Ministry of Works and Energy
Disaster Coordinator, Office of Prime Minister
Director, Ministry for Education
Chief Public Health Officer, Ministry for Health
Head of Fisheries Department
Statistics Officer, Central Statistics Division, MoFEPI
Director, ICT Division, Ministry of Communication and Transport
Secretary for Government
Department of Youth, Ministry of Home Affairs and
Rural Development
Project Officer
Trade Officer, Department of Trade and Industry, MoFEPI
Director of Women, Ministry of Home Affairs Rural Development
Government Statistician, Central Statistics Division, MoFEPI
Secretary for Communications and Transport
Waste Management Officer, Department of Environment
Aid Coordinator, Aid Management Office, MoFEPI
Fisheries Extensive Officer, Fisheries, Ministry of Natural Resources
and Land (and temporary Officer-in-charge, National Fisheries
Corporation)
continued next page
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Table A.1 Continued
Person consulted

Position

Talavai Iona
Taufia Patolo
Tauisi Taupo
Tekaai Nelesone
Teuleala Manuella
Tine Leuelu
Tito Isala
Tommy Alefeaio
Tuilagi Teii
Valisi Alimau
William Halm

Tuvalu Trust Fund Secretariat
Acting Government Accountant, Treasury, MoFEPI
Research Officer, Budget and Planning Division, MoFEPI
Director Health, Ministry for Health
Community Affairs Officer, Ministry of Home Affairs and
Rural Development
Secretary of Foreign Affairs (and Acting Secretary to Government)
Secretary Supernumerary
General Secretary, Tuvalu Overseas Seaman Union
Customs Officer (and Acting Director Customs), Customs, MoFEPI
Director of Curriculum, Ministry of Education
TA to the Office of the Attorney General

Civil Society
Steven Barlow
Annie Homasi
Emliy Kopke
Sarah Hemstock
Lillian Tine

People’s Lawyer
Coordinator, TANGO
Coordinator, TUFHA
Consultant, Alofa Tuvalu
Secretary General, Tuvalu Red Cross

Donors
Feng Tai
Satoshi Wakasugi

Ambassador, Embassy of Taipei,China
Assistant Resident Representative, JICA

Local Government
Hellani Tumua

Secretary, Funafuti Island Council

Public Enterprises
Afasene Toloa
Simeti Lopati
Siose Penitala Teo
Kiatoa Ulika
Mafala Lotolua

Acting Manager, Development Bank of Tuvalu
General Manager, Tuvalu Telecommunications Corporation
General Manager, National Bank of Tuvalu
Manager, Corporate Services, Tuvalu National Provident Fund
General Manager, Tuvalu Electricity Corporation

Private Business
Davis Lopati
Iakopo Molotii
Isakala Paeniu
James Telauea
John Hensford
Kata Pulusi
Penieli Metia
Semu S. Taafaki
Soloseni Penitusi
Susie Kofe
Lee Faivatala Moresi

Acting Manager, Colonial Insurance
Private Businessperson
Private Businessman (and Director, National Bank of Tuvalu)
Private Businessperson
Manager, Alpha Pacific Navigation Limited
Coordinator, Chamber of Commerce
Private Businessperson
Managing Director, Tuvalu Travel & Shipping Services
Private Businessperson
Private Businessperson
Private Businessperson

ICT = Information Communication Technology; MoFEPI = Ministry of Finance, Economic Planning and
Industries; TA = Technical Assistance; TANGO = Tuvalu Association of Non Government Organizations; TUFHA
= Tuvalu Family Health Association; JICA = Japan International Cooperation Agency
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Ala
Atelaini
Faamalu
Faleie
Fasala
Fifalo
Kaveiga
Lupine
Nokai
Paleni
Papau
Poliala

Nui Private Sector

Betty Vave
Evelina Falani
Faleia Talava
Kaialake Kilifi
Maina Arebajo
Olito Lekai
Pila Vakauta
Samelia Aitobele
Siamoa Koveu
Sopoaga, S
Taiafiafi Kilei
Tamailela Isumu
Teman Lipine
Teveia Keneseli

Alepati Penehulo

Asau Village
Tumaseu Village
Tumaseu Village
Tumaseu Village
Asau Village
Asau Village
Tumaseu Village
Tumaseu Village
Asau Village
Tumaseu Village
Community Worker
Asau Village
Tumaseu Village
Tumaseu Village
Asau Village
Asau Village
Tumaseu Village
Tumaseu Village
Asau Village
Tumaseu Village
Asau Village
Tumaseu Village
Tumaseu Village
Asau Village
Asau Village
Tumaseu Village
Asau Village
Woman’s Association
Asau Village
Asau Village

Alamita
Ane
Kalalelei
Kamali
Kanata
Kaneia
Katalaina
Kilisitini
Laisa
Lasela
Lagatili Siaosi
Lise A
Lise Talia
Litiana
Losalini
Lupe
Lupe
Mary
Matamua
Mele
Meme
Paia
Sapeta
Sao
Seela
Takai
Teumeli
Tiale Sokotia
Tutasi
Vaisamoa

Person consulted
Nui Education

Position

Vaitupu Women Association

Person consulted

Table A.2 Persons consulted in the Outer Islands

Tobacconist

Red toddy business

Works at handicraft centre

Small canteen
Fishing business

Kaupule Representative
for Education
Head Teacher
Pre-school Teacher
Assistant Head Teacher
Retiered Teacher
Teacher
Pre-school Teacher
Assistant Teacher
School Committee
Pre-school Teacher
Teacher
Teacher
School Committee
Teacher
School Committee

Position

Person consulted Position
Eliuta
Famaoni
Fasauti
Fasinola
Fatulua
Fuliga
Fulitua
Laine
Laha
Lanulasi
Laulenese
Lepalo
Lilo
Lilivanu
Matagali
Milikini
Namoto
Oli
Pasai
Salani
Sepola
Taoata
Telutu
Tilila
Tupulaga
Vaitapu
Vaoita

Parent
Parent
Parent
Parent
Parent
Parent
Teacher Primary school
Parent
Parent
Parent
Parent
Parent
Teacher Pre-school
Teacher Primary school
Kaupule member
Teacher Primary school
School Committee
Parent
Parent
Parent
Parent
Teacher Primary school
Teacher Primary school
Head Teacher Pre-school
Parent
Head Teacher Tutasi
Parent

Nukufetau Parents and Teachers
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Semeli Sio
Makaga Toe
Fenua Toma
Malota
Lesiala
Kope
Fatele
Lei
Saute
Tukia
Salome
Failo
Sina

Vaitupu Health

Lupetoga
Kelemena Tametin
Loura Pota
Manapa F Pamapa
VS Panapa
Semeka M
Seti S
Iosia Hale
Ioane Paulo

Kaupule Vaitupu

Ionatana Peia

Iosua Piita

Kapule for Health
Medical Officer
College Nurse
Mother Asau Village
Mother Asau Village
Mother Asau Village
Mother Asau Village
Mother Asau Village
Mother Asau Village
Mother Asau Village
Mother Asau Village
Mother Asau Village
Mother Asau Village

Businessman
Telecom
Kaupule Member
Sub-accountant
Kaupule Member
Businessman
CFC Vaitupu
Businessman
Businessman

Mamao
Lovine
Taima
Teko
Oliula
Ruta
Fitalo
Kaivele
Teauama
Sepule
Lupine
Poliala
Selepa
Kaviega
Famalu
Evelina
Selan
Gakai
Sami
Tokalie
Fakatapea
Baren
Luama
Amusia
Poiei

Nui Women’s Group

Tasi
Taiafifi Amasone
Tokalei
Selepa Pou

Chief Kaupule
Kaupule Health
Representative
Kaupule Education
Representative
Kaupule Secretary

Viliame Panapa
Semeli Sio

Person consulted
Nui Private Sector

Position

Kaupule Vaitupu

Person consulted

Table A.2 Continued

Community Worker

President Women’s
Vice President
Secretary
Treasurer

Fishing business
Canteen

Position

Oli
Telutu
Nukefetan Women’s Association
Fasinoala
Sepola
Lanutazi
Lilivanu
Tanata
Eiliuta
Miligini
Laine
Fatulua
Namoto
Matagali
Vaitupu
Lepalo
Fulitua
Fasauti
Vasita
Tilila
Pasai
Tupulaga
Fuliga
Lilocha
Launenose

Nukefetau Women’s Association

Lisepa Resture
Ligo Vaega

Staff Nurse
Kaupule member
for Health

Person consulted Position
Nukufuti Health
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Faoso Henele
Enelee Epati
Fatasiga Mafoa
Lisia Manapa
Lamona Fiaba
Seela Tanelua
Alefaio Poasa
Leotasi Kautu
Apikaila Elika
Pateen Vakalasi
Kilisome Topai
Sigeo Alesana
Helen Atoni

Vaitupu Education

Person consulted

Position

Table A.2 Continued
Person consulted

Position

Person consulted Position
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Fainai S
Penaia F
Foufaa M

Nukualofa G

Nusipepa

President Kaupule
Kaupule Secretary
Kaupule Education
Representative
Kaupule Women’s
Representative
Tuvalu Electricity
Commission Supervisor
Mechanic
Operator
Electrician
Community Worker

Nukufetau Kaupule and Private Sector
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Table A.3 Outer Island views on social service delivery
Activities and
constraints
Health Services
Out-patient clinic provides basic
medication, dressings, routine
medical procedures. Limited dental
services: extractions, pain-killers,
and referrals to Funafuti. Routine
maternity services—first births and
complications referred to Funafuti.
Admissions toward and radio
consultations, referrals, or
evacuations to central hospital
as necessary. Usually 1–2
emergency evacuations per year as
they are very expensive and require
careful justification to Ministry of
Health in Funafuti.
Limited and irregular medical
supplies-regular orders placed with
Ministry of Health, often
not fully supplied.
Limited diagnostic and emergency
capacity-No x-ray, blood screening
facilities, or oxygen supply. Nui has
a nebulizer because of many
asthma cases.
Problems of power supply-frequent
power cuts and regular cuts at
night affect communications,
nighttime emergencies, can affect
vaccine storage. Solar power backups largely nonfunctional.
Problems with water supply: On
Vaitupu: only one water tank
(about 5,000 liters) or less than
a week’s supply if wards are full.
Often out of water especially
during dry weather. In droughts,
Government brings desalination
equipment.
Problems with communicationsalthough all clinics equipped with
radio telephone. On Nui, no
battery for RT, fax/telephone not
working—must travel to Telecom
Office for all communications.

Relationships with
Falekaupule

Relationships with ministry
and central government

Staff must negotiate
improvements to wards with
Kaupule. Clinic is responsibility
of Ministry of Health. Works
well when health staff are
confident and forceful; the
Health Kaupule is effective; and
they have a good relationship.
Health staff expressed
frustrations, particularly with
lack of basic facilities, such as
water supply and toilets, and
difficulty accessing health funds
vested in the Kaupule.
Vaitupu-Staff concerns with
standard of wards: no
mattresses, showers, or toilets.
Nurses identified need for
separate wards for men and
women. Windows and doors
unscreened, and mosquitoes a
big problem.
Nui-Nurse working hard to get
Kaupule to install a door on
birthing room. No functional
toilet for wards; very limited
water supply.

Clinics and clinic staff funded
by MoH. Common
frustrations of island staff with
short-orders of medical
supplies, lack of emergency
equipment, e.g., oxygen
cylinders.
Staff regularly attends
refresher workshops in
Funafuti, but feel overlooked
for promotions and overseas
training.

If Kaupule request health
education, then no charges, but
if talks are initiated by Health
staff, then must pay participants,
ranging from $5-$25 per day,
with lunch and refreshments.
High expense restricts health
education activities.
Kaupule Health Committee
appointed by Falekaupule, meets
monthly, with $20 sitting fee per
member, to inspect community
living conditions and sanitation.

Very limited facilities: only two beds,
no proper wards, sick students stay
in the wards at the risk of spreading
infections throughout the student
population. A flu outbreak in 2005
filled school and island clinics and
wards to over-flowing. No dental
services other than extraction and
painkillers.
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Table A.3: Continued
Activities and
constraints
Water and Sanitation
Regular island inspections by
Health Inspector and Island
Sanitation Committees. Concern
about neglected, broken, and
leaking water tanks, particularly
where owner is not in residence.
Concern about inadequate water
storage for dry periods. A
common project of women’s
committees.
No reliable information available
about number of households
with adequate access to clean
water or improved sanitation,
despite the extent of regular
inspections.
Contamination of groundwater
from pit/water seal toilets and
inadequately built septic tanks.
Electricity
Problems of maintaining supply,
problems of spare parts and
fuel.
Power houses small and basic,
lack facilities and protection for
workers.
Slowly increasing demand for
power driven by rising private
consumption.
Education
Primary school, from class 1 to
class 8 available on each island.
Secondary schools available only
on Vaitupu and Funafuti.
Concern about pass rates of
students into secondary school.
Attributed by parents and
teachers to inadequate teaching
resources, poor equipment, few
books. Teachers also note that
many parents had little
education and could not provide
the assistance that children
need at home.
In the school with the highest
pass rate (Nukufetau), special
coaching classes arranged for
students by teachers and
volunteers from the community.
Generally well-equipped
preschools, assisted by foreign
funding agencies. Still some
untrained teachers.
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Relationships with
Falekaupule

Relationships with ministry
and central government

Island Sanitation Committee
(funded and appointed by
Kaupule). Has capacity to fine
households that do not have
adequate water or sanitation
but these problems persist,
especially where households
cannot afford improvements.
Community services, in particular
health centers and schools lack
sufficient water supplies or
properly functioning toilets.
For example, Vaitupu Primary
School: 270 students and 13
teachers, yet only one toilet each
for boys and girls.
At all schools, water tanks are
inadequate even for the toilets,
and children must bring drinking
water from home.

Health Inspector (funded by
Ministry of Health). Apart
from inspections, which
evidently do not remedy the
situation, little resources
available for community
education. Reports of primary
school children using nearby
beaches and bushes for their
toilet.

Rents facilities from Kaupule,
e.g., truck for transporting fuel
from jetty to powerhouse.

Tuvalu Electricity Commission
is a statutory authority,
providing electricity at a
standard rate, but operating
at a regular loss, unable to
cover fuel costs.

Falekaupule responsible for
school building maintenance.
Slowness or unresponsiveness in
this is a source of frustration for
head teachers.
In Vaitupu and Nukufetau, school
buildings are run-down. Many
louvres are missing; floor
covering is ripped; and there are
holes in the walls. In Nukufetau,
tarpaulins are used to cover
windows against rain, which
makes the rooms very hot.
Insufficient useable chairs and
desks. Problems with water
supply.

Through national
government, EU funding new
school buildings on 6 outer
islands.
Teachers complain of
insufficient materials sent
from Funafuti: text books are
old, falling apart, and
insufficient for the number of
students. Often a lack of
exercise books, etc. Lack of
teaching resources, such as
science equipment, etc.
In this development phase of
the preschool program, a
good connection between the
preschool program and
funding agency assistance.

Preschools receiving substantial
assistance from foreign funding
agencies, and funded by parents
through daily fees. At present,
little reliance on Kaupule
support.
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Table A.3: Continued
Activities and
constraints

Relationships with
Falekaupule

Community Development/W
omen’s Organizations
Development/Women’s
Women’s associations complain
of low level of support from
Falekaupule. Very little
involvement of the associations
in decisions about island
development or the distribution
of project funds. On one island,
association told to establish
their own fund from foreign
A lot of interest in developing
funding agencies and essentially
commercial enterprises. A
do as they pleased with it – the
common interest is in
underlying message apparently
developing the handicraft
being that they were irrelevant to
industry but frustration with
the usual distribution of
marketing arrangements, the
island development funds and
main market being in Funafuti;
this decision-making process.
the return of payment for their
products is very slow. While
there is a persistent interest in
having an on-island handicraft
center, evident difficulty in using
these resources effectively, where
they already exist, e.g., kept
empty and unused, apart from
occasional storage.
Women’s organizations run
projects to develop community
assets (e.g., water tank
construction) or raise money for
their own needs (e.g., pig
raising to pay for school fees),
often with foreign funding
agency assistance.

Relationships with ministry
and central government
Some involvement in national
decision-making processes.
e.g., women on one island
said they had been involved
in the development of the
National Women’s Policy –
most women, however, said
they knew nothing of it.
Workshops on issues, such
as CEDAW, periodically held on
the islands.

In Nukufetau, for example, the
association has, for the last 20
years, been trying to establish
a market and handicraft center.
Never succeeded because this
project regularly left off priority
list for island development
projects. Furthermore,
Falekaupule unwilling to allocate
a site. Despite this, association
discussing plans to build a
restaurant and nightclub.
EU = European Union; TEC = Tuvalu Electricity Commission
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Two informal retreats were facilitated to assist the
formulation of road maps for private sector development and
service delivery. Pre–retreat consultations were held with
representatives of the public sector and civil society to
identify and finalize a list of relevant stakeholders to
participate in the retreats; discuss the status of policy and
strategy for development; collect policy and strategy
documents; encourage ownership and buy-in to the retreat
process and outcomes; and to design a participatory approach
for the retreat. The agenda and list of participants at the
informal retreat on social service delivery are provided in
Tables A.5 and A.6, respectively. The agenda and list of
participants at the informal retreat of private sector
development are provided in Tables A.7 and A.8, respectively.
The key output of these retreats—the road maps to improved
social service delivery and private sector development, and
the approach adopted in formulating the road maps—are
presented in Section 6 of the report.

Table A.4 Outer Island views on private sector development
Issue

Comments

Legislative Review and Reform
Transfer collected laws to electronic
form and simplify/repeal businessrelated legislation that are too
complicated or interfere unnecessarily
with the market (e.g., Companies Act,
Companies Winding-Up Act, Native
Lands Act, business licensing)
Draft and enact simple transaction
laws to facilitate use of property other
than land as collateral for credit.
Prepare legislation for private medical
services.
Introduce legislation to protect
consumers from substandard or date
expired products.
Training for enforcement of new and
revised legislation.

Although less relevant in the smaller of the two islands,
there was strong support from all islands for legislative
change to enable an environment more conducive to PSD
and that of the Outer Islands PS to be representative in
any meetings to review the legislation. Future TA for
legislative review and development must have
understanding of and be sensitive to Tuvaluan culture and
geographic and demographic conditions.
The Companies Act and Companies Winding-Up Act hold
little current relevance to the Outer Islands. Land issues
had to date not been a limiting factor on any of the
islands though PS on Vaitupu saw a time in the near
future when the current situation would be a problem.
The limit of leases to 25 years and the issue of lease
transfer on sale of a business do not offer security to
potential investors or to proposed government relocation
of certain national functions.
AGO recently raised the issue of irregular business
licensing with the Falekaupule, some of whom have made
amendments to by-laws and license fees to comply. The
Falekaupule recognize this as an issue and note that
licensing fees are one of its few windows of opportunity
continued next page
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Table A.4: Continued
Issue

Comments
for their revenue collection. They believe that while a
standard process for bye-laws and licensing should be in
place, the Falekaupule should be able to set level of fees.
Recognizing the legitimate role of the Falekaupule to
license businesses, PS, particularly on Vaitupu, want to be
consulted in determination of types and levels of business
license fees and would like the Falekaupule to establish a
business advisory committee to represent PS and to
promote PSD. When establishing by-laws, fees and the
budget the Falekaupule should abide by the guidelines in
the Falekaupule and related Acts. Some licensing is
believed to be unduly onerous. On Vaitupu, for example,
commercial fishers (fishing for local sale)
are required to have five different licenses (boat, fishing,
hawking, hand cart, and weighing scales) costing a total
of $117.50 per annum. PS on the two smaller islands
believe that when businesses fail or do not open, then
license fees should be refunded.
The issue of private medical practice was supported at
all consultations though only PS of Vaitupu could see
viability in the concept that retired doctors returning to
the island who could provide such services on a
commercial basis.
All consultations supported consumer protection through
Falekaupule regulations and inspections and
recommended reactivation/reestablishment of the price
control committee.

Reduce Government Crowding Out of Private Sector
Continue to assess the viability of
partial divestiture of NBT.
Lease VLH with the intention of
eventual, complete sale
Contract out of selected functions of
PWD
Windup the operations of NAFICOT
and sell assets

NBT currently operates agencies through the Kaupule
Treasury. There is concern that profit-driven policies of
a foreign-owned bank could result in reduced or
complete loss of banking services to the Outer Islands.
A regional hotel operation could provide opportunities
for increased tourism and a reduction in government
misuse of hotel facilities.
There is a local capacity within PS on Vaitupu to
undertake some of the functions of PWD. The smaller
islands have no such capacity and the Kaupule must
continue to maintain the health and education facilities.
It is commonly believed that it is a “waste of time trying
to export chilled fish” with uncertain and costly transport
to and out of Funafuti being the main constraint. As one
fisher stated, “Local people do not eat fish which is more
than a few days old so why would outsiders.” While still
wanting to hold on to the dream of a profitable overseas
market for their fish, both PS and Falekaupule consider
on reflection that the closure of NAFICOT does not affect
the island’s fresh fish sales. However, an agent to deal
with salt and dry fish sales is essential.
CFC is viewed as a useful community service; however,
it is appreciated that CFC could not be self-sustainable.
Continued operation requires both on-going government
cash subsidies and technical support from Fisheries for
maintenance, repair, and operation of freezers. The
Nukufetau CFC currently costs the Kaupule about $1,000
a month (January 2006 Accounts) to maintain. The fishers
of the islands believe that the local fishing industry would
not be worse-off if CFC ceases to operate.
continued next page
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Table A.4: Continued
Issue

Comments
Business training is a major need but most of the time
training opportunities do not reach the islands. People
are willing to pay for training and do not believe that
people should get allowances to attend training.
Assistance is sought for a full-time (volunteer) business
development advisor to provide support and training to
existing businesses and to assist in the management of
the Falekaupule Credit scheme. PS and Falekaupule
would provide accommodation for such a volunteer.
The Vaitupu PS identified a need for the establishment of
a mechanism for PS to provide an input to the Kaupule’s
decision-making process, e.g., via establishment of a
Business Advisory Committee. A Business Association was
established on Nukufetau but now operates at the
informal level.
Specialized training should be conducted on-site at
existing locations – e.g., refrigeration at CFC, mechanical
at Falekaupule garage and outboard repair facilities,
carpentry, and allied trades at Falekaupule works section.

Additional Initiatives of Specific Outer Island Significance
Credit for Business Development

Import Substitution

Credit for business development is a major impediment
to PSD. The Falekaupule Business Development Credit
Schemes established in 1997 has limits to loan size
(maximum loans of $500) and have evolved into
community loan schemes with most loans not for
business activities. A Falekaupule committee screens and
approves applications. In Nukufetau, about 90 loans
have been approved since 1997 and about 50 of these
have been repaid. Existing businesses and people with
remittance income from Funafuti and overseas are
reported to have the highest repayment rates. There are
licensed and informal moneylenders, but they too cannot
provide the size of loans required for business expansion
and their interest rates are high. Women’s credit
schemes are reported to have run out of money. PS
wants Government to guarantee loans for PSD from NBT,
with the Business Centre in the Ministry of Finance
making recommendations after undertaking assessments
of proposals and applications.
Once a major income-generating activity for most
families, sun- and smoke-dried copra is now rarely
produced The production of coconut oil (from copra) as
a diesel fuel substitute is viewed as both an import
substitute and as an income source for all, including the
poorest of families. A few dry coconuts are sold to the
Falekaupule in Vaitupu and Nukufetau which run the
only existing cold press coconut oil mills established as
part of an all-island trial. Each mill produces about 40
liters of high-quality oil per month, which is sold at the
respective Fusi for $5 a liter. The Vaitupu operation
earned the Falekaupule $30 in 2005. PS suggests that
specialized import substitution manufacture (coldpressed coconut oil, noni products, coconut oil for fuel)
be located on selected but not all islands to take
advantage of the economies of scale and to encourage
interisland trade.

AGO = Attorney General’s Office; MoFEPI = Ministry of Finance, Economic Planning and Industries; MoNR =
Ministry of Natural Resources; NAFICOT = National Fishing Corporation of Tuvalu; NBT = National Bank of Tuvalu;
PS = Private Sector; PSC = Public Service Commission; PSD = Private Sector Development; TA = Technical Assistance;
TCS = Tuvalu Cooperative Society; TCTC = Tuvalu Coconut Traders’ Cooperative; TNCC = Tuvalu National Chamber
of Commerce; VLH = Vaiaku Lagi Hotel.
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Table A.5 Agenda for the informal retreat on social service delivery
Notes

Topic
Opening Introduction
and Overview

Opening prayer and welcome
Participant introduction
Policy background
Te Kageega II and sectoral policies and retreat objectives

Map of Current Activities

Group discussions by sector
Health, Education and training
Outer Islands Development and Governance
Youth, Culture, Sport, and Recreation
Public Safety, Housing, Water, and Sanitation
Social Development, Poverty, and Gender

What has Emerged?

Plenary discussion

Developing a Schedule

Group discussion by sector on scheduling and sequencing

What, When, and Who?

Group discussions developing an agenda of what can be
achieved realistically in the next 3–5 years to improve the
delivery of services, particularly to the disadvantaged.

The Way Forward?

Plenary discussion on improving service delivery in Tuvalu

Closing address and prayer
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Table A.6 Participants at the informal retreat on social service delivery
Participant
Lutelu Faavae
Nese Ituaso
Valisi
Kausea Natano
Saini Kaitu
Alisi Qaiquaica
Ajay Chandra Lal
Petueli Noa
Willy Telavi
Alamai Sioni
Kilei Amasone
Bateteba Esela
Teuleala Manuella
Helani Tumua
Sumeo Silu
Poni Faavae
Melton Tauetia
Kelesoma Saloa
Susan Tupulaga
Penielu P Teo
Kiatoa Ulika
Filipo Taulima
Gunter Kopke
Viliamu Iese
Kitiona T
Tafue M
Alamatiga Lusama
Lilyanne Tine
Isala Tito
Tito Isala
Malofou Auina
Annie Homasi
Emliy Kopke
Sarah Brewster
Lee Faivatala Moresi
Kata Pulusi
Sunema Simati
Tauisi Taupou
Amosa Taui
Tauai S Tapuaki

Position
Secretary, Ministry for Health
Chief Public Health Officer, Ministry for Health
Director Curriculum, Ministry of Education
President, Tuvalu Association of Sports
Director of Women, Ministry of Home Affairs Rural Development
UNV Office, Women Development, Ministry of Home Affairs Rural
Development
UNV Civil, Rural Development, Ministry of Home Affairs Rural
Development
Youth Officer, Ministry of Home Affairs Rural Development
Chief Officer, Ministry of Police & Immigration
Culture Officer, Ministry of Home Affairs Rural Development
Information Officer, Community Affairs, Ministry of Home Affairs Rural
Development
Social Analyst, Community Affairs, Ministry of Home Affairs Rural
Development
Community Affairs Officer, Ministry of Home Affairs and Rural
Development
Secretary, Funafuti Kaupule
Disaster Coordinator, Office of Prime Minister
Environment Project Officer, Department of Environment
POPs Project Officer, Department of Environment
National Coordinator, Department of Environment
Waste Coordinator, Department of Environment
General Manager, Tuvalu Provident Fund
Legal Advisor, Tuvalu Provident Fund
Director of Works, Ministry of Works
Water Quality Officer, Ministry of Works
National Technical Expert, Department of Environment
President of the Congregational Church of Tuvalu
Secretary of the Congregational Church of Tuvalu
Assistance Secretary of Mission Dept, Congregational Church of Tuvalu
Secretary General, Tuvalu Red Cross
Legal Advisor, Tuvalu Red Cross
Secretary Supernumerary, Office of Prime Minister
Rural Development Planner, Ministry of Home Affairs and Rural
Development
Coordinator, TANGO
Coordinato, TUFHA
Doctor, TUFHA
Trainer (Private Business)
Coordinator, TNCC
Economic Adviser, Budget & Planning
Temporary Research Officer, Budget & Planning
Budget Adviser, Budget & Planning
Temporary Clerk, Budget & Planning

TANGO = Tuvalu Association of Non-Government Organizations; TUFHA = Tuvalu Family Health Association;
UNV = United Nations Volunteer; TNCC = Tuvalu National Council of Churches
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Table A.7 Agenda for the informal retreat on private sector development
Notes

Topic
Opening

Opening prayer and welcome

Introduction and overview

Participant introduction
Workshop themes, processes, and objectives
Policy background

An Approach for moving from
Plan to Action

Discussion of two approaches for moving from plan
to action:
a) Strategy approach—Choose specific strategies from
the 36 private sector-related strategies from Te
Kakeega II for complete implementation in the next
three years. Other strategies will not be implemented
in the next three years and will be left for later; and
b) Project actions—Keep all 36 strategies open and
develop projects from any of them which can be
completed in the next three years.
Three speakers to present perspectives on the two
approaches (Government perspective, Chamber of
Commerce representative, and external specialist).

What projects addressing Te Kakeega
II strategies can be carried out in the
next 3 years?

Groups identify projects that could be implemented within
the 3-year period.Presentations to plenary

Who will be responsible for and who
will support the implementation of
each project?

Identification of responsible lead agency for each project
and partnerships across government agencies and with
private sector for implementation.
Presentations to plenary

How will the projects be
implemented?

Groups to discuss and report whether individual projects:
a) Can be funded within current envelope or will require
additional funds;
b) Can be achieved with people available or require
capacity building of TA; and
c) Has political support or will require lobbying
Presentations to plenary for discussion.
Remarks, including perceptions of achievements of
workshop and required follow-up actions by three
speakers (Government perspective, Chamber of Commerce
representative, and external specialist).
Closing address and prayer

Closing remarks
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Table A.8 Participants at the informal retreat on private sector development
Participant

Position

Afelee Piita
Aunese Simati
Tito Isala
Siose Teo
Taala Mataika
Risasi Finikaso
Kalepou Tili
Monise Lafai
Loono Leneuoti
Semu Malona
Itaia Lausaveve
Niko Apinelu
Kulene Sokotia
Teuleala Manuella
Tapugao Falefou
Kilei Amasone
Malofou Auina
Ajay Chandra Lal
Kalipa Aviu
Amosa Taui
Tauisi Taupo
Vete Sakaio
James Conway
Kata Pulusi
Pula Maatia
Tommy Alefaio
Ipuseta Tupou
Esela Lopati
Fiamalu Leupena
Lita Afelee
Karl Tili
Soloseni Penitusi
Penieli Metia
Tuafafa Latasi
Lee Faiva Moressi
Luke Paeniu
Luluvika Tapeua
Melelaki Laloniu
Semu Taafaki
Tutasi Harry
Sam Koau
Craig Sugden
Rick Caldwell
Brian Deutrom
Matai Toafa
Iemaina Paeniu
Fialupe Lotoala

Secretary for Natural Resources
Secretary, MoFEPI
Secretary Supernumerary
General Manager, National Bank of Tuvalu
General Manager, NAFICOT
General Manager, Vaiaku Lagi Hothel
General Manager, Tuvalu Philatelic Bureau
General Manager, Tuvalu Cooperative Society
Department of Tourism
Head Central Statistics Department
Head of Agriculture Department
Head of Fisheries Department
Head of Lands and Survey Department
Head of Community Affairs Department
Senior Assistant Secretary, MoFEPI
Home Affairs
Rural Development Officer, MHRD
United Nations Volunteer Civil Engineer
MoFEPI
Budget Adviser, Budget and Planning Division, MoFEPI
Research Officer, Budget and Planning Division, MoFEPI
Private Businessperson - Consultancy
Government Technical Adviser
Coordinator, Chamber of Commerce
Tuvalu National Council of Women
Tuvalu Overseas Seamen’s Union
Nanumea Kaupule
Nanumea Kaupule
Private Businessperson - Taxi/Contractor
Private Businessperson - Internet Cafe
Private Businessperson - Electrician
Private Businessperson - Night Club
Private Businessperson - Accommodation
Private Businessperson - Night Club
Private Businessperson –Consultancy
Private Businessperson - Consultancy
Private Businessperson - Office Equipment
Private Businessperson - Hardware
Private Businessperson - Travel/Guesthouse
Private Businessperson - Retailer
Private Businessperson - Security
ADB Consultant
ADB Consultant
ADB Consultant
Translator
Translator
Translator

ADB = Asian Development Bank; MoFEPI = Ministry of Finance, Economic Planning and Industries; MHRD =
Ministry of Home Affairs and Rural Development; NAFICOT = National Fishing Corporation of Tuvalu
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ANNEX
B

Data
Table B.1 Real GDP at factor cost
1996

1997

1998

1999

2000

2001

2002

1. Agriculture, Forestry and Fishing
1.1 Crop Husbandry
1.2 Animal Husbandry
1.3 Forestry
1.4 Fishing

2.5
0.8
0.5
0.1
1.1

2.5
0.8
0.5
0.1
1.1

2.5
0.8
0.5
0.1
1.1

2.4
0.8
0.4
0.1
1.1

2.4
0.7
0.4
0.1
1.1

2.3
0.7
0.4
0.1
1.1

2.1
0.7
0.2
0.1
1.1

2. Mining and Quarrying

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.2

3. Manufacturing

0.3

0.4

0.4

0.4

0.3

0.3

0.4

4. Electricity, Gas, and Water

0.5

0.6

0.7

0.7

1.0

1.1

1.2

5. Construction

0.5

0.7

0.7

0.8

0.9

0.9

0.9

6. Trade, Hotels, and Restaurants

2.1

2.2

2.3

2.2

2.3

2.5

2.6

7. Transport and Communications

1.1

1.2

1.5

1.5

1.7

1.9

2.3

8. Finance and Real Estate
8.1 Finance
8.2 Real Estate

0.8
0.8
0.1

0.9
0.9
0.1

1.2
1.1
0.1

1.3
1.2
0.1

1.8
1.7
0.1

1.8
1.7
0.1

1.9
1.8
0.1

9. General Government

2.7

2.5

4.0

4.2

5.0

5.4

5.0

10. Community and Personal Services

0.9

0.9

0.9

0.9

1.0

1.1

1.2

11. Less: Imputed bank service charges

0.4

0.4

0.4

0.5

0.7

0.7

0.9

All Economic Activities

11.1

11.7

14.0

13.9

15.8

16.7

16.9

Memo items:
Market Production
- Private businesses
- Public business activities
and construction

5.4
1.9
3.5

6.0
1.9
4.2

6.9
2.0
4.9

6.7
2.0
4.7

7.8
2.3
5.5

8.3
2.2
6.1

9.0
2.4
6.6

Non-market Production
- Households
- Public Sector
- General government
- Public works

5.7
3.0
2.7
2.7
0.0

5.7
3.1
2.6
2.5
0.0

7.1
3.1
4.0
4.0
0.0

7.2
3.0
4.2
4.2
0.0

8.0
3.0
5.0
5.0
0.0

8.4
3.0
5.4
5.4
0.0

7.9
2.9
5.1
5.0
0.0

1,238
15.8

1,236
17.1

1,448
20.3

1,394
21.2

1,581
24.0

1,706
26.4

1,770
27.5

A$m in constant, 1988 prices

GDP per head (A$ in 1988 prices)
GDP (A$m current prices)
Source: CSD (2004).
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Table B.2 Selected economic indicators
2000

2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

Annual change in an index (%)a
GDP
Income indicators
Gross salaryb
Personal taxc
Company taxc
Aggregate demand indicators
Import duty
Electricity salesd
NBT, DBT and TPF lending
Annual inflation rate

13

6

1

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

-22
-1
40

-1
8
23

12
7
-16

21
5
-43

-18
-2
117

-14
-3
-42

42
3
14
3.9

20
11
49
1.5

-9
29
24
5.1

-7
4
22
3.3

-15
-2
8
2.8

3
1
-12
3.2

a

The income and demand indixes are derived for a base year of 2000 and deflated by CPI.
Derived from contributions to the Tuvalu National Provident Fund (excluding voluntary contributions).
c
This relates to the year tax is paid rather than the year of liability. Delays in collection could see revenue due in
a year collected in subsequent years. Collections of company tax are known to take place with some delay, so
the large rise in company tax collections in 2004 could reflect a rise in capital income in 2003, etc.
d
Derived from KWhs of electricity sold.
Sources: CSD (2004, 2005) and personal communication, Tuvalu Provident Fund; Inland Revenue, MoFEPI; Customs,
MoFEI, and Energy Division, MoWE.
b

Table B.3 Merchandise imports
2000a

2001a

2002

2003

CIF A$m in current prices

2004

2005

b

Live animals, and animal products

0.7

0.5

1.4

1.5

1.0

1.5

Vegetable products
Animal and vegetable fats and oils
Prepared foodstuffs
Alcoholic beverages
Tobacco
Mineral products, fuels
Chemical products
Plastics, rubber and articles thereof
Wood and wood-based products
Textiles, textile articles and footwear
Base metals and articles thereof
Machinery and appliances, electrical
equipment, parts
Vehicles, vessels and transport
equipment
Other

0.6
0.1
1.4
0.3
0.1
0.8
0.4
0.5
0.5
0.3
0.4

0.4
0.1
0.9
0.3
0.1
0.3
0.3
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4

1.1
0.2
2.2
0.6
0.4
2.8
0.8
0.8
2.0
0.6
1.8

1.3
0.1
2.4
0.6
0.3
3.1
0.7
0.5
1.4
1.0
1.6

1.2
0.1
1.8
0.6
0.3
2.4
0.6
0.5
1.0
0.5
0.7

1.2
0.2
2.4
0.4
0.3
3.7
0.7
0.4
0.7
0.8
0.7

1.5

1.2

2.5

3.9

1.9

2.3

0.7
0.5

1.0
0.4

1.5
1.8

2.5
3.2

1.0
1.7

0.9
0.7

Total

8.9

6.8

20.4

24.0

15.5

16.9

a Data for some quarters appear to be excluded in the 2000 and 2001 data.
b The data appear to exclude at least some imports provided via in-kind grants to the Government. Data inclusive
of in-kind grants are shown in the balance of payments.
Sources: CSD (2005b) and Customs MoFEPI.
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Table B.4 Balance of payments
2000

2001

2002

2003

A$’000 in current prices
Current account balance

13.0

-7.4

11.9

-15.0

Goods balance
Exports fob
Imports fob

-15.5
0.5
16.0

-17.9
0.4
18.3

-26.1
0.4
26.5

-28.6
0.4
29.0

Services balance
Receipts
Payments
Transportation
Travel
Technical assistance
Other

-17.1
2.2
19.3
9.6
5.2
3.0
1.5

-16.6
1.6
18.2
8.8
4.2
3.1
2.1

-14.0
1.7
15.7
7.8
3.6
3.1
1.2

-15.1
2.0
17.1
9.7
3.4
2.3
1.7

Income balance
Receipts
Compensation of employees
Investment income
Payments

4.9
5.4
2.5
2.8
0.5

4.9
5.4
2.5
2.9
0.5

5.1
5.5
3.0
2.5
0.5

4.8
5.4
3.0
2.4
0.6

Transfers
Receipts
Offical foreign aid
Transfers from the TTF
Government licence fees nec
Private transfers
Payments
Government
Private transfers

40.7
43.3
3.8
4.1
34.8
0.6
2.6
0.3
2.3

22.2
25.5
5.2
6.2
14.0
0.2
3.3
0.7
2.6

47.0
50.0
17.0
2.8
29.1
1.2
3.0
0.3
2.8

23.9
26.9
18.4
0.0
7.0
1.5
3.0
0.7
2.3

—

0.6

12.2

10.5

66.4
20.2
15.5
16.0
118.1
66.5

62.8
9.6
16.2
17.8
106.4
69.3

70.5
7.4
15.9
12.1
106.0
96.5

75.8
5.1
17.9
2.7
101.5
—

Memo items:
Capital grants received
Key overseas investments (end of year balances)
TTF
CIF
FTF
NBT overseas holdings
Total
Ratio of imports to GDP (%)
Source: CSD (2004b)
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Table B.5 Formal sector employment in 2005 by employer
Employeesa
Number
Public sector
General government
National Government
Island Councils
Island Council and Church-run schools
CFC
USP
TNCW
Other
Public enterprises
TEC
TTC
NBT
VLH
DBT
TMC
TNPF
NAFICOT
TCTC
Private business sector
Construction
Retail and wholesale
Hotels, bars and restaurants
Financial services
Bingo
Personal services
Computer equipment and services
Land transport
Seaman agents
Petroleum
Farming
Business support
Marine services
Other
NGOs
Total employees

Share
(%)

Share of total
gross salary
(%)b

1,635
1,355
1,045
177
81
30
10
6
6
280
86
64
42
35
19
18
11
4
1

68.2
56.5
43.7
7.4
3.3
1.3
0.4
0.3
0.3
11.7
3.6
2.7
1.8
1.5
0.8
0.8
0.5
0.2
0.0

80.0
66.0
61.0
1.8
1.9
0.4
0.5
0.3
0.0
14.0
3.4
3.0
3.2
1.5
0.9
0.7
1.1
0.1
0.1

698
248
245
33
24
24
18
21
11
11
10
8
6
5
34

29.4
10.3
9.9
0.5
1.0
0.0
0.8
0.0
0.5
0.0
0.0
0.3
0.3
0.0
5.9

16.7
1.2
10.8
0.1
0.4
0.0
0.3
0.0
0.1
0.0
0.0
0.5
0.4
0.0
3.0

60

2.4

3.3

2,393

100.0

100.0

The table shows the number of formal sector employees during the year, some of whom would have worked
for less than a full year.
Derived on the assumption that contributions equal 20% of the gross salary (as required by the legislation)
excluding voluntary contributions.
Source: TNPF.

a

b
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Table B.6 Activity of the main financial institutions
2000

2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

A$ million at year end (current prices)
NBT
Lending
Deposits
Net deposits
- of general government (est.)
- of others

6.6
19.4
12.8
—
—

10.5
23.5
12.9
5.9
7.1

14.5
21.0
6.6
8.3
-1.8

19.8
16.1
-3.7
-0.7
-3.0

20.4
19.4
-1.0
-1.6
0.7

15.8
17.2
1.4
-2.3
3.7

TNPF
Lending

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

1.5

3.4

DBT
Lending
Deposits

1.5
0.0

1.7
0.0

1.5
0.0

0.4
0.0

0.6
0.0

1.3
0.0

Total lending

8.1

12.3

16.0

20.2

22.5

20.5

16.0

17.8

12.1

2.7

—

—

Memo item:
NBT overseas holdings

Note: DBT data for 2005 are estimates.
Sources: Annual Reports of the NBT, TNPF, and DBT (various years); ADB (2003), p.150, personal communication,
and Tables B.4 and B.7.

Table B.7 Government holdings of liquid assets
2001

2002

2003

2004

2005e

$A million in current prices at year end
CIF
Interest Bearing Deposits (IBDs)
National Bank of Tuvalu
Other bank accounts
Outer Islands Agency Account
Cash on hand
Other
Total liquid assets

9.6
1.5
3.4
1.0
0.0
0.0
0.6
16.1

7.4
2.2
1.7
4.4
0.0
0.2
0.3
16.3

4.9
2.1
-3.3
0.5
0.0
0.3
0.3
4.8

3.6
1.2
-1.1
0.7
-2.4
0.3
0.2
2.5

2.0
1.3
0.4
0.7
-4.6
0.3
0.2
0.2

Memo items:
TTF (as end Sep)
Market value
Maintained value

62.9
67.1

70.6
78.5

75.8
81.8

85.4
84.4

98.4
86.9

Sources: Report of the Auditor General on the accounts of the Government of Tuvalu (various years); National
Bank of Tuvalu, General Manager (personal communication); TTFAC Secretariat (personal communication);
Ministry of Finance, Economic Planning and Industries Bank Statements.
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Table B.8 Government expenditure and revenue
1999
Actual

2000
Actual

2001
Actual

32.1
22.2
4.2
1.4
0.5
0.5
1.7
0.2
2.8
n.a.
n.a.
12.6
9.7
0.0
0.9
1.1
0.9
2.6
9.9
n.a.
n.a.
9.9
n.a.

56.2
47.1
5.1
1.4
0.8
0.4
2.4
0.2
0.4
n.a.
n.a.
37.5
9.5
0.0
0.4
24.9
2.8
4.1
9.1
n.a.
n.a.
8.4
n.a.

42.8
33.2
6.0
1.5
0.9
0.4
3.0
0.2
0.5
n.a.
n.a.
20.6
11.8
0.6
0.6
1.5
6.1
6.1
9.6
1.4
0.0
8.2
0.0

Expenditure and Net Lending
37.1
Operating (allocated, on-budget) 18.8
Staff
5.8
Travel and communications
1.3
Travel
n.a.
Communications
n.a.
Maintenance
0.6
Other goods and services
4.5
Grants, transfers and other
6.7
Capital (allocated, on-budget)
8.4
Unallocated expenditureb
0.0
a
Extra-budget (XBs)
9.9
Balance
-5.1
Financing
n.a.
Debits
Injections to the TTF
0.0
Credits
Loan repayments by the
Government n.a.
n.a.
Net drawdown in cash
holdings (est)
n.a.
n.a.
Statistical discrepancyc
Memo items:
Number of established staff
positions
747
Number of staff on the payroll
n.a.

52.9
38.2
7.7
1.3
n.a.
n.a.
1.5
7.9
19.8
6.3
0.0
8.4
3.4
n.a.

Revenue and Grants
Revenue
Taxation
Income tax
Company tax
Sales tax
Import duties
Other taxes
Interest and dividends
Dividends (NBT and others)
Interest on investments
Government charges
Fish licenses
Marine department
Telecom licenses
TV
Other charges
Distribution from the TTF
Grants
EU budget support
Taipei,China budget support
Extra-budget (XBs)a
Other grants

2002
Actual

2003 2004
Actual Actual

2005 2006 2007 2008
Revised Estimates Forecast Forecast

A$ million in current prices

64.3
39.1
6.0
1.7
0.8
0.4
2.9
0.2
1.4
1.0
0.4
31.7
8.7
0.7
0.1
21.3
1.0
0.0
25.2
1.1
0.0
22.4
1.7

34.3
13.2
5.6
1.9
0.5
0.4
2.7
0.2
0.1
0.0
0.1
7.5
1.4
0.7
0.0
3.4
1.9
0.0
21.1
0.9
6.1
12.2
1.8

28.6
15.3
5.9
1.9
1.1
0.3
2.4
0.2
0.5
0.5
0.0
8.9
4.2
0.6
0.0
2.9
1.2
0.0
13.3
1.3
3.9
5.1
2.9

28.2
14.4
5.7
1.9
0.6
0.4
2.6
0.3
0.1
0.1
0.0
7.6
3.1
0.7
0.0
2.8
1.0
1.0
13.8
2.2
2.6
6.1
2.9

47.7
25.4
5.8
2.0
0.7
0.3
2.6
0.2
0.5
0.5
0.0
7.4
3.0
0.6
0.0
2.6
1.1
11.8
22.2
2.2
2.4
13.9
3.7

25.8
14.3
6.0
2.1
0.9
0.4
2.4
0.2
0.5
n.a.
n.a.
7.7
3.2
0.7
0.0
2.6
1.1
0.0
11.5
1.2
2.4
5.0
2.9

35.5
14.4
6.0
2.2
0.9
0.4
2.3
0.2
0.5
n.a.
n.a.
7.8
3.3
0.7
0.0
2.6
1.1
0.0
21.1
1.2
2.4
14.6
2.9

43.7
24.1
8.2
1.4
1.1
0.3
1.1
4.5
8.9
11.2
0.1
8.2
-0.9
-3.0

55.3
29.3
9.1
1.6
1.3
0.3
1.0
9.2
8.4
1.8
1.8
22.4
9.1
8.3

42.4
24.5
9.9
1.3
1.0
0.3
1.5
6.4
5.5
3.8
1.8
12.2
-8.1
-9.2

31.2
21.3
10.0
0.9
0.7
0.2
0.7
4.5
5.2
1.5
3.2
5.1
-2.5
-1.6

32.0
22.7
11.0
0.9
0.7
0.2
0.7
4.7
5.4
0.0
3.2
6.1
-3.8
-2.2

41.1
23.9
11.4
1.0
0.8
0.2
0.6
4.7
6.1
0.1
3.2
13.9
6.6
n.a.

29.8
24.7
11.7
1.0
n.a.
n.a.
0.7
4.9
6.3
0.1
0.0
5.0
-4.0
n.a.

40.2
25.5
12.1
1.1
n.a.
n.a.
0.7
5.0
6.6
0.1
0.0
14.6
-4.8
n.a.

1.2

5.0

9.1

1.3

0.7

0.0

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

0.2

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.
n.a.

8.0
2.1

0.8
0.8

10.5
1.2

2.3
-1.0

2.2
-1.6

n.a.
n.a.

n.a.
n.a.

n.a.
n.a.

770
n.a.

822
823

847
912

891
901

891
947

892
897

886
n.a.

n.a.
n.a.

n.a.
n.a.

a XBs refer to expenditure made outside the appropriation process and the government accounting system that
are funded by a matching grant by funding agencies.
b This refers to on-budget expenditure that cannot be allocated to either operation or capital.
c The statistical discrepancy is the difference between the budget balance derived as the difference between
revenue and grants and expenditure and net lending and the budget balance derived from government holdings
of liquid assets (e.g., bank accounts, the CIF).
Sources: Data for on-budget expenditure for 2001–2004 are drawn from government audited accounts provided
by the Government Accountant, with data for other years drawn from the Budget Papers adjusted to ensure
consistency with the audited accounts. Data on XB expenditure for 2001–2004 are from the detailed breakdown
provided in the 2005 Budget Papers, with data for other years drawn from the Budget Papers. Data on
employment are from the Budget Papers and estimates based on the payroll for selected periods.
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Table B.9 Public debt
A$ million as of end–2005 (est)

Book value

Government loans
Air Fiji loan
NAFICOT loan
Falekaupule Fund loan
DBT Global Loan
TMTI Loan
DBT Global Loan II
Overdrafts
Outer Islands Agency Account
held by public enterprises
Government arrears
Contribution to the TTF owing
(for DSP) c
Gross debt
Less cash holdings
Net debt

Ratio to GDP as of end–2005 (%, est)

NPV

Book valuea

NPVa,b

16.1
0.8
1.1
5.8
1.0
5.4
1.9

8.0
1.0
0.9
2.8
0.0
2.4
1.0

58.4
2.9
4.1
21.1
3.5
19.8
7.1

29.2
3.5
3.2
10.3
0.0
8.6
3.5

5.0
4.6
0.4
1.3

5.0
4.6
0.4
1.3

18.2
0.1
0.0
4.8

18.2
0.1
0.0
4.8

1.8
24.2
0.2
23.9

1.8
16.1
0.2
15.9

6.4
87.9
0.9
87.0

6.4
58.6
0.9
57.7

a Calculated for 2002 GDP.
b NPV refers to the net present value of debt derived using the actual interest rate for commercial loans and
6.0% p.a. for concessionary loans.
c This refers to contributions required as part of the EU’s Development Support Programme.
Sources: Table B.7, TTFAC (2005b), pp.11, 19; Vinstar Consulting (2005), Annex 2, p.5; Focus Economics (2005);
and Government audited accounts for 2004 provided by the Government Accountant.

Table B.10 Financial performance of PEs
Operating profits before income tax
Latest year
DBTa
NAFICOT
NBTa
TECb
TNPFb
TMC
TMTIb
TPB
TTCa
VLHb

84
n.a.
730
-60
2,026
n.a.
17
n.a.
-85
-83

Previous year

Revenue
Latest year

A$’000 in current prices
-105
399
n.a.
n.a.
1,344
1,595
-381
2,147
583
2,231
n.a.
n.a.
302
686
n.a.
n.a.
-629
1,838
-160
719

Previous year
260
n.a.
1,295
2,017
922
n.a.
920
n.a.
2,516
757

a Latest year refers to 2003.
b Latest year refers to 2004.
Sources: Latest audited accounts (except for TMTI, which is drawn from internal accounting records).
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0.2
1.1
0.1
0.0
0.2

2.5
1.2
0.1
0.0
0.2
13.6

Ministry of Works and Energy

6.1

0.1
0.0
0.3

1.0

0.1

1.5

2.5
2.5
1.3
0.4
0.5
0.3
0.4
0.4
0.0

7.7
7.3
2.0
1.4
1.8
n.a.
n.a.
0.5
1.5
2.2
1.8
0.4
0.5
0.5
0.0

4.5

2003

1.8

0.1
0.0
0.4

1.1

0.0

1.5

2.9
2.9
1.3
0.5
0.6
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.0

7.4
6.8
1.9
1.4
1.3
n.a.
n.a.
0.6
1.6
2.0
1.3
0.6
0.6
0.6
0.0

4.4

2004

Sources: Government audited accounts as provided by the Government Accountant.

7.7

1.6

4.1

Ministry of Home Affairs
and Rural Development
FTF matching
contribution
Local government
and rural development
Women
Youth
Other

2.7
2.6
1.2
0.4
0.5
0.5
0.4
0.4
0.0

9.8
9.0
1.9
2.1
2.5
n.a.
n.a.
0.8
1.6
3.3
2.5
0.9
0.8
0.8
0.0

2.6
2.6
1.1
0.5
0.6
0.4
0.6
0.5
0.0

11.0
9.9
2.2
2.2
3.0
2.0
1.0
0.8
1.7
4.1
3.0
1.1
0.8
0.8
0.0

Education
Ministry of Education and Sports
Primary
Secondary
Scholarships
Scholarship students
Pre-service training
TMTI
Other
Scholarships
MoE
Other
TMTI
MoE
Other

5.4

2002

Health
Ministry of Health
Curative (on Tuvalu)
Medical treatment
Preventative
Other
Medical treatment
MoH
Other

5.8

Primary and secondary
education, primary health care
and employment-orientated
technical and vocational education

2001

Expenditure
(A$m, current prices)

Table B.11 On-budget expenditure in key service areas

31.9

0.3
0.0
0.5

2.8

5.9

9.5

6.1
6.0
2.6
1.3
1.3
0.8
1.3
1.3
0.0

25.7
23.2
5.1
5.2
7.1
4.8
2.3
1.8
3.9
9.6
7.1
2.6
1.8
1.8
0.0

13.5

2001

19.7

0.1
0.0
0.6

2.9

0.4

4.2

6.9
6.8
3.2
0.9
1.3
1.4
1.0
0.9
0.1

25.2
23.0
4.9
5.5
6.4
n.a.
n.a.
2.1
4.1
8.6
6.4
2.2
2.1
2.1
0.0

13.8

2002

18.0

0.2
0.1
0.9

3.0

0.4

4.5

7.4
7.4
3.8
1.2
1.4
1.0
1.2
1.2
0.0

22.5
21.4
5.9
4.2
5.4
n.a.
n.a.
1.6
4.3
6.5
5.4
1.2
1.6
1.6
0.0

13.1

2003

6.2

0.2
0.1
1.4

3.7

0.0

5.4

10.1
10.1
4.7
1.7
2.0
1.8
1.7
1.7
0.0

26.0
23.8
6.5
4.9
4.7
n.a.
n.a.
2.2
5.6
6.9
4.7
2.2
2.2
2.2
0.0

15.6

2004

Share of on-budget expenditure

1,464

13
2
21

127

272

435

278
277
119
59
62
38
60
59
1

1,179
1,062
234
240
324
220
105
82
181
442
324
118
82
82
0

618

2001

823

6
1
27

122

17

173

286
283
133
38
55
57
41
38
3

1,052
959
205
229
266
n.a.
n.a.
89
170
358
266
93
89
89
0

578

2002

651

7
2
31

109

16

164

268
267
137
43
52
35
43
43
0

816
774
212
153
194
n.a.
n.a.
58
156
236
194
42
58
58
0

476

2003

188

6
2
42

112

0

162

305
304
140
50
62
53
50
50
1

782
716
196
146
141
n.a.
n.a.
65
167
207
141
66
65
65
0

470

2004

Real expenditure per head
(A$, constant 03 prices)
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Business Surveys
Funafuti Business Survey
The Funafuti business survey was conducted in February 2005
to obtain views on impediments to private sector development.
A random sample of 80 business license holders was generated
from a list of 421 payees of businesses license fees in 2005.
The majority of businesses on the list were identified by the
name of the license holder with aboout 10% being in the name
of an actual business. Consultations were held with the staff
of the licensing authority, the Funafuti Kaupule, and
individuals familiar with the area to locate license holders.
More than half of the businesses in the sample were not
operational; their operational status was determined through
site on-site visits and consultation. Of the 38 businesses of
the random sample that were in operation, 30 agreed to
participate in the survey, while the rest were either away from
Funafuti or simply declined to participate. Three of the license
holders from the random sample owned 2–3 different
businesses and completed a survey for each. About two thirds
of the interviews were conducted by a Tuvaluan graduate of
the Royal Melbourne Institute of Technology, with the
remainder conducted by a team consisting of a Tuvaluan and
a non-Tuvaluan undergraduate.
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Almost half of respondents had been operating for more
than 5 years; approximately a quarter had been operating for
3–5 years; and approximately one fifth had been operating for
1–3 years. Almost half of the businesses surveyed were in the
retail sector, with the remaining consisting of wholesalers,
restaurants, bars, mechanical and electrical repair shops,
building and construction, fishing, agriculture,
accommodation, business services, and transport. Half of the
businesses employed three or fewer workers (including the
owner), with a further quarter of the businesses employing 4–
6 persons. Two fifths of the businesses surveyed employed
full-time staff only, with a third mainly employing part-time
staff.
The main problems faced by these businesses surveyed
included a lack of financial and managerial training (about 25%
of total responses), a lack of demand (about 20%), difficulties
in securing a loan (about 15%), too many government rules
and regulations (about 15%), and too many complications with
friends and relatives (about 10%). One fifth of the businesses
competed directly with a government-owned business. Most
respondents, who were normally the business owner, had not
attended a course in running a business.
Respondents were provided an opportunity to add freeranging comments. These comments reflected responses to
the questionnaire. For instance, about one quarter of those
surveyed commented on the need for business training,
especially in the areas of finance and management. About 20%
raised concerns about the price and availability of produce
and the small clientele.
Other comments included:
• concerns about the crowding out of businesses because of
the small market;
• slow government payments placing a financial burden on
businesses, affecting cash flow and loan repayments;
• forced reliance on overseas personnel because of shortages
in trained, local staff;
• high import duties yet businesses have little choice but
to use imported goods; and
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•

problems receiving bank loans because of confusing paper
work, long waiting periods, and low number of bank loan
approvals.

Funafuti Fisherfolk Survey
A survey was conducted in February 2006 of artisanal
fishers in Funafuti who fished for the express purpose of selling
their catch. Of these, 12 were available for the survey. The
interviews were conducted by a Tuvaluan undergraduate of
the Flinders University of Adelaide and a Tuvaluan local.
Almost all fishers surveyed normally sold their fish
between four and seven times per week. Most fish were sold
on the street, with the other main place of sale being beside
the fisher’s house. The main fish sold was tuna, with reef fish
accounting for about one third of fish sold. The main problems
identified by the professional fishers were ineffective or
insufficient equipment and the closure of the town market.
The two main areas of concern raised by the respondents were
the lack of a facility to sell fish that was readily available to
the public and the need for safety equipment (e.g., life jackets,
hand-held flares).
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